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ABSTRACT
Reports an investigation of the effects of chemical and physical weathering on submerged
karst surfaces that pairs laboratory studies with computer modeling studies. The first study
attempts to quantify the production of carbonate fines; soluble sediments produced by the
incomplete dissolution of karst minerals during chemical weathering. Results show carbonate
fine production in relation to dissolutional action; Chalk: 42.8%; Coquina: 2.6%; Dolomite:
3.1%; Gray Limestone: 4.8%; Ocala Limestone: 3.1%; Shell Limestone: 6.1%; Travertine: 8.6%.
Due to the use of hydrochloric acid as opposed to carbonic acid these results may not be fully
valid for application to natural speleogenic processes. The Limestone Weathering Model, a
numerical-computer model, was developed using these experimental findings as minimal values
compared with published rates. Reported as the actual volume of rock mass lost to both
dissolution and to carbonate fine production, the rates for carbonate fine production ranged from
5.8% to 10.9% (year 1- 5.8%, year 2- 8.5%, year 3- 9.7%, year 4-10.3%, year 5- 10.9%), with a
mean value for carbonate fine production of 9%, but a continuing rate after five years
approaching 11%. The second study uses metrological laser scanning to measure the erosive loss
due hydraulic shearing force and corrasion on submerged limestone surfaces. The rates for
material removed using increasing velocity values (0.3m/s, 0.5m/s, 1.0m/s, 1.5m/s, 2.0 m/s,
2.5m/s) during flow durations of less than 6 minutes duration were : 1) Hydraulic shearing force0.3µm/s, 0.5µm/s, 0.4-1.7µm/s, 2.5 µm/s, 5.5 µm/s, 2) Corrasion- 0.3 µm/s, 0.7 µm/s, 1.5 µm/s,
1.5-1.8 µm/s, 8.9 µm/s, 8.1 µm/s. The study model was modified to return these rates for

viii

hydraulic shearing force limited by the depth of the chemical corrosion of the surface. The model
returns % rock volume lost to hydraulic shearing force compared to dissolutional rate (1mm/y)
for 3 flow velocities (0.03m/s<, 1.0m/s<, 2.5m/s<) on 4 timing schedules: Annual-7.8,14.3,19.6,
Semiannual 21.1,21.1,69.7, Quarterly- 32.8,43.6, 70.9, Monthly- 80.0, 109.3, 200.3. Model
demonstrates significant effect (7.8% to 200% over dissolutional rate) on speleogenic rates from
even infrequent, moderate changes in flow velocities due to storm events. Study’s results support
the significance of chemical weathering by disaggregation and physical weathering by hydraulic
shearing force as major factors in the processes of karst speleogenesis.
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CHAPTER ONE:
INVESTIGATION INTRODUCTION

1.1. INTRODUCTION
This investigation concerns speleogenesis; specifically, it investigates the possible effects
of chemical and physical weathering on the subterranean carbonate rock surfaces found within
karst drainage networks. The power of physical weathering due to fluvial forces is seen in all
landscapes from the carving of the rock walls through narrow canyons to the creation of the great
plains and valleys of our world. However, this powerful agent of landscape change has been
virtually neglected as an active force in the processes of speleogenesis. Speleogenesis is the
‘study of how caves are created’ and like many other areas of scientific study it relies on models
to foster understanding of complex processes (White, 1999). Speleogenic models have
traditionally consisted of conceptual, physical-analog, and mathematical/numeric models; and in
the past half century the increasing use of numerical computer models has dominated the
sciences as analytical tools. However, computer models cannot stand alone, but need to be firmly
based on both conceptual models and reliable data concerning the natural systems being
modeled. The study of caves, and more recently, karst landscapes, is a relatively young science
with the majority of its advances in the past 60 years. In that time much has been learned
concerning the chemical kinetics that describe how karst rocks dissolve due to acidic-water.
Current speleogenic models are solely based upon the dissolutional weathering characteristics of
carbonate rocks, describing how the dissolution of rock along fracture-lines can create drainage
1

and cave networks. However, the impact of other chemical weathering processes such as
disaggregation, hydration, hydrolysis, oxidation, and colloid formation (Zupan-Hajna, 2003;
Palmer, 2007), and physical weathering processes such as hydraulic action in the forms of
hydraulic shearing force and corrasion (Marshak, 2004) have not been investigated using
speleogenic models.
This investigation studies the chemical weathering process of disaggregation and the
physical weathering processes of hydraulic shearing force and corrasion. This investigation pairs
laboratory studies with computer modeling in order to fully analyze and demonstrate the
processes being studied. In this investigation two laboratory studies are conducted which
examine the two forms of weathering and then the results of each study is used to develop a
matching computer simulation. The first laboratory study attempts to quantify the production of
carbonate fines, which are soluble sediments produced by the incomplete dissolution of karst
minerals during chemical weathering (Zupan-Hajna, 2003). The second uses metrological laser
scanning to measure the erosive loss due to the hydraulic action of hydraulic shearing force and
corrasion on limestone surfaces. The numerical, computer model that will be used by this
investigation simulates a small section (4cm2) of a dissolving limestone surface. The model is
first used to demonstrate disaggregation and carbonate fine production, and then is used for the
second time to investigate limestone erosion due to hydraulic shearing force. After each phase of
laboratory experimentation the model is presented; progressively modified and calibrated
according to the latest experimental results. This report represents the beginning of a series of
investigative modeling studies concerning the chemical and mechanical weathering of karst
surfaces.

2

1.2. BACKGROUND
This investigation is intended to contribute to the field of research concerned with the
modeling of speleogenic processes in landscapes composed of soluble karst rocks. Specifically,
these studies seek to examine, quantify, and model the surfaces of karst rocks as they are being
exposed to various processes of chemical and mechanical weathering to determine their possible
influences on speleogenic processes. In order to properly understand the usage of technical
terms, processes, and concepts reported in this investigation a certain amount of background
information first needs to be presented to lay the theoretical foundations for this scientific
investigation. Therefore information will be presented concerning karst landscapes, the
dissolutional characteristics of karst materials, processes of chemical and mechanical weathering,
and their possible applications in speleogenic modelling.
“Karst is the term used to describe a special style of landscape containing caves and
extensive underground water systems that is developed on especially soluble rocks such as
limestone, marble, and gypsum” (Ford & Williams, 2007, p. 1). This removal of the basic
bedrock underlying a landscape by dissolutional action gives rise to unique geomorphology
unique to karst landscapes (White, 1986). A karst landscape includes a suite of unique features
such as caves, sinkholes, sinking streams, artesian springs, karren, and other solutional
morphologies (Jakucs, 1977; Kuznetsova, 2010). It is the dissolution of soluble rocks that drives
the formation of caves (Ford, 1971), and this is explained in the conceptual model of cave
genesis, the Four State Model, developed by Ford and Ewers (1978). Water that is under
changing flow conditions always seeks the path of least resistance (Romanov, 2003); Ford’s
model explains that flowing water carries acids as it seeks the most economical routes for flow,
3

and as this acid-laden water flows it dissolves karst rocks and develops enlarged passageways
allowing for increased water flow. The model shows how in the early stages of an aquifer’s
development the underground water flow has to follow routes of fractures through the rock, but
as aquifers age they continue to evolve in two more developmental steps towards an ideal water
table type of cave that allows water to flow efficiently along the surface of the water table.
This is all made possible by the soluble karst rocks and minerals that make up the
foundations of karst landscapes. Examples of carbonate karst rocks, which are sometimes
referred to as carbonate rocks due their carbonate component, include limestone, dolomite,
travertine, chalk, and coquina. The soluble carbonate minerals associated with these rocks are
calcite, aragonite, magnesite, and dolomite. The description of the basic dissolutional kinetics of
limestone rocks were first described by Weyl (1958). He built his conclusions using previous
work as a base (Harned & Davis, 1943; Miller, J.P., 1952) and as time progressed others
improved and updated his work (Roberson, 1964; Berner, 1967; Plummer, Parkhurst, and
Wigley, 1978; Dreybrodt, 1981). It was Christopher Plummer and his associates (1978) who
gave the first full description of the solutional kinetics of the CaCO3- CO2-H2O system, where
calcium carbonate, also called calcite, is dissolved by carbon dioxide-based acid in the water.
Today, thanks to the continuing investigations of karst water chemistry by karst scientists, we
have a sophisticated understanding of the dissolutional behavior of karst rocks (Buhmann and
Dreybrodt, 1985; Hong, 1997; Liu, et al., 2004; Finneran, 2009; Bouchelaghem, 2010; RuizAgudo, 2010).
Water is termed as aggressive when it contains acids that are capable of dissolving
carbonate rocks, and unless the acid is recharged, such as from atmospheric CO2, the
aggressiveness of the water declines as the acid it contains is used in the dissolution of the
4

carbonate rock. When aggressive water dissolves calcium carbonate the dissolved calcium in the
water achieves a balance with the remaining hydrogen ions of the acid to reach an equilibrium
state where no further dissolution occurs; this is referred to as the saturation point [saturated] in
relation to the karst rock being dissolved. However, this balance can be changed by the mixing of
two waters at their individual saturation points. The mixed water has new properties and the
water again becomes aggressive until it reaches a new chemical balance. The mixing corrosion
model was itself first fully described by Alfred Bogli (1964) and applies to any two saturated
waters of different chemical composition mixing together and it is recognized as a significant
process affecting the development of karst aquifers and caves. One form of mixing corrosion that
involves the mixing of salt and freshwater which are at their individual saturation points is called
halogenic mixing (Wigley & Plummer, 1976). Halogenic mixing corrosion happens when
saturated salt and freshwater bodies in groundwater mix and become re-energized and dissolve
karst rocks along the freshwater lens of carbonate islands leading to flank margin caves (Mylroie
& Carew, 2003).
Twelve years ago Nadja Zupan-Hajna challenged many long-standing speleological
models by publishing ‘Incomplete Solution: Weathering of Cave Walls and the Production,
Transport, and Deposition of Carbonate Fines’ (Zupan-Hajna, 2003). She first became interested
in the presence of discolored areas of the softened and porous rock found along cave walls and
the large carbonate component found in cave sediments, referred to as rinds and corrosion
sediments (Palmer 2007). Using standard speleological, geological, and chemical methods she
obtained and analyzed samples from seven Slovenian caves. She discovered that the white, siltor clay-like substance on cave walls is not precipitated material, but is rather the soluble residue
of limestone and dolomite. Her investigations revealed that limestone, dolomite, and other karst
5

materials do not dissolve completely when exposed to aggressive, acidic water. Instead, there is a
partial dissolution of karst rocks that are exposed to moisture; this partial dissolution creates
autochthonic sediments called carbonate fines.
Incomplete dissolution is similar to the arenisation process in silicates, which is a
possible factor in the speleogenesis within quarzitic sandstones (Sauro, 2014); this newly
discovered process of carbonate arenisation was quickly recognized as an important factor in
karst speleogenesis (Self & Mullan, 2005). The physical evidence of incomplete solution
processes has since been observed in many cave settings (Hauselmann & Tognini, 2005; Gines,
et al., 2007; Osborne, 2007, 2008; Mulec, 2008; Plan et al., 2012) and is seen as a causative
factor in the diagenesis of karst minerals (Dzulynski & Rudnicki, 1986; Lacelle et al., 2004;
Šušteršič, et al., 2009; Martin-Garcia, et al., 2011; Martín-Pérez, et al., 2011), as well as a
speleogenic mechanism involved in primokarst development (Rodet, 2014), hypogene thermal
speleogenesis (Audra, et al., 2007), and in the widening of other karst caves and phreatic
passages (Alonso-Zarza, et al., 2011). Incomplete solution has also been recognized as an
important factor that weakens the structural integrity of caves and karst landscapes (Parise &
Trisciuzzi, 2007; Iovine, et al., 2010; Parise, 2010, 2011; Parise & Lollino, 2011).
Weathering has two components, chemical and physical (Palmer, 2007; Marshak, 2004).
Chemical weathering is a disintegrative process that involves the change of the chemical
equilibria within a system (Blatt, et al., 1972); in chemical weathering there is a partial or total
disintegration of a material through chemical processes which may cause a partial or total change
in chemical identity. Examples include dissolution, hydration, hydrolysis, oxidation, and colloid
formation which may result in a partial or total change in chemical identity (Zupan-Hajna, 2003;
Palmer, 2007). Physical weathering requires the application of a physical force to disassociate
6

materials from parent rock; examples of physical weathering include the deformation of joints
and fractures as rock massifs crack due to tensile and shear forces within land formations, crystal
wedging from salt or ice, root wedging, thermal expansion, seismic events, hydraulic force, and
abrasive action (Marshak, 2004). This study is concerned with the chemical and physical forms
of weathering associated with the movement and presence of water; the ability of flowing water
to transport sediments, dissolve chemical specie, exert hydraulic shearing force, and cause
corrasion through the abrasion caused by suspended particles in the water. This study will use
‘mechanical weathering’ as a synonymous term to ‘physical weathering’ throughout this report
when discussing weathering processes such as hydraulic shearing force and corrasion. Hydraulic
shearing force is the force caused by the weight and velocity of moving water exerted against
surfaces, while corrasion has the force and weight of suspended sediments added to the water’s
force. Although described separately, the two types of weathering comprise a single, unified
process where the components of chemical and physical weathering work in concert to weather
landscapes (Marshak, 2004). An example of the interaction between the two forms of weathering
is how tectonic pressures cause the fracturing of carbonate rock massifs; these fractures in the
rock present increased surface area for chemical weathering which then acts to widen the fissures
(Marshak, 2004; Palmer, 2008).
In the process of incomplete dissolution, chemical dissolution reduces individual crystal
size and weakens its contact with the rock matrix; then some researchers presume physical forces
of transport are necessary to remove the crystals from the rock surface (Zupan-Hajna, 2003;
Fornós, et al. 2011; Emmanuel and Levenson 2014a, 2014b) while other researchers observe it
solely as a chemical process (DeWanckele, et al., 2014; Krklec, et al., 2015). One hypothetical
mode for the removal and transport of carbonate fines has been tentatively identified as fluvial
7

evulsion (Emmanuel and Levenson, 2014a), yet the same researchers also indicate it may be the
electrostatic repulsive forces of adjoining crystal grains that causes rapid detachment, and
molecular forces are considered geochemical reactions, unlike mechanical weathering which
involves the application of kinetic energy. Also, in the Zupan-Hajna study (2003) it was noted
that the rate of transport may have limited the rate of carbonate fine production, showing the
interdependence chemical and physical weathering processes. However, this lack of production
could be caused by a reduction or cessation of dissolutional activity, or due to changing chemical
equilibria inside the pores of corrosive rinds. This has recently been observed in AFM studies of
porosity development and weathering on the physical transport processes (DeWanckele, et al.,
2014); internal flow becomes supersaturated with calcium specie and gypsum precipitates in
internal pore spaces. These crystals block surface pores causing a reduction in permeability that
acts in reducing the influx of aggressive water. This would cause a reduction of reaction rates
and the lower carbonate fine production that Zupan-Hajna first observed, without the need for a
hypothesized physical transport mechanism to explain the restriction in carbonate fine
production.
As can be seen, the correct terminology for categorizing the process of incomplete
solution seems unclear at this time but for the purposes of this investigation the process of
incomplete dissolution will be considered a form of chemical weathering. Incomplete dissolution
is a disintegrative chemical weathering process that causes a partial change in the chemical
identity of the substances being weathered leading to the disaggregation of the rock fabric and
the production of carbonate fines. The partial chemical change of the carbonate-mineral grain as
dissolution reduces its mass until it is too small to be held in the rock matrix and falls out, fits the
definition of a chemical process of weathering.
8

Much of the knowledge that has been attained about the evolution of karst landscapes
have been incorporated in sophisticated computer models. A solutional rate of wall retreat uses
dissolutional kinetics to estimate surface loss on karst surfaces exposed to corrosion and can be
used in speleogenic modeling (Palmer, 1981; 2003). Wolfgang Dreybrodt has led the field of
speleogenic modeling for many years developing sequentially more and more complex
representations of karst drainage systems in their formative stages. He first developed the
dissolutional widening rate which gauges the rate of aperture widening (approximately double
the rate of wall retreat) for karst caves and karst passages using the chemical kinetics described
by the Ca-CO2-H2O system (Dreybrodt, 1981; Palmer, 1999). Much of his work is summarized
in the models presented in his book, “Processes of Speleogenesis: A Modeling Approach”,
coauthored by Franci Gabrovsek and Douchko Romanov (2005). His work forms the foundation
for all current models of karst network development and speleogenesis.
John Mylroie did similar work describing the genesis of flank margin caves on carbonate
isles (Mylroie, 2000; Mylroie and Carew, 2003). According to Mylroie’s model, speleogenesis
on these islands is primarily due to voids created by halogenic mixing. These voids vary in size
and location due to changing sea levels and the size of the freshwater lens on each isle; as time
goes by these voids are exposed on the flanks of island landforms as caves. Alexander
Klimchouk has in a like manner pioneered the creation of conceptual and mathematical models
depicting the development of hypogenic caves, i.e. caves that are generated by waters rising
through the earth (Klimchouk, 2009).
However, all of these speleogenic models neglect these additional forms of weathering on
speleogenic processes. One process of physical weathering, corrasion, has been shown to cause
down-cutting in limestones during laboratory studies (Scheingross, et al., 2014). The effects of
9

fluvial, mechanical erosion have been discussed in numerous studies citing the effects of
flooding on cave morphology and the rapid development of floodwater caves (Newson, 1971,
Doehring & Vierbuchen, 1971; Liu, et al., 2004; Palmer, 2007), but these processes have not
been successfully modeled. This investigation seeks to contribute to the field of speleogenic
modeling by beginning the process of quantifying the effects chemical processes other than
dissolution and the physical weathering caused by fluvial erosive processes; and then simulating
these processes in valid, logically-constructed numerical models with direct application to
speleogenic rates as used in current speleogenic computer models.

1.3. AIM OF THE DISSERTATION
This work is intended to act to as the first step in a continuing effort to quantify and
model the effects of physical weathering on the development of karst morphology. There are
many forms of physical weathering, too many to be encompassed in a single investigation, and
the possible relationships between the various forms of chemical and physical weathering are
manifold; therefore of necessity this investigation has been limited to the study of the weathering
processes of carbonate fine production and hydraulic action. A full understanding of the
developing surface morphology of karst surfaces undergoing chemical and physical weathering
is a key factor in understanding the processes that shape and build karst landscapes. Although
this series of studies addresses only the chemical weathering due to carbonate fine production,
and the mechanical weathering of hydraulic shearing force and corrasion, it should prove
possible to use this study’s results to begin the advancement of current speleogenic models. In
addition to contributing to the field of speleogenic modeling, part of this investigation also acts
to test Zupan-Hajna’s observations concerning the incomplete dissolution of karst surfaces
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(Zupan-Hajna, 2003). Her work is based upon field studies, and the mechanisms of incomplete
solution are only now being investigated (Fornós, et al., 2011, Emmanuel & Levenson 2015).
The successful quantification of this process in a controlled laboratory setting would act to
support her theories; the development of a numerical model able to demonstrate the process of
incomplete solution would also support her observations.

1.4. INVESTIGATION’S HYPOTHESES
1.4.1. Listing of study hypotheses
1. The production of carbonate fines due to incomplete solution can be accurately measured and
quantified.
2. The physical weathering of karst surfaces by two component processes of hydraulic action,
hydraulic shearing force and corrasion, can be accurately measured and quantified.
3. The effects of chemical weathering due to the production and transport of carbonate fines as
well as the erosive hydraulic shearing force of flowing water on a simulated limestone surface
can be accurately modelled.
4. The weathering effects of carbonate fine production and hydraulic shearing force will prove to
be significant factors affecting the wall retreat rates of karst fractures and conduits with
significant impact on speleogenic rates and the modeling of speleogenic processes.
1.4.2. Evaluating study hypotheses
The first three hypotheses as listed indicate more the precise aims of this investigation
rather than being true investigatory hypotheses. The concepts and processes involved in this
study are widely accepted and well researched; this study simply seeks to connect this
knowledge of chemical and physical weathering processes to the field of speleogenic modeling
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which is represented by the last hypothesis. The hypotheses listed for this investigation represent
the beginning steps of this process. The first working hypothesis is that since the incomplete
dissolution of karst rocks is a widely observed, common phenomenon it will be easily duplicated
and quantified in laboratory experimentation. This experimental hypothesis will be tested by the
ability to create, separate, and measure the disaggregated carbonate fines using common
laboratory techniques. The null hypothesis in contrast is that it will not be possible to accurately
quantify carbonate fine production due to incomplete solution. This experimental hypothesis
would be supported by a valid predictive model of karst surface erosion due to dissolution and
dissolution-driven carbonate fine production as proposed in the third study hypothesis.
The second study hypothesis is that the erosive effects of short-term hydraulic shearing
force by flowing water against a typical limestone surface be accurately measured and quantified
in laboratory experimentation; in this case by the use of metrological laser measurement of
limestone surfaces acted upon by hydraulic action. The null hypothesis is that it will not be
possible to accurately measure and quantify the erosive effects of hydraulic shearing force with
the proposed laboratory techniques, including the measurement of erosive effect by metrological
scanning. This experimental hypothesis would be supported by the valid measurement of erosive
effect, as well as by the development of a valid predictive model of karst surface erosion due to
dissolution and dissolution-driven carbonate fine production as proposed in Hypothesis 3.
The third hypothesis is that the effects of chemical weathering due to the production of
carbonate fines and erosive hydraulic shearing force by flowing water can be accurately modeled
and quantified using standard modeling techniques. Support for this hypothesis would be the
accurate and precise calibration of the modeling versions developed in this study. The model’s
ability to simulate the known weathering characteristics of carbonate rocks, in addition to
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predicting carbonate fine production rates, would support the validity of this model. The
accompanying null hypothesis is that a numerical model cannot be readily developed using
current modeling techniques and available data. The last statement indicates that failure to
achieve the prior two study hypotheses would result in failure or partial failure of this hypothesis.
The fourth hypothesis, although listed last, is the driving force behind this investigation.
It states that the effects of carbonate fine production and hydraulic shearing force will prove to
be significant factors in predicting the actual wall retreat rates of karst fractures and conduits;
this could have great affect on speleogenic rates and models. This will be supported by the
successful outcomes of the other study hypotheses. A significant factor is defined here as one
that effects wall retreat rates used in speleogenic modeling by a factor of 1% or more. Other
support indicating the achievement of this study hypothesis would be the successful use of the
model to investigate and predict overall wall retreat rates for limestone surfaces in karst caves,
aquifers, and drainage networks.

1.5. DISSERTATION OUTLINE
1.5.1. Organization
This doctoral dissertation is divided into six major chapters; this first chapter is an
introduction to the dissertation which presents background information on the topic of this
research. The following four chapters (Chapters 2-5) are reports of four studies concerning the
chemical and physical weathering of carbonate rocks. The second chapter of this dissertation
reports the result of dissolution studies on common karst rocks in an attempt to quantify the
production of carbonate fines by the process of incomplete solution. The third chapter presents a
numerical computer model of the dissolution of a limestone surface and the production of
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carbonate fines using values derived from the dissolutional study. The fourth chapter reports on
the results of a study concerning the effects of hydraulic action as a physical weathering agent.
The fifth chapter again presents the numerical computer model reported in the third chapter, but
adapted to simulate the erosive effects of hydraulic shearing force using the values derived from
the hydraulic action study. The sixth and last chapter is the conclusion of this investigation in
which the study’s hypotheses are reviewed and the results of the research are summarized. The
last chapter also contains a short section describing avenues for future investigations related to
the study of physical weathering and speleogenesis. A brief descriptive outline of each of the
major four chapters follows this summary.
1.5.2. Chapter 2 outline
This reports an experimental study that focuses on the chemical weathering that causes
the disaggregation of karst surfaces at the microscopic and fine macroscopic scales. Two
methods of disaggregate production are discussed: 1) how calcite crystals fall out of the rock
matrix as dissolution acts to reduce their size uniformly until they are too small to be held by the
rock matrix, and 2) how random and micro-fracture guided dissolutional action removes binding
materials, thereby isolating small grains and sections of the surface material from support. The
study tests seven different types of karst materials in laboratory conditions where the physical
disaggregation of small particles from the samples can be separated and measured. Results of the
study are reported as a percentage increase in the loss of surface mass due to carbonate fine
production over the mass lost into solution.
1.5.3. Chapter 3 outline
This is a report on the development of a numerical computer model, Limestone
Weathering Model, designed to investigate the solutionally-driven mechanism of disaggregation
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resulting in carbonate fine production. The model attempts to fully simulate the characteristics of
a limestone surface and is designed to return solutional activity, roughness values, and a
simulated development of porosity describing corrosion horizons similar to reported values in
literature. Then the model is designed to identify carbonate fines, disaggregated limestone that
has been isolated from the continuous rock mass by random dissolutional activity. The model is
calibrated to simulate the same quantity of carbonate fine production as discovered in the
previous laboratory study (Chapter 2). The model will return values of actual loss of surface
volume to both dissolution and to carbonate fine production, and as percentage of expected
solutional rate of wall retreat (SRWR) being applied in the model (1mm/y).
1.5.4. Chapter 4 outline
This chapter reports a brief experimental study of the effects of mechanical weathering
due to hydraulic action, comprised of hydraulic shearing force and corrasion, upon limestone
surfaces. This study of the fluvial mechanical erosion of limestone surfaces conducts an
experimental study that simulates the effects of storm surge turbulence and corrasion on
hydrated, partially dissolved, limestone surfaces. The study attempts to quantify the effects of
hydraulic force and corrasion on limestone surfaces. This investigation uses metrological laser
scanning techniques to determine the volume of mass removed from the sample surfaces.
Samples are first partially dissolved to develop a corroded patina, and then exposed to six
different velocities of water flow of various durations, as well as with and without the addition of
suspended sediments, in order to test the effects of hydraulic shearing force and corrasion.
Experimental results are given in millimeters depth lost and rates of surface loss which are
compared to the solutional rates of wall retreat for analysis purposes.
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1.5.5. Chapter 5 outline
This is a report on the development of a numerical computer model designed to
investigate the effects of hydraulic shearing force on limestone surfaces. The model is a further
development of the Limestone Weathering Model first presented in Chapter 3. In this adaptation
of the original model the values for hydraulic shearing force determined in the previous study
(Chapter 4) are used to gauge the removal of rock volume from the simulated limestone surface.
It is assumed by the model that the hydraulic shearing force acts upon the corroded rind of
limestone surfaces, and that increasing structural strength of the rock as the patina is removed
acts to limit the effects of hydraulic shearing force. Therefore the model is calibrated to allow the
amount and rates of mass removal derived from experimental study (Chapter 4), but it will be
limited by the decreasing porosity and increasing strength of the simulated limestone surface.
Once calibrated, the model will be used to report on various possible timings (annual,
semiannual, quarterly, monthly) for rapid recharge events leading to increased water flow with
velocities of 0.03m/s and higher. The model will return values for the actual volume of mass lost
due to hydraulic shearing force for each of three velocities of water flow (0.03m/s<, 1.0m/s<,
2.5m/s<) on each of the four timing schedules.
1.5.6. Chapter 6 outline
This is the concluding portion of this dissertation regarding the wall retreat of karst
passages due to chemical and mechanical erosion. This chapter begins by summarizing the
results and conclusions of each study that has been conducted during the course of this research
investigation. Then the hypotheses for this scientific investigation will be reviewed and
evaluated. Then there will be a discussion of possible avenues of future research, especially on
how the results of this research investigation will prompt further research and modeling to both
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verify these results and to continue to quantify the effects of physical weathering mechanisms on
speleogenic processes. Lastly, a brief review of this study’s major conclusions will conclude this
report. The conclusion will discuss the significance and possible applications of these
investigations to computer-based models of speleogenesis and karst drainage networks.
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CHAPTER TWO:
QUANTIFICATION OF CARBONATE FINE PRODUCTION CAUSED BY THE
INCOMPLETE DISSOLUTION OF KARST SURFACES

2.1. INTRODUCTION
This laboratory study takes several types of karst carbonate rocks and subjects them to
dissolutional action in order to identify, measure, and quantify the production of carbonate fines
due to the incomplete dissolution of these carbonate minerals. Limestone, dolomite, and other
karst rocks do not dissolve completely when exposed to aggressive, acidic water but produce
some amount of soluble residues, called carbonate fines, during a process of incomplete
dissolution (Zupan-Hajna, 2003). In order to gain an understanding of the possible effects that
incomplete solution may have on speleogenic processes and rates it is necessary to quantify the
process of carbonate fine production using the scientific method. This is especially necessary at
this time because no speleogenic models have yet been adapted to account for the incomplete
dissolution of karst rocks and minerals since was first characterized by Nadja Zupan-Hajna
(2003) due to a lack of quantifiable data on the production rates of carbonate fines.
2.1.1 Background
Speleogenic models are primarily used to understand how caves are formed in karst
landscapes. Most current models of speleogenesis and karst drainage network development are
based on the solutional kinetics of the carbonate rocks such as limestone, dolomite, and chalk.
Chemical equations describing the dissolutional process are translated into rates of wall retreat
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and widening rates for karst surfaces (Palmer, 1988; Dreybrodt, 1988), which are then used to
model how quickly karst fractures and passages widen over time. The solutional rate of wall
retreat is the expected loss of surface depth due to dissolutional processes over a set span of time,
while the dissolutional widening rate refers to the aperture widening caused by the dissolutional
retreat of opposing walls of an enlarging fracture or conduit. This study seeks to observe and
quantify the production of carbonate fines as the first step in investigating physical weathering
processes that may affect carbonate rocks and the processes of speleogenesis.
In the process of incomplete dissolution, chemical dissolution reduces individual crystal
size and weakens its contact with the rock matrix; then it is hypothesized by some researchers
that physical forces of transport are necessary to remove the disassociated grains from the rock
surface (Zupan-Hajna, 2003; Fornós, et al. 2011; Emmanuel & Levenson 2014a, 2014b;
Levenson & Emmanuel, 2015) while other investigators observe it solely as a chemical process
(DeWanckele, et al., 2014; Krklec, et al., 2015). One hypothesis states that the removal and
transport of carbonate fines is caused by fluvial evulsion (Emmanuel and Levenson, 2014a,
2014b), however the saqme reports also state that it may be due to repulsive forces between
adjoining crystal grains that causes rapid detachment; and molecular forces are considered
geochemical reactions. Zupan-Hajna study (2003) noted that transport rates may have limited
carbonate fine production, showing the interdependence chemical and physical weathering
processes. However, it has been shown in AFM studies that porosity is dynamic in carbonate
surfaces and that water within pores saturates easily and precipitates gypsum, which in turn
blocks pores reducing surface permeability and acts to reduce the rate of dissolutional processes
(DeWanckele, et al., 2014); so this reduction of solution rates witnessed by Zupan-Hajna could
have been caused by a reduction or end of dissolutional processes caused by a loss of surface
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permeability rather than loss of physical transport. Or it could simple be caused by a cessation or
reduction in dissolutional processes. Therefore, in this study the incomplete dissolution of
carbonate rocks is treated as a chemical weathering process only, with no physical weathering
processes associated with it.
To understand the mechanisms of incomplete solution it is first necessary to review the
composition of carbonate rocks. The primary component of carbonate rock is the mineral
calcium carbonate, named calcite, CaCO3. In nature carbonate minerals are seldom pure, but are
mixed with various levels and types of impurities to give various rock forms their particular
character. Calcite crystal size ranges from microscopic-sized crystals to larger crystal-forms over
1 meter in size. Very fine grains of calcite that are less than 5 microns in width are referred to as
micrite, while larger grain sizes are referred to as micro-spar (<15 microns), spar (>15microns),
or just as calcite crystals or grains of a given size. The fabric of carbonate rocks is held together
by the micritic cement which is also called the rock matrix. The rock form is comprised of a
microfabric and a mesofabric, and refers to the size, arrangement, and orientation of the mineral
grains that make up the rock structure (Pentecost, 2005). The microfabric is primarily comprised
of the very fine grains of micrite with grain size less than 5 microns; there is also microspar
mixed in with the fine calcite grains with grain sizes of 5 to 15 microns. Together, the micrite
and microspar acts as micritic cement holding the crystal grains and spar greater than 15 microns
together in a single matrix forming the mesofabric. In carbonate rocks those grains are mostly
comprised of calcite; however other carbonate minerals may also be present. For example,
biosparites such as coquina and shell limestone also have significant amounts of aragonite, while
some rocks such as gray limestone and dolomite have become partially or fully dolomitized with
magnesium replacing the calcium in calcium carbonate (Friedman, 2003). Dolomite crystals are
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usually larger than calcite crystals but like calcite its crystal grains are at microscopic to
macroscopic scales; aragonite however has grains sizes that usually range from submicroscopic
to microscopic scale (Pentecost, 2005).
Dolomitization is a process that changes the chemical identity of the mineral during
diagenesis (Bathurst, 1971). Dolomitization is due to the common ion effect where calcium is
taken into solution at a rate many times that of magnesium, so when calcite is dissolved by
magnesium-rich waters the magnesium falls out of solution more readily than the calcium. When
the waters approach chemical equilibrium causing the precipitation of dissolved species, then the
magnesium ions preferentially bonds with -CO3 as calcium ions remain in solution. This
replacement of calcium in CaCO3 by magnesium causes a change in chemical identity to
dolomite, CaMg(CO3)2 (Zupan-Hajna, 2003; Pentecost, 2005; Palmer, 2007). The orientation
and arrangement of the carbonate grains within the rock, in addition to the grain-size distribution,
act together in expressing the unique texture of the visually-perceptible mesofabric of a
carbonate rock (Pentecost 2005). In some carbonate rocks such as cemented gravels and detrital
limestones larger pieces of spar that have been translocated by diagenic processes are embedded
in the micrite-matrix giving additional character to the mesofabric (Bathurst, 1971). It is known
that calcite crystals do not dissolve unevenly, but that the outer layers of the crystal structure
need to dissolve completely before inner layers begin to dissolve, step by step, so that a largegrained crystal reduces in size until it slips the rock matrix (Hong, 1997; de Leeuw, et al., 1999).
The cement matrix may be very sparse, as in grainstones, or higher than 10% as in wackestones,
or approaching purity (>90%) as in the mudstones (Friedman, 2003).
In essence, disaggregation occurs either as calcite crystals are reduced in size and fall out
of the rock matrix containing them, or as random and micro-fracture guided dissolutional action
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removes binding materials degrading the matrix, disaggregating the mass, thus isolating small
grains and sections of the surface material without support (Figure 2.1). It has recently been
shown that micritic cement making up the limestone matrix disaggregates preferentially over
larger grained crystals in the rock (Fornós, et al., 2011; Krklec, et al., 2013; Emmanuel &
Levenson, 2014a), as much as twice the solutional rate (Emmanuel & Levenson, 2014b). Once
dissolution has begun the disaggregation of micron-sized calcite crystals begins in less than a
second of time (Levenson & Emmanuel, 2015) as micron-scale calcite crystals are dissolved
evenly reducing the size of the crystal until either mutually-repulsive forces in the fine-grained
crystals force them out of the matrix or hydraulic shearing undermines and removes the crystal.
In heterogeneous carbonate rocks a fine-grained matrix dissolves preferentially and as it
disaggregates the larger-grained crystals are uncovered and released in turn (Fornós, et al.,
2011). This preferential disaggregation of smaller crystals is not only over that of larger grained
calcite, but also over other carbonates with slower reaction rates such as dolomite crystals
embedded in the micritic cement (Krklec, et al., 2013). These larger grain-sizes, as well as
inclusions of impure substances such as quartzite, and embedded detritus such as shells and
siliceous gravel may act to slow down the overall rate of weathering in limestones restricting
potential dissolutional avenues, causing larger grained limestones to weather at slower rates then
fine-grained limestones (Emmanuel & Levenson, 2014a). Observation of limestone surfaces
undergoing weathering showed that the extremely fine micrite crystals of the cement dissolve
first, followed by larger rock grains dissolving, reducing in size, and detaching with the process
acting along surfaces and micro-fractures eliminating their morphological distinctions; the mean
size of the detached crystals ranged from 0.61μm to 13.88μm in fine-grained carbonates(Fornós,
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et al., 2011). However, the maximum size for carbonate fines according to different classification
schemes range from 250μm (Hugget, 2011) to 360μm in diameter (Zupan-Hajna, 2003).

Figure 2.1. Two possible disaggregation scenarios- Diagrams depict two possible processes of
solutionally-driven disaggregation of karst rocks; random dissolution versus preferential microfracturecontrolled dissolution. 1) Weakened surface patina develops as chemical dissolution begins to erode karst
surface.2) Dissolution continues to remove karst material and penetrates deeper into karst surfaces; either
randomly along the entire surface or preferentially along areas of increased porosity. 3) Dissolutional
action bypasses & isolates portions of the surface, surface mechanically weathers and produces
disaggregate.

Therefore it can be seen that the amount and character of the micritic matrix is an
important factor in understanding and predicting carbonate fine production rates. For instance
mudstones would create a higher proportion of carbonate fines than wackestones and grainstones
undergoing the same dissolutional action due to the higher proportion of fine grained micrite in
the mudstone. However, the lack of matrix may cause larger aggregated pieces of the rock or
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matrix-bounded detritus to disassociate more quickly from the grainstones and wackestones than
in mudstones. Other factors that may also impact carbonate fine production in limestones include
grain-size distribution, microfractures and bedding planes, inter-granular primary fabric porosity,
secondary solution-enhanced porosity, as well as rock composition. As mentioned, larger grain
sizes in limestones reduce the weathering rates due to dissolutional actions by restricting
dissolutional avenues. However, the internal dissolutional avenues along the surfaces of grain
boundaries such as bedding planes, microfractures, and pores dissolve simultaneously with the
dissolution of exposed surface materials. The combined action of dissolution and disaggregation
acts to widen these dissolutional avenues within the limestone surface thus causing an increased
area for solutional processes to act upon (Fornós, et al., 2011; Dewanckele, et al., 2014). This
increased dissolutional action would have a concomitant increase on disaggregation rates, so it is
apparent that the level of karstification, lithographic structure, and internal porosity of carbonate
rocks could be important factors in predicting carbonate fine production rates.
Disaggregation produces carbonate fines similar but not identical in composition to the
parent rock from which they separated, indicating that they are autochthonous sediments
resulting from chemical weathering; this determination is based upon a definition of chemical
weathering that states that any change in the chemical equilibria of the a system indicates that
chemical weathering is occurring (Blatt, et al., 1972). These carbonate fines are also referred to
as disaggregates, but have also been termed in the literature as sanded carbonates, pulverulent
carbonates, solutional disaggregates (Dzulynski, et al., 1986), and micro-breakdown (Booth,
2013). The terms ‘solutional disaggregates’, ‘disaggregates’, and ‘carbonate fines’ are used as
synonymous terms in this study, because they are transparent in meaning and descriptive of the
disaggregation process being studied. These disaggregates are a known feature in the diagenesis
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of limestone and other karst rocks (Dzulynski, et al., 1986; Marshak, 2004), however the rate of
carbonate disaggregation has not been quantified in relation to karst materials. Disaggregates are
readily detached from karst surfaces and deposited as sediments by karst drainage networks
(Dzulynski, et al., 1986). When water and moisture interact with carbonate rocks, the carbonate
rocks dissolve incompletely producing disaggregate. Signs of corrosion and sediments resulting
from incomplete dissolution can be observed in karst caves wherever solutionally-aggressive
water is present (Zupan-Hajna, 2003).
Disaggregation rates have proven to be an important factor in the erosion of fine-grained
carbonates (Levenson & Emmanuel, 2015); it could be an important factor in speleogenic
studies. Current speleogenic models of network development based solely on solutional kinetics
could be hybridized by the inclusion of erosion rates due to the disaggregation process. Rate
estimations for speleogenesis can be enhanced by providing more wall retreat rates that more
fully describe actual speleogenic processes. The physical action of osmotic corrasion and
associated disaggregation of karst rocks has been modeled as a cause of ground subsidence in
China (Ouyang, et al., 2006), and has been recognized to have an important role in the processes
of speleogenesis (Audra, et al., 2007; Alonso-Zarza, et al., 2011; Rodet, 2014).
Disaggregation rates could also be used to compute the amount of internal sediments that
are generated and disbursed within karst aquifer systems; sediment transport models are a current
priority in karst modeling (White, 1999). Corrasion, which is an important force in the
morphogenesis of vadose caves, may also be a factor in the phreatic speleogenesis. For corrasion
to occur, water must carry abrasive materials in the form of suspended sediments (Ouyang et al.,
2006). The amount and character of sediments within an aquifer provide insights as to the
internal behavior of an aquifer (Mahler & Lynch, 1999), and might also be used to model the
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corrasional influences on the rate of wall retreat for exposed surfaces. Modeling the flow of
sediment through karst systems is a current need and challenge in the field speleogenic modeling
(White, 2002).
2.1.1 Objectives for Study
Current speleogenic models based solely on solutional kinetics do not account for the
possible effects due to disaggregation, yet field studies (Zupan-Hajna, 2003; 2014), laboratory
studies (Fornós, et al., 2011; Levenson & Emmanuel, 2015) and theoretical modelling (Booth,
2013) indicate that chemical weathering removes observable amounts of carbonate fines from
corroding karst surfaces. In order to apply disaggregation rates validly in computer modeling
scenarios the process of disaggregation needs to be validated and quantifiable values for
carbonate fine production need to be developed. Current rates of disaggregation in the literature
ranging from 38% up to 200% of the dissolutional weathering rates apply only to fine-grained
limestones; their application to other karst types with different grain distributions may be invalid
until specific values for carbonate fine production are established. The basic research question
for this study is: Can the production of carbonate fines be demonstrated and quantified in the
laboratory?
The experimental hypothesis for this investigation is that erosion of karst rock due to
disaggregation will be observable and measurable in the laboratory setting. The null hypothesis
is that there will be no measurable production of sediments from the various samples of karst
rocks during dissolution in laboratory conditions. A secondary hypothesis is that disaggregates
produced by soluble carbonate rocks will contain soluble residues. The opposing null hypothesis
is that only insoluble materials disaggregate from the karst rocks tested. The basic objectives are
to: 1) Investigate the validity of the theorized process of carbonate fine production. 2) To
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develop quantifiable values describing the production of sediments from karst rocks due to
dissolutional action. 3) To analyze sediments for calcium values to determine the presence of
soluble carbonate disaggregates to gain evidence to properly evaluate Zupan-Hajna’s (2003)
theory of incomplete solution.

2.2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
2.2.1. Basic Methodology
In this study different types of karst rock (Figure 2.2) are exposed to a weak acid,
partially dissolved, and the resulting solutional disaggregate measured in a laboratory setting.
The study focuses on near micro-scale disaggregate production of carbonate fines. Small 1cm3
samples of different karst rocks will be carefully measured and subjected to dissolutional
processes. Once the samples have visibly lost mass the sediments resulting from the
disaggregation of the sample cubes, if any, are separated and examined. The mass of sediments
recovered is compared to the mass lost from the samples due to dissolutional action; the amount
of solutionally-driven disaggregation is reported as a percentage of the mass lost to dissolution.
This mass-loss ratio is equivalent to the percentage increase in the theoretical expected rate of
wall retreat used in speleogenic models. This creates a dimensionless value applicable to these
rates that may be applied to various solutionally-based models of speleogenesis, such as karst
network development, denudation studies, or sediment transport models.
Data will be analyzed using SPSS 22 statistical software (IBM, 2013) to determine how
the data is distributed, to identify outliers, and to normalize the data for analysis. Sample
distribution will be tested using one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for normal, uniform, and
exponential distributions. Once distribution is determined the data sets will be examined for
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outliers. Extreme values in the data sets will be examined for fit and those values that are more
than 3 standard deviations from the mean of the data set will be rejected; data sets will be
reexamined after each outlier is identified in order to guarantee the fitness of remaining sample
values. All outliers will be excluded from analysis and each set must have a minimum of ten
samples (n=10) for valid statistical analysis of the mean. A sample can also be eliminated from
statistical analysis due to experimental errors or an inability to separate sediments from the
sample mass.
2.2.2. Sample Descriptions
The seven types of karst rocks chosen for testing were chalk, coquina, dolomite, gray
limestone, limestone, shell limestone, and travertine (Figure 2.2). A total of seventy-seven
samples were tested and with 11 samples each of the seven kinds of rock tested. Samples were
chosen to represent a full range of carbonate sedimentary rocks originating from a variety of
carbonate platforms from deep basin to tidal flats. The samples have lithological classifications
ranging from mudstones to packstones, with the inclusion of travertine which is classified as a
terrigenous boundstone. Chemical composition of the samples ranges from fully calcitic, nondolomitized rocks to fully dolomitized rocks. Although not an exhaustive sampling of karst
types, those chosen for this study represent a range of compositions common to carbonate karst
rocks. Most of the samples were purchased from Ward’s Science mineral collection, and are
examples of karst rocks quarried from consolidated rock massifs, and so have no detectable signs
of increased porosity or surface weathering due to karstification. The exception is the Ocala
limestone used in this study. The Ocala limestone is from the Lower Oligocene formation (Scott,
et al., 2014) and was obtained locally from the Lecanto Quarry in Citrus County; it shows both
increased porosity and surface corrosion due to advanced karstification. The origins of the other
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samples are: Demopolis chalk from the Upper Cretaceous formation in Oktibbeha County,
Mississippi (USGS, 2014a); Quaternary-era Anastasia formation coquina from St. Augustine,
Florida (Graham, 2009); Paleozoic dolomite from Rochester, New York (Amos, 1968);
Onondaga gray limestone from the Middle Devonian era quarried in Monroe County, New York
(USGS, 2014b); Cretaceous-era shell limestone from Austin, Texas (Rodda, et al., 1970);
travertine from the Upper Silurian formation near Mumford, New York (USGS, 2014b).

Figure 2.2. Seven common karst materials used in study- Materials used in dissolution study include a.
dolomite, b. chalk, c. Ocala limestone, d. gray limestone, e. coquina, f. shell limestone, and g. travertine
[some yellowing in images caused by light source].
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The study samples represent a range of common karst rocks which are so different in
composition, texture, porosity, density and other characteristics that the individual samples used
in this study were not individually characterized for density, porosity, or other lithographic
properties; the rock type alone is sufficient to indicate a significant difference in all these
lithographic characteristics from the other karst rocks used in the study. This was due to the
purpose of the research which is to verify the presence of carbonate fine production for various
carbonate rocks and to provide a basic quantification of this production; the study was not
intended to investigate the factors relating to carbonate fine production. The study assumes that
carbonate fine production is strictly a chemical weathering process that is a direct function of the
dissolutional process in carbonate rocks without regard to solvent, time scale, reaction rate, or
other physical factors. These factors may affect dissolution rates, but this study only compares
mass balances when computing study results. Mass balance formulations do not acknowledge
changes in rates due to time scale or rates of reaction, but simply state that dissolution occurred
and a certain mass of the solute was lost to solution and to carbonate fine production. This focus
on mass balance is a common assumption of karst network modelers ( Dreybrodt, et al. 2005),
and if carbonate fine production is a direct result of dissolutional processes in carbonate rocks
then these other factors do not apply to disaggregation rates. In addition, the characterization of
the rocks would provide little usable data since there has been very little study relating the effect
of lithographic characteristics such as density, discontinuities, and porosity on the production of
carbonate fines or the solubility rates of karst rocks. For example, some field researcher have
noted a possible correlation between increases in porosity and increases in the solubility rates of
carbonate rocks (Sadeghi & Khosravi, 2003), however there have been no studies investigating
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or supporting these observations. The rock characteristics provided below are to assist the reader
identify and understand the individual characteristics of each rock type.
The values discussed here are taken from the literature concerning known characteristics
of the studies sample types (Manger, 1963; Friedman, 2003). Chalk, the first of the karst samples
used in this study is a biolithite-based packstone; note that all rocks are classified here based on
the Dunham classification of carbonate rocks (Blatt, et al., 1972; Klimchouk and Ford, 2000).
Chalk originates in deep basin carbonate beds and has a listed porosity above 50% with an
average density of 2.5g/cm3. Coquina and shell limestone are detrital limestones made of detritus
cemented together by calcite, and they originate from reefal and foreslope carbonate platforms
where wave actions cause increased movement of sedimentary particles. Coquina is a biosparite
packstone of small, tightly-packed shells and calcite spar bound together by micrite cement; it
has a porosity ranging from 7%-30% and a listed density ranging from 1.63 g/cm3 to 2.53 g/cm3.
(Gale Group, 1979). The shell limestone is a biosparite mudstone with small fragments of large
shells made of aragonite embedded throughout (Burnside, 1959). Like the gray limestone, the
shell limestone is an un-karstified mudstone with an original porosity of less than 1% and a
density approximating 2.66g/cm3. However, the gray limestone has been partially dolomitized as
magnesium replaces calcium. Gray limestone has a listed porosity of 1% and a density of 2.54
g/cm3 (Manger, 1963; Friedman, 2003) and it is associated with lagoon, platform, or tidal flats
carbonate zone platforms. The Ocala limestone is a mudstone associated with open lagoon
carbonate platforms. The Ocala limestone was partially karstified and demonstrated a surface
porosity over 3% to 15% with a density similar to the other limestones of 2.21 g/cm3. Dolomite,
in which more than 50% of the limestone’s rock is dolomitized by magnesium, has porosity
ranging from 0.7% to 1.8% with an average density of 2.81g/cm3. Dolomite is classified as a
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wackestone originating from tidal flat carbonate platforms. Travertine is a carbonate boundstone
produced by thermal diagenesis and is built into sedimentary layers through terrigenous
processes as opposed to marine-based processes as the other rocks used in this study (Pentecost,
2005). Travertine has porosity values ranging from 2.1% to 13.1% and density ranging from
2.28g/cm3 to 2.48g/cm3 (Török, et al., 2010). The study samples were not characterized
physically due to the study’s focus on quantifying the rates of disaggregation for different types
of karst rock; research as to the actual processes that control carbonate fine production is
ongoing (Fornós, et al., 2011; Krklec, et al., 2013; Levenson and Emmanuel, 2015).

2.3. Experimental Process
The study seeks to quantify disaggregate production caused by the chemical dissolution
of karst rocks. The basic experimental method involves the dissolution of samples of seven
common types of karst rocks in laboratory conditions where the physical disaggregate from the
samples can be separated and measured. Then the mass of the sediments resulting from the
disaggregation process are compared to the loss of mass by the samples due to dissolutional
action. The experimental process has six phases; initial observation, sample preparation, initial
sample measures, dissolution, separation of sediments, final sample measures.
To gain a basic understanding of the dissolutional behaviors of the samples, an initial
observation phase was conducted wherein large gravel-sized samples of the types used in this
study were dissolved in a weak solution (pH=2.4) of ethanoic acid (CH3COOH) for three weeks.
Sediment-like particles were observed in all the gravel-sized dissolutional tests. There was a
range of apparent reaction rates with samples such as chalk and the limestones reacting quickly
with a visible bubbling of the solvent, while other samples such as gray limestone and dolomite
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reacted more slowly and it took some time to note small bubbles being formed along sample
surfaces. More importantly, large pieces of the materials tested separated from the parent mass,
and this was the case with coquina, shell limestone, travertine, and chalk. The extreme example
of this breakdown behavior was chalk, which seemed to dissolve preferentially along high
frequency bedding planes [frequency of approximately 1 mm] causing sections between
microfractures to separate without dissolution; many of the chalk samples broke into multiple
pieces during dissolution. This bedding-plane frequency is in accord with published research
concerning the Chalk of Great Britain; there the chalk has a bedding range frequency ranging
from 0.7 mm to 1000mm (Maurice, 2009). It was at this stage of the experimental process that it
was determined to make the sample sizes as small as practicable in order to avoid the effects of
microfracture-controlled dissolution disrupting the cohesiveness of the study’s samples.
The next step of the experimental process is to grind and shape small samples into1cmcubes of rock, and then dry the samples for each type of karst rock. In cases where there were
gross signs of enhanced porosity on the rock surface such as in the case of the Ocala limestone,
or obvious discontinuities in the rock structure then sections for these samples were chosen from
rock slices that seemed less porous and more cohesive than these discontinuous surfaces.
Possible effects due to these factors will be discussed in the results section of this report. To
avoid topographical issues samples were reduced in size from gravel-sized rocks to centimetersized samples and all samples were shaped into similar cubed forms; eleven 1 cm3 sample cubes
from each of the seven karst types is prepared. The uniform cube shape is used for all samples so
that each 1cm3 sample has the same amount of surface area exposed to solutional action. It is also
necessary to thoroughly dry the materials so that mass measurements are not interfered with by
the presence of moisture. The weighing process uses a highly accurate, electronic scale (0.0001
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g) and all weights are double-verified before recording. Once all 77 rock samples have been
organized, dried, labelled, and weighed then the active phase of the experiment can begin.
In the dissolution phase of the experiment the samples are placed in test tubes containing
30ml solution of hydrochloric acid [HCl]. The type and concentration of acid is different than
that found in natural systems and is used to hasten the test reactions in order to facilitate the
production of carbonate fines in the laboratory; in natural systems it could take years for the
same amount of dissolution to occur (Favre, 1998). The molarity of the solvent is adjusted to
account for the solubility characteristics of the rock types used as solutes; this is done to assure
that dissolution occurs while limiting the available chemical energy so as to prevent total
dissolution of the sample and its sediments. Samples were removed from solution while active
dissolutional processes were still apparent (witnessed by bubbles on or leaving the submerged
rock surfaces of the solutes and low pH-values) and before chemical equilibrium was reached to
prevent the formation of precipitants. In order to facilitate a rapid but controllable dissolutional
rate for the samples, the molarity of the solvent is adjusted for each rock type’s carbonate
mineral content (aragonite, calcite, dolomite) using standard methods (Favre, 1998) so as to
dissolve approximately 30-50% of a sample cube’s mass; actual molarity is dependent on karst
type. Molarity used ranged from 0.6M HCl for chalk up to 3.2M HCl for the dolomite samples.
The dissolutional rates are set intentionally high in order to get dissolutional rates close to natural
values; research has shown that at least 0.03mm thickness must be removed from dissolving
carbonate surfaces to simulate natural rates of surface dissolution (Eisenlohr, et al., 1999). The
samples are placed in a fume hood with a loose paper laid over the top to prevent dust
contamination of the samples or solvent during the dissolution phase. The samples are observed
over the course of several days with constant checks of pH-values to assure continued
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aggressiveness of solutions. The pH-values are checked when the samples are decanted to verify
continued solutional aggressiveness. When a sample series shows the visible presence of
disaggregated sediment in the bottoms of the test tubes it is decanted. The samples are decanted
before the solutional reactions are completed to prevent loss of sediment to continuing
dissolution; they are removed from solution while active dissolutional processes are still apparent
(witnessed by bubbles on or leaving the submerged rock surfaces of the solutes and low pHvalues) and before chemical equilibrium is reached to prevent the formation of precipitants such
as gypsum. This determination was made for all samples within a week’s exposure to the acid;
when the samples were removed from the test tubes the solvent was still solutionally aggressive
with a pH-values ranging from 4.5 to 6.9.
Decanting is accomplished by siphoning excess solvent out of the test tube without
disturbing the collected sediment at the bottom of the test tube. Siphoning continues until the
sample is barely submerged. Then the container is gently tilted as a small spatula is inserted to
remove the sample from the solution; tube is tilted to have sample fall on spatula. The sample is
rocked gently and held momentarily inside container allowing excess solvent and sediments to
escape from sample before it is carefully lifted from container and placed on labeled weighing
paper; spatula is then rinsed in tube. The container is agitated and the solvent is poured into filter
paper to collect disaggregate. The container is rinsed repeatedly with deionized water which is
poured back into the filter to capture additional disaggregate and to rinse the filter paper of
solutionally-saturated solvent.
Weighing of the sediments and rock samples is done systematically, and only after the
samples have been dried and repeatedly weighed to assure that moisture content is not a factor.
Each sample’s filtering and weighing papers are prepared in advance, and are individually
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labeled and weighed to nearest 0.0001g, so only the sample masses are being measured. To avoid
dust contamination all samples are kept lightly covered inside a fume hood. The reporting of
final results is based upon the mass of the rock lost by each sample during dissolution compared
to amount of undissolved sediments recovered. Sediment amounts are reported as a percentage of
the total mass lost to dissolution.
The final step of the experimental process is to analyze the composition of the samples
and resulting sediments for calcium-based soluble material. At the end of the weighing phase,
Raman analysis and X-ray diffraction/ fluorescence studies [XRD/XRF] are run on both the
parent rocks and the disaggregates recovered in the experiment. The Raman analysis is done
using a portable Enwave Electronics’ Raman Analyzer, Model EZI-785-A2, with a Leica
Microsystems viewing system; this model uses 785nm frequency stabilized, narrow linewidth
diode laser with a laser linewidth <0.15nm (TSI, 2014). The XRD/XRF studies use an Olympus
NTD’s BTX-90012-CU Portable XRF/XRD. These mineral analysis tools are used to ascertain
whether the sediments are truly products of incomplete solution by being identified as soluble
carbonates similar to their parent rocks.

2.3. RESULTS
The averaged results for each dissolutional series are presented in Table 2.1. The model values
are shown as high, low, and mean values of loss of surface depth with associated standard
deviations (Figure 2.3). Aside from the chalk series, the high value was for travertine with an
8.6% increase over solutional loss, and the low value was coquina with a 2.6% increase over the
solutional loss, with the other karst rocks ranging in between. In order to review the model
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Table 2.1. Averaged results of micro-scale dissolution study- 1cm cubes of seven types of karst were
dissolved and the resultant disaggregate recovered; values reported as a percentage value of solutional
loss disaggregate produced to dissolutional loss with values given for the range of returned mean values,
highs, and lows with the associated standard deviations.

Karst type
Chalk
Coquina
Dolomite
Gray Limestone
Ocala Limestone
Shell Limestone
Travertine

Range
35.7
2.9
3.1
1.2
5.3
2.0
7.0

High
59.4
4.6
4.8
5.4
8.9
7.2
11.9

Low
23.7
1.7
1.7
4.2
3.6
5.2
4.9

STD
15.437
0.888
0.952
0.375
1.572
0.704
2.373

Mean
42.8
2.6
3.1
4.8
5.4
6.1
8.6

[Expressed as % disaggregate mass to mass lost to solution]

results in depth the results are divided into four sections; 1) an error analysis of study results, 2) a
review of the quantitative results, 3) a review of the compositional analysis, and 4) qualitative
results. The individual behavior of the various karst types is discussed prior to study conclusions.
3.1. Error Analysis
Experimental procedures in this study were strictly regimented and there were no
recorded errors in procedure or measurement, but there were other sources of possible error in
the experimental process. Measurement error using the electronic scale was on the order of
±0.0001g. There was an unknown amount of sediment still attached after the inversion of the
solute cube in solvent; probably dependent on porosity and surface roughness of the sample
surfaces which could hold the sediments during inversion in the solvent. Even with the careful
setting of experimental procedures there were two possible sources of unavoidable experimental
error due to inherent properties of the processes being studied. The first concerned differences in
lithology, particularly porosity, which caused some samples to dissolve unevenly producing
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aggregated sediments rather than carbonate fines, while the second concern was the loss of
carbonate fines to solutional action before they could be quantified.
Data sets were analyzed using SPSS 22 statistical software (IBM, 2013). Sample
distributions were tested using one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for normal, uniform, and
exponential distributions; all data sets met the criteria for normal distribution at 80% or higher
confidence levels; confidence levels for the normalcy of all data sets rose to 99% upon removal
of outliers. Outliers were identified as extreme values more than 3 standard deviations from the
mean of the data set; data sets were reexamined for outliers after the elimination of initial outliers
using the same 3 standard deviation from mean criteria to identify additional outliers in
reconstructed data sets. There were a total of 6 outliers; 4 from the chalk series, 1 from the
dolomite series, and one from the coquina series. The outliers are identified on the data tables by
an x (Tables 2.2-2.5).
The first source of unavoidable error is due to differences in lithology, density and
porosity of some samples that did not dissolve evenly but produced aggregated sediments. These
large pieces of aggregate that were easily visible (>0.5 mm) although they represent physical
weathering due to solutional action are a result of microfractures and other discontinuities in the
samples which are not the focus of this study of carbonate fine production. Aggregated pieces
that separate from a sample mass will be recovered by capturing the aggregate piece in the same
way that the sample is removed from the test tube. If it is not possible using this technique to
separate out a small piece of aggregate from the finer sediments of a sample, it is left with the
finer sediments; these unrecoverable pieces of aggregate in the sediment may cause a sample to
have more mass than finer-grained sample sediments, but if the mass is too disproportionate it
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Figure 2.3. Results of micro-scale dissolution study- Graph of disaggregation values obtained from
experimental testing of 1cm3 samples dissolved in hydrochloric acid; x indicates mean value while line
represents range. Value a % of mass lost to disaggregation compared to mass lost to solution; 6 samples:
coquina, dolomite, gray limestone, Ocala limestone, shell limestone, and travertine (see Table 2.1).

will be classified as an outlier. Even using the 1cm-cubes in this study there are instances where
rock aggregates break off along microfractures, or where portions of rock are isolated by
dissolutional action, and these samples show much higher disaggregate amounts than other
samples in their series; this includes four in the chalk series and one in the coquina series. This
reduced the chalk series to a sampling size less than ten, preventing valid normalization. The
remaining outlier was in the dolomite series, which for an unknown reason acted dissimilar to
other samples in the series by showing visibly more active dissolutional action (immediate
fizzing and bubbling upon introduction of solvent unlike other samples in series) that resulted in
a much higher disaggregate production than series mean. These outliers were excluded from
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analysis. Other than these outliers, the remaining samples all lost less than 40% of total mass to
chemical weathering during the experimental phase.
The second source of unavoidable error is the content of the sediments resulting from the
dissolution of the samples. There is the presence of soluble and insoluble impurities in all the
samples due to the depositional and diagenic patterns of carbonate rocks. The impact of these
impurities on carbonate fine production was not included in this study’s analysis as being
secondary to the identification of soluble carbonates. Also, there is the loss of soluble carbonate
fines after they have disaggregated from the sample masses. These small particles are more
susceptible to solutional action and ‘disappear’ into solution (Palmer, 2007) which may cause an
underestimation of carbonate fine production. It is expected that removal of samples during
active dissolution allowed the capture of soluble sediments that otherwise would have been lost
to solutional action.
There may also have been an error in the conceptual stage that prevents the valid
application of these results to natural karst processes. The application of these experimental
results to speleogenic processes may have been invalidated by the use of an aggressive
hydrochloric acid solvent with reaction rates many times greater than found in natural systems.
Hydrochloric acid is not a solvent found in natural karst systems where carbonic acid is usually
the active dissolutional agent. This study assumed that the activities of hydrochloric acid and
carbonic acid in relation to carbonate minerals are similar without sufficient justification. Also,
the comparison of a dissolutional process that takes a few days in a laboratory with a much
slower natural process that takes years may not be valid, even if total dissolutional action is the
same. In addition, this study does not characterize the individual rock samples, but relies on
general published values that may not relate to these specific samples. The density, porosity, and
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composition of these carbonate rocks might provide important information about the factors
involved in carbonate fine production which is not possible using the general values provided in
this study.
2.3.2 Quantitative Results
Sample values for each test series were averaged together in order to generate mean
values for each karst type tested are presented in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.3, while individual
returns are given in Table 2.2 and Figure 2.4. Chalk lacked enough samples for valid analysis
due to outliers so it is not included in the averaged results; if the sample size were sufficient
chalk would have had the highest rate of disaggregate production at 42.8%. However, the highest
of the acceptable averaged values was travertine [8.6%]. Dolomite was slightly less productive
than gray limestone [3.1% versus 4.8%]. Coquina had the lowest regular production value
[2.6%]. Ocala limestone returned values in the middle of the range for this study [5.4%], while
shell limestone had the highest score [6.1%] of the limestones. An average value for limestone,
using these three types to represent this carbonate rock class, is 5.5% of the dissolutional loss of
mass. The range of data returns and associated values for the standard deviation of these
measurements show that despite variations within a karst group, most of the relative rates are
distinctly different; the standard deviation ranged from 0.375-2.373 with a mean standard
deviation of 1.12. The gray limestone series had the smallest range and standard deviation with
no discernible aggregate in these sediments. Chalk, with a large number of outliers and aggregate
breakdown, showed the greatest magnitude and variation in experimental returns.
A comparison of the study’s results and some of the lithographic properties of the
samples provides some interesting implications. First of all, dolomite is known to have a lower
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Figure 2.4. Individual returns of micro-scale dissolution study- Scatter graph of disaggregation values
obtained from experimental testing of 1cm3 samples dissolved in hydrochloric acid; Value a % of mass
lost to disaggregation compared to mass lost to solution; 6 samples: coquina, dolomite, gray limestone,
Ocala limestone, shell limestone, and travertine (see Table 2.2).

solubility than calcite (Freas, et al., 2006). Dolomite and gray limestone had less disaggregate
produced than all the other samples except for coquina. This low rate for coquina may be
accounted for by the high proportion of aragonite in the matrix and shell portions of the rock.
Aragonite is an organically-bound form of calcium carbonate and dissolves more slowly than
calcite; this may be due to tight, organic-binding of aragonite which reduces available grain
boundaries for dissolutional action to act upon (Pentecost, 2005). The porosity of the samples
showed a partial trend supporting a direct correlation with the amount of carbonate fines that are
produced. Chalk and travertine with high listed porosities (>50% and 3-7% respectively) had
production rates clearly greater than other karst rocks tested; that coquina with a listed porosity
ranging from 7-30% did not have a higher production rate than less porous rocks was perhaps
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due to the aragonite-base of this rock or the lack of porosity development in the parent rock. The
limestones had similar listed porosities, due to the exclusion of highly porous sections of Ocala
limestone during sample preparation, and all produced disaggregate in similar amounts but
higher than the less porous, yet magnesium-enriched dolomite. It has been claimed that porosity
increases the solubility rates of carbonate rocks (Sadeghi & Khosravi, 2003) and study results do
not fully support this conclusion. The ages and origins of the rock had little correlation to study
results, but as the age and origin of similar rock-forms have impacts on the fabric porosity,
density, and diagenic state of a rock these factors may be important when investigating the
dissolution and disaggregation factors of single rock type.
However compelling these observations of possible relationships, they cannot be considered to
be valid correlations concerning the dissolutional or disaggregational behavior of carbonate
rocks. This is due to the inability to make such comparisons using such highly different types of
carbonate rocks with such a multitude of uncontrolled lithographic factors. An example of this is
any attempt to explain the similar carbonate fine production means and ranges for the coquina
and dolomite rocks used in this study. The two different rocks have varying compositions of
aragonite, dolomite, and calcite with different grain-size distributions, fabrics, diagenic histories,
porosity, density, levels of impurities, and other factors; to ignore these other factors and state
that the carbonate fine production rates for these two rocks is due to density (or some other
factor) would be a presumptuous and invalid statement. Also is the consideration that the use of
hydrochloric acid at a high rate in this study may have caused effects other than those
experienced in natural carbonate fine production using carbonic acid and so may not be valid for
these types of comparisons.
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Table 2.2. Raw results of micro-scale dissolution study- Disaggregation values obtained from dissolution
of 1cm3 samples; lists total mass lost, mass lost to disaggregates, mass lost to solution; reported in grams
and as a percentage of dissolutional loss; x denotes outliers.

Chalk
Total Mass Lost
0.9508
0.2081
0.2448
0.3431
0.2573
1.5399
0.2441
0.1925
0.1854
0.2373
0.6438
Dolomite
0.1441
0.9377
0.9008
0.9630
1.0411
1.0503
1.0373
1.0671
0.8232
1.0318
0.8699
Ocala Limestone
0.5271
0.4858
0.4629
0.6770
0.4607
0.4976
0.4712
0.3745
0.4635
0.4024
0.4443
Travertine
0.3285
0.3344
0.3499
0.3401
0.3707
0.3678

Disaggregation of Karst Materials Resulting from Dissolutional Action (grams)
Coquina
Disaggregate Mass Lost to Solution Disaggregate/Solution (%)
Total Mass Lost Disaggregate
0.7844
0.1664
x 471.4
0.8427
0.0184
0.0461
0.1620
28.5
1.4446
0.0347
0.0836
0.1612
51.9
1.2854
0.0320
0.1815
0.1616
x 112.3
0.8810
0.0302
0.0959
0.1614
59.4
0.1103
0.0175
1.3841
0.1558
x 888.4
1.3130
0.0225
0.0855
0.1586
53.9
1.3135
0.0268
0.0369
0.1556
23.7
1.2870
0.0227
0.0398
0.1456
27.3
0.5297
0.0234
0.0838
0.1535
54.6
1.3925
0.0383
0.4630
0.1808
x 256.1
1.9257
0.0395
Grey Limestone
0.0184
0.1257
x 14.6
0.4898
0.0249
0.0347
0.9030
3.8
0.3809
0.0194
0.0320
0.8688
3.7
0.5012
0.0211
0.0302
0.9328
3.2
0.5053
0.0230
0.0175
1.0236
1.7
0.4750
0.0213
0.0225
1.0278
2.2
0.5110
0.0229
0.0259
1.0114
2.6
0.4820
0.0210
0.0227
1.0444
2.2
0.4782
0.0210
0.0234
0.7998
2.9
0.5176
0.0209
0.0383
0.9935
3.9
0.5180
0.0243
0.0395
0.8304
4.8
0.4465
0.0226
Shell Limestone
0.0210
0.5061
4.1
0.3298
0.0162
0.0278
0.4580
6.1
0.3068
0.0161
0.0232
0.4397
5.3
0.3194
0.0187
0.0282
0.6488
4.3
0.3144
0.0159
0.0200
0.4407
4.5
0.3097
0.0162
0.0172
0.4804
3.6
0.3243
0.0194
0.0189
0.4523
4.2
0.3093
0.0206
0.0230
0.3515
6.5
0.3129
0.0210
0.0218
0.4417
4.9
0.3245
0.0187
0.0329
0.3695
8.9
0.3134
0.0180
0.0274
0.4169
6.6
0.3113
0.0203
Travertine
0.0184
0.3101
5.9
0.3568
0.0259
0.0347
0.2997
11.6
0.3303
0.0227
0.0320
0.3179
10.1
0.3309
0.0234
0.0302
0.3099
9.7
0.3590
0.0383
0.0175
0.3532
5.0
0.3493
0.0350
0.0225
0.3453
6.5
x denotes outliers
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Mass Lost to Solution
0.8243
1.4099
1.2534
0.8508
0.0928
1.2905
1.2867
1.2643
0.5063
1.3542
1.8862

Disaggregate/Solution (%)
2.2
2.5
2.6
3.5
x 18.9
1.7
2.1
1.8
4.6
2.8
2.1

0.4649
0.3615
0.4801
0.4823
0.4537
0.4881
0.4610
0.4572
0.4967
0.4937
0.4239

5.4
5.4
4.4
4.8
4.7
4.7
4.6
4.6
4.2
4.9
5.3

0.3136
0.2907
0.3007
0.2985
0.2935
0.3049
0.2887
0.2919
0.3058
0.2954
0.2910

5.2
5.5
6.2
5.3
5.5
6.4
7.1
7.2
6.1
6.1
7.0

0.3309
0.3076
0.3075
0.3207
0.3143

7.8
7.4
7.6
11.9
11.1

2.3.3. Compositional Analysis
Both the parent rock and the resulting disaggregate from all the samples were examined
using Raman analysis, as well as X-Ray Diffraction [XRD] and X-Ray Fluorescence [XRF].
Raman analysis is a spectroscopic technique that uses the scatter of a concentrated light source,
such as a laser, to detect low-frequency molecular-based energies (such as vibrational energy) to
infer mineral characteristics, and is used for mineral identification of liquids, powders, and solids
(Laetsch & Downs, 2006). Note that baselines on Raman spectrograph were not normalized for
analysis since data was not used to identify mineral types, but to compare sediments with parent
material to show origin of sediments and to determine the presence of soluble carbonates. The
Enwave Raman analyzer used in this study uses an incident beam of infrared energy with a
wavelength of 785nm (TSI, 2014) and plots the intensity of Raman scatter as a function of how
much its frequency has shifted from the incident radiation; this is usually reported on the
centimeter-wave scale (cm-1). The other two methods are also spectroscopic methods which use
X-rays as energy sources instead of the emitted light of the Raman analysis (Sarrazin, et al.,
2004). XRD is similar to Raman in that it infers information as a result of reflective scatter from
the test substance, and is used for mineral identification. XRD uses an incident x-ray
(wavelength of 0.01-10nm) to produce diffractive scatter delineating the d-spacings of crystal
forms from various angles and the results display the peak intensity of return from each angle (02ϴ). XRF is different in that it detects the re-emitted energy of a substance after exposure to the
energy source, and is used to detect elemental composition. XRF uses the same incident x-ray as
the XRD, but this x-ray is used to excite the elements within the sample which reemit the energy
at x-ray wavelengths indicative of that particular element; results are given by frequency of x-ray
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return and intensity and can be used to determine proportional elemental compositions of
substances. Raman analysis can compare thin slices of parent rock slices to disaggregated
sediment, while all samples have to be in powder form for XRD and XRF analysis. Both
methods require the use of analysis software to view and understand the results. In the case of
Raman analysis, Crystal Sleuth software is used for data processing and mineral identification
(Laetsch & Downs, 2006), while XPowder software is used to interpret XRD and XRF results
(Martin, 2004). These studies were conducted to determine if the presence of soluble carbonates
could be detected in the sediments to confirm that they are products of incomplete dissolution.
Other changes in composition that occurred during disaggregation are only discussed as they
apply to the study’s intent.
Raman results were in accord with XRD data and clearly identified residues in both
parent rock and disaggregate samples as soluble carbonates. The XRF data showed no
unexpected changes in elemental composition of the sediments when compared to the parent
rock, however no disaggregate was identical in composition to the parent rock, some degree of
diagenesis had occurred in the sediments. The primary purpose of these examinations were to
assure that sediment all contained soluble disaggregates, carbonate fines, as opposed to insoluble
residues or re-precipitated material. Analysis showed that there were soluble residues in all
samples of disaggregates tested in this study; this was shown by the presence of calcium and
calcite, or in the case of dolomitic rocks, magnesium, in the disaggregate samples tested. As a
representative examples of study analyses the Raman analysis comparing parent rock with
associated disaggregate for coquina and limestone are presented in Figures 2.5-2.6 and the XRD/
XRF data developed by this study the data for chalk (pictured in Figure 2.7) is presented in
Figures 2.8-2.11 as typical of the data used in this study. There are five principal Raman bands
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for calcite at STP. The most intense band for calcite should be at 1085 cm-1, with two lesser
bands up 712 and 1434 cm-1, and two more bands at 282 and 156 cm-1 (Liu & Mernagh, 1990).
Crystal Sleuth software was used to view and compare Raman data (Laetsch & Downs, 2006).
The individual spectra from the XRD analysis is shown for the parent rock of the chalk samples
(Figure 2.8) and the disaggregated sediment derived from the chalk (Figure 2.9). Finally the XRF
analysis showing the spectra of the respective chalk samples is presented in Figures 2.10 and
2.11 at different scales. Indications of calcite on the XRD analysis and of calcium on the XRF
analysis, indicates the presence of soluble calcium-based carbonate minerals. The presence of
magnesium in the XRD or XRF indicates that dolomitized limestone was present in a sample.

Figure. 2.5. Sample Raman data: Coquina- Comparison of original parent rock (black line) compared to
sample of disaggregates from Coquina (blue line). Values are not normalized for analysis and represent
raw data. The matching of spectral lines for calcite are clearly seen at 286, 712, 1085 cm-1, and less
clearly for 1434 cm-1 (Laetsch & Downs, 2006).
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Figure 2.6. Sample Raman data: Ocala limestone- Comparison of original parent rock (black line)
compared to sample of disaggregates from Coquina (blue line). Values are not normalized for analysis
and represent raw data. The matching of spectral lines for calcite (Laetsch & Downs, 2006) are clearly
seen at 286, 712, 1085 cm-1, and less clearly for 1434 cm-1.

As stated, there were some compositional changes indicated by the data that occurred
during disaggregation. For example, an examination of the Raman data (Figure 2.5) shows that
along the 462 cm-1 line there is a return that increases in magnitude when comparing the parent
rock’s composition to it resulting sediment; this return is associated with quartz (Lafuente, et al.,
2015). Quartz is largely insoluble and is concentrated in sediments when the soluble portions of
the rock are removed. It was believed prior to this time that only such insoluble sediments would
remain after the chemical weathering of carbonate rocks. However, insoluble carbonates are also
present, and this result is in accord with sediment studies conducted at the Jama II na Prevali,
Martinska jama, and Turkova jama caves in Slovenia where quartz became more concentrated in
samples of dolomite and limestone sediments (Zupan-Hajna, 2003). It may be of interest to note
that the same investigation also found some cases where continuing weathering processes acted
upon the sediments to remove these insoluble components thus acting to concentrate the soluble
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Figure 2.7. Sample data: photograph of chalk- Chalk surface under Raman analyzer (60x).

dolomite and calcite residues instead of the expected insoluble residues (Zupan-Hajna, 2003).
Some soluble elements/minerals decreased or disappeared from the disaggregate samples. The
disaggregated sediments from dolomite (and to a lesser extent, gray limestone) recovered in the
laboratory showed the loss of calcium in the disaggregated sediment when compared to parent
rock with mainly magnesium-based carbonate remaining. Dolomite is a karst rock that has had
calcium molecules replaced by magnesium in greater than 50% of the rock mass which is formed
due to selective dissolution of calcium over the magnesium components of dolomite (Ford &
Williams, 2007), and when dolomite is dissolved there is a greater quantity of calcium than
magnesium taken into solution which accounts for the differences in dolomite sediments (ZupanHajna, 2003; Palmer, 2007). This preferential dissolution of calcite that allows the expected
calcite-disaggregate to be largely taken up by solution also had effect on the gray limestone.
Gray limestone, with a high dolomitic component, showed a similar loss of calcium in the
disaggregated sediments.
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Using the Raman, XRD, and XRF to analyze and compare the composition of the parent
rocks and resulting disaggregate allowed this study to confirm the presence of soluble calcite or
dolomitic residues in the sediments produced by dissolution. This is in agreement with the earlier
stated theory of carbonate fine production posited by Zupan-Hajna (2003). There were
similarities between the original parent samples and disaggregated sediments in all samples
indicating that soluble residues did not undergo total chemical change, but some portion
remained unchanged upon disaggregation into carbonate fines. Ocala limestone, chalk, and
travertine had parent material and disaggregate that had no significant differences in calcium
levels. An examination of the chalk samples’ XRD returns (Figure 2.8-2.9) show little other
changes, with the presence of calcite indicated in both parent material and disaggregated
sediments.
However, XRF analysis (Figures 2.10-2.11) showed a concentration of calcium and iron
in the sediments with a loss of copper and chromium when compared to the composition of the
parent rock; the change in chemical equilibria of this system indicates that chemical weathering
is occurring. Shell limestone and coquina had no significant differences between parent rocks
and solutional disaggregates. Apparently the calcite cement that binds together rock matrix of
shell limestone does not disassociate under dissolution faster than the aragonite-shell
components or they act to inhibit the dissolution of the micritic cement. There was little or no
aggregate in these sediment samples; all disaggregated sediments from shell limestone were very
fine. A full analysis of all rock components was beyond the scope of this investigation’s intent;
analysis was conducted to solely to confirm the presence of carbonate fines by the identification
of soluble residues in the sediments resulting from actively dissolving karst rocks.
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Figure 2.8. Sample XRD data of chalk parent rock- Comparable to the analysis for disaggregate of chalk
in Figure 2.9 showing a strong calcium lines at 26 keV.

Table 2.9. Sample XRD data of chalk disaggregate- Comparable to the analysis for parent rock of chalk in
Figure 2.8 showing a strong calcite lines at 26 keV, as well as line identifying the presence of the
elements of iron and copper.
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Figure 2.10. Sample XRF data of chalk parent rock- Comparable to the analysis for disaggregate of chalk
in Figure 2.11 showing strong calcium lines at 3.8-4.0 keV.

Figure 2.11. Sample XRF data of chalk disaggregate- Comparable to the analysis for parent rock of chalk
in Figure 2.10 with both showing a strong calcium lines.
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2.3.4. Qualitative Results
Chalk- Chalk samples changed quickly from rigid solids into semi-solid amorphous masses,
alike to softened clay, as hydration and dissolution acted upon them. The range of chalk
disaggregation ranged from 23.7% to 59.9% with a mean value of 42.8% (Table 2.1). Outliers
had values ranging from 112 % to 888% (Table 2.3). Chalk quickly became a soft amorphous
putty-like mass readily disaggregated so it was difficult to separate aggregates from sediments.

Table 2.3. Disaggregation values for chalk- 11 samples of chalk were partially dissolved and
disaggregated sediments were recovered. Values reported as grams except for the % ratio of disaggregate
mass to mass lost to solution. Outliers indicated by x-mark.
Chalk
Total Mass Lost

Disaggregate

Mass Lost to Solution

Disaggregate/Solution (%)

0.9508

0.7844

0.1664

x 471.4

0.2081

0.0461

0.1620

28.5

0.2448

0.0836

0.1612

51.9

0.3431

0.1815

0.1616

x 112.3

0.2573

0.0959

0.1614

59.4

1.5399

1.3841

0.1558

x 888.4

0.2441

0.0855

0.1586

53.9

0.1925

0.0369

0.1556

23.7

0.1854

0.0398

0.1456

27.3

0.2373

0.0838

0.1535

54.6

0.6438

0.4630

0.1808

x 256.1

During both the observation phase and the experimental phase it was noted that the bedding
planes in the chalk act as preferential avenues for dissolutional processes. When samples of the
original parent chalk and the resultant disaggregated sediments were analyzed and compared it
was seen that some of the dissolved chalk had reformed as gypsum crystals as the samples dried.
These whitened crystals were very evident with the chalk samples and to a much lesser extent on
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other sample series; this additional mass was considered negligible in extent, and included in
measurements.
Coquina- Coquina showed a tendency to break-off along bedding and fracture lines during the
observation stage of this study. It would disassociate portions of shell and small, matrix bound
debris. However, during the dissolution study using smaller sample sizes there was only one
instance where there was a discernible breaking off of an aggregated piece from a sample. This
was classified as an outlier and not used in analysis since its value, 18.9%, was too high (Table
2.4) in comparison to other samples; this value was more than 6 times the mean of the other
values. Coquina had a high value of 4.6% of disaggregate mass versus mass lost to solution, with
a low of 1.7%, and a mean value of 2.6% (Table 2.1).

Table 2.4. Disaggregation values for coquina- 11 samples of coquina were partially dissolved and
disaggregated sediments were recovered. Values reported as grams except for the % ratio of disaggregate
mass to mass lost to solution. Outlier indicated by x-mark.
Coquina
Total Mass Lost

Disaggregate

Mass Lost to Solution

0.8427

0.0184

0.8243

Disaggregate/Solution (%)
2.2

1.4446

0.0347

1.4099

2.5

1.2854

0.032

1.2534

2.6

0.881

0.0302

0.8508

3.5

0.1103

0.0175

0.0928

x 18.9

1.313

0.0225

1.2905

1.7

1.3135

0.0268

1.2867

2.1

1.287

0.0227

1.2643

1.8

0.5297

0.0234

0.5063

4.6

1.3925

0.0383

1.3542

2.8

1.9257

0.0395

1.8862

2.1
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Dolomite- Dolomite also broke along bedding planes and fracture lines when gravel-sized
samples were dissolved during initial observations of dissolutional behaviors, and it occurred
again in the dissolutional study. In the grouped results the dolomite disaggregate has a high value
of 4.8%, a low value of 1.7%, with a mean value of 3.1% disaggregated mass compared to the
mass lost to solution (Table 2.1). The outlier had a disaggregate production of 14.6% due to the
breaking off of aggregated pieces into the disaggregated sediments (Table 2.5). There were also a
few visible chips in some of the dolomite disaggregate in the micro-scale dissolutional study that
were too small to separate out, but the majority of recovered disaggregate was very fine.

Table 2.5. Disaggregation rates for dolomite- 11 samples of dolomite were partially dissolved and
disaggregated sediments were recovered. Values reported as grams except for the % ratio of disaggregate
mass to mass lost to solution. Outlier indicated by x-mark.
Dolomite
Total Mass Lost

Disaggregate

Mass Lost to Solution

Disaggregate/Solution (%)

0.1441

0.0184

0.1257

x 14.6

0.9377

0.0347

0.9030

3.8

0.9008

0.0320

0.8688

3.7

0.9630

0.0302

0.9328

3.2

1.0411

0.0175

1.0236

1.7

1.0503

0.0225

1.0278

2.2

1.0373

0.0259

1.0114

2.6

1.0671

0.0227

1.0444

2.2

0.8232

0.0234

0.7998

2.9

1.0318

0.0383

0.9935

3.9

0.8699

0.0395

0.8304

4.8

Gray Limestone- Gray Limestone was slow to react and produced only fine sediment without the
mass disaggregation seen in other samples, producing no outliers in the micro-scale study (Table
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2.6). The mean value of 4.8% of carbonate fine production versus mass lost to solution, with a
low of 4.2%, and a high value of 5.4%, giving this experimental series a range of only 1.2%
(Table 2.1). These sample series also had lowest disaggregate production for any of the karst
rock tested.

Table 2.6. Disaggregation rates for gray limestone- 11 samples of gray limestone were partially dissolved
and disaggregated sediments were recovered. Values reported as grams except for the % ratio of
disaggregate mass to mass lost to solution.
Grey Limestone
Total Mass Lost

Disaggregate

Mass Lost to Solution

Disaggregate/Solution (%)

0.4898

0.0249

0.4649

5.4

0.3809

0.0194

0.3615

5.4

0.5012

0.0211

0.4801

4.4

0.5053

0.023

0.4823

4.8

0.475

0.0213

0.4537

4.7

0.511

0.0229

0.4881

4.7

0.482

0.021

0.461

4.6

0.4782

0.021

0.4572

4.6

0.5176

0.0209

0.4967

4.2

0.518

0.0243

0.4937

4.9

0.4465

0.0226

0.4239

5.3

Ocala Limestone- The dissolution phase of this study returned a range of values from 3.6% to
8.9% of disaggregate mass recovered as compared to solutional mass lost, for a total range of
5.3% (Table 2.7). The mean value of disaggregate production for the Ocala limestone
experimental series was 5.4% (Table 2.1). It was observed that Ocala limestone had a tendency
to separate along lines of micro-fractures [not along bedding planes] and other discontinuities in
the matrix (such as pores); this was particularly pronounced when observing large-scale
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dissolutional behaviors during the observation phase of the experimental process. An
examination of these aggregates in the observational phase showed that they were irregular
shaped ovoids or long rectangular-slivers of the original rock. However this did not occur in
dissolutional tests; even the sample with an extreme value of 8.9%, compared to the nearest other
value of 6.5% and the group mean of 5.4%, did not show visible aggregates.

Table 2.7. Disaggregation rates for Ocala limestone- 11 samples of Ocala limestone were partially
dissolved and disaggregated sediments were recovered. Values reported as grams except for the % ratio of
disaggregate mass to mass lost to solution.
Ocala Limestone
Total Mass Lost

Disaggregate

Mass Lost to Solution

Disaggregate/Solution (%)

0.5271

0.0210

0.5061

4.1

0.4858

0.0278

0.4580

6.1

0.4629

0.0232

0.4397

5.3

0.6770

0.0282

0.6488

4.3

0.4607

0.0200

0.4407

4.5

0.4976

0.0172

0.4804

3.6

0.4712

0.0189

0.4523

4.2

0.3745

0.0230

0.3515

6.5

0.4635

0.0218

0.4417

4.9

0.4024

0.0329

0.3695

8.9

0.4443

0.0274

0.4169

6.6

Shell Limestone- Shell limestone had micro-dissolution study results with a high value of 7.2%, a
low value of 5.2%, and a mean value of 6.1% (Table 2.1); 6.1% was also the mode (Table 2.8).
There was also very little production of aggregated sediment due to micro-fracture guidance
when samples of the shell limestone were being dissolved; shells were for the most part held
firmly in the rock matrix throughout the dissolution process. This was contrary to what was
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observed of the gross dissolutional behavior at the beginning of this experimental process in
which large sections of shell became disassociated. Raman and XRD analysis of the
disaggregated sediment from shell limestone and its parent rock confirmed that the two materials
were similar in composition and that calcium in the form or calcite or aragonite was present in
both. None of the sediment produced had visible pieces of aggregate; it was all fine sediments.

Table 2.8. Disaggregation rates for shell limestone- 11 samples of shell limestone were partially dissolved
and disaggregated sediments were recovered. Values reported as grams except for the % ratio of
disaggregate mass to mass lost to solution.

Shell Limestone
Total Mass Lost

Disaggregate

Mass Lost to Solution

Disaggregate/Solution (%)

0.3298

0.0162

0.3136

5.2

0.3068

0.0161

0.2907

5.5

0.3194

0.0187

0.3007

6.2

0.3144

0.0159

0.2985

5.3

0.3097

0.0162

0.2935

5.5

0.3243

0.0194

0.3049

6.4

0.3093

0.0206

0.2887

7.1

0.3129

0.021

0.2919

7.2

0.3245

0.0187

0.3058

6.1

0.3134

0.018

0.2954

6.1

0.3113

0.0203

0.291

7.0

Travertine- Though the travertine sample cubes appeared structurally cohesive with few or no
fractures there were excessive irregularities, as well as deep pits and pores along all surfaces.
Even after grinding and shaping of the sample cubes there were small, but visible occlusions,
irregularities, and deformities due travertines’ structure. No large aggregate pieces were
separated due to bedding planes or micro-fractures, but there were some small aggregated-pieces
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mixed with the totally disaggregated sediments in many of the samples from dissolutional
experiments. The visible pieces were usually similar to small, roughened cone-shaped sections,
as if the tips of the projections from the surface of the travertine are sheared off during
dissolution. The presence of these aggregates amongst the disaggregated portions of the
sediment coincided with an increased range and mass lost to disaggregation; travertine has the
highest values for disaggregate production (Table 2.9) aside from the chalk series. The mean
value derived by dissolution study for disaggregate production by is 8.6%, with a high value of
11.9%, a low value of 4.9% (Table 2.1). Travertine has the largest deviation for its samples’
experimental returns of any other karst type tested, except for the chalk series, probably due to
excessive aggregates.

Table 2.9. Disaggregation rates for travertine- 11 samples of travertine were partially dissolved and
disaggregated sediments were recovered. Values reported as grams except for the % ratio of disaggregate
mass to mass lost to solution.

Travertine
Total Mass Lost

Disaggregate

Mass Lost to Solution

Disaggregate/Solution (%)

0.3285

0.0184

0.3101

5.9

0.3344

0.0347

0.2997

11.6

0.3499

0.0320

0.3179

10.1

0.3401

0.0302

0.3099

9.7

0.3707

0.0175

0.3532

5.0

0.3678

0.0225

0.3453

6.5

0.3568

0.0259

0.3309

7.8

0.3303

0.0227

0.3076

7.4

0.3309

0.0234

0.3075

7.6

0.3590

0.0383

0.3207

11.9

0.3493

0.0350

0.3143

11.1
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2.4. DISCUSSION
Of all the karst types tested, chalk was the most productive of disaggregates. Chalk
samples changed quickly from rigid solids into semi-solid amorphous masses, alike to softened
clay, as hydration and dissolution acted upon them. Chalk’s large range of disaggregation
(23.7% to 59.9%) with outliers ranging from 112 % to 888% (Table 2.3) showed that chalk was
quite different in its dissolutional behaviors than the other carbonate rocks tested. Chalk, when
hydrated becomes a soft amorphous putty-like mass readily disaggregated if not contained
(Lamont-Black & Mortimore,1999). This property of chalk is probably one of the reasons whey
conduits maintain a very small diameter in chalk aquifers, in addition to the near 50% porosity
that allows free water flow in the grain matrix. However, due to these very characteristics there
were not enough reliable samples of chalk for statistical analysis so the values for chalk, though
of interest, may not be valid.
Coquina showed a tendency to break-off along bedding and fracture lines during the
observation stage of this study, but during the dissolution study there was only one instance of
this. A possible reason for the lack of physical breakdown during the dissolution study was the
lack of microfractures and voids in the small sample sizes as opposed to their presence in the
gravel-sized samples that were initially observed. The small sample size apparently avoided the
preferential dissolution along lines of enhanced porosity that seems to be the main cause for the
detachment of aggregated fragments from the parent rock allowing coquina to produce only fine
sediments of 2.6% over solutional mass. This was also true to the dolomite which also broke
into aggregates along bedding planes and returned small values for disaggregate production.
Dolomite’s mean value of 3.1% disaggregated mass compared to the mass lost to solution is the
lowest rate of the mudstones. The outlier had a disaggregate production of 14.6% due to the
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breaking off of aggregated pieces into the disaggregated sediments (Table 2.5). These outliers
are important indications that the laboratory-produced values for disaggregation are minimal
estimates; they concentrate only on fine sediments ignoring the courser sediments being
produced by the same or similar processes, and so fail to capture the full range of effects due to
incomplete dissolutional processes. As mentioned previously, the XRD/XRF analysis of the
disaggregated dolomite sediment showed a reduction in calcium composition as compared to the
parent rock, but this total loss of calcium was expected and is cited in the literature (ZupanHajna, 2003; Palmer, 2007). This is primarily due to the common ion effect that leads to
preferential dissolution of calcite over the magnesium in dolomite.
Gray Limestone is a consolidated dolomitic limestone with less magnesium and more
calcium carbonate than dolomite. The lack of large aggregates reduces in the dolomite sediments
reduced the range of values and caused a closer alignment of the values obtained in these
dissolutional tests. This alignment can be seen by the small range of returns in the micro-scale
dissolutional studies with the mean value of 4.8% of carbonate fine production versus mass lost
to solution, with a range from 4.2%- 5.4%, total range of only 1.2% (Table 2.1); resulting in the
lowest variations in disaggregate production for any of the karst rock tested. Its partial
dolomitization resulting in lower solutional rates, low porosity, and lack of discontinuities
contributed to the low disaggregation returns for this rock type. Ocala limestone’s returns were
placed within range of the returns for gray and shell limestones with a mean value of
disaggregate production of 5.4% with a total range of 5.3% (Table 2.1). The large amount of
aggregate produced in the Ocala limestone samples during initial observation, due most probably
to the advanced level of karstification of the Ocala limestone, were avoided at the small scale
tests. Other karst types used in the study were quarried for scientific and educational display and
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do not show solutional development of matrix or fracture porosity. The large-scale breakdown
seen in the observation phase of this study seems to have been largely avoided in the
dissolutional study phase; except for the outliers only fine-scale sediments were produced. This
was perhaps due to the small sample sizes or the removal of uneven surface topographies during
the shaping of the sample cubes.
The shell limestone was very similar in all behaviors to the Ocala limestone, only
showing higher rates with a mean value of 6.1%; this was the highest return of the limestones.
Again, perhaps due to the lack of large aggregates being produced, there was a small range of
returned values with a corresponding low standard deviation. An examination of the raw data
(Table 2.8) shows an even and tightly packed distribution of experimental returns, showing both
the dissolutional behavior of shell limestone, and indicating the accuracy of the experimental
method being used in this study. Travertine maintained its dissolutional behavior despite the
scale of the tests. Aggregated pieces, shaped like truncated cones, were found in both
observation phase and testing phases of the study; the difference was in the relative sizes of the
aggregates. There was a large variation in test returns (Table 2.9) and although the travertine
sample cubes appeared structurally cohesive with few or no fractures, there were excessive
irregularities as well as deep pits and pores along all surfaces. Even after grinding and shaping of
the sample cubes there were small, but visible occlusions, irregularities, and deformities due
travertines’ structure. The presence of aggregates amongst the disaggregated portions of the
sediment led to an increase in value ranges and in an increase of mass lost to disaggregation;
travertine has the highest value of disaggregate production aside from the chalk series.
As discussed, some lithographic characteristics were possible factors in the tests, but
examination of these factors indicates that they all effect solutional rates which in turn would
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affect the production of carbonate fines. This indicates that the main factor in the production of
carbonate fines is solutional rate; the higher the dissolutional rate of the rock the more
disaggregate is produced. The difference in rates and disaggregate production was obvious
between the dolomitized and on-dolomitized samples. The relationship between porosity and
disaggregation rates seemed to be supported in the discussion of results; but is it a direct
relationship or a secondary relationship? In this study there was a positive correlation between
porosity and solutional rates when comparing some karst rocks used in this study, but in actuality
porosity is opening more surface area to dissolution; that more dissolutional action occurs in
highly porous materials is due to this increased surface area, not a change in basic chemical rates.
So when porous materials produce more disaggregate in the study, this simply showed the larger
size of the available dissolutional space when compared to less porous samples. This direct
relationship between apparent reaction rates and the available surface area for dissolution may
indicate that disaggregate production is a direct function of the amount of dissolution that occurs
during the dissolutional process.

2.5. CONCLUSION
Due to the laboratory use of hydrochloric acid as a solvent as opposed to the use of
carbonic acid which is the common dissolutional agent in natural karst systems these study
results may not be valid when applied to actual karst systems. Therefore the conclusions based
upon these results must be considered advisory rather than authoritative; and may need further
validation and study before the valid application of these conclusions can be made to speleogenic
processes and karst systems in general.
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Summarizing the results presented and discussed in the preceding sections provides a
good review of the purpose and meanings obtained in this study. Study results indicate that: 1)
carbonate fines, referred to in this study as disaggregates, are produced when karst rocks
dissolve, 2) the amount of disaggregate produced is dependent on the type of karst rock, 3) these
disaggregates are similar to the parent rock and contain soluble carbonate fines, 4) the presence
of micro-fractures, bedding planes, and other discontinuities in the rock that give preferential
avenues for dissolutional action can cause aggregated pieces of the parent material to
disassociate en masse increasing mass lost due to solutionally-driven processes above those
reported here, and 5) the amount of disaggregate produced is in direct proportion to the amount
of solutional activity that occurs. The process of solutional disaggregation was quantifiable in the
laboratory and the values developed from this study are valid laboratory-based approximations,
but are flawed by the use of hydrochloric acid in the study instead of using carbonic acid to
better portray natural processes. This precludes the unqualified use of study results in the
understanding or quantifying of actual speleogenic processes.
The basic research questions of this study were positively answered. First, the production
of solutionally-driven disaggregation is demonstrable in the laboratory. Secondly, this study has
shown that the chemical weathering of karst rocks associated with carbonate fine production
could possible account for a large and significant percentage over that of the mass loss to
solution; ranging from 2.6% to 8.6% (Table 2.8), if the use of hydrochloric acid is an acceptable
substitution for carbonic acid in the experimental dissolutional series. It was also determined
during the study that the disaggregate samples produced from the experimental dissolution series
were composed of soluble carbonate rocks resulting from incomplete solution. This last finding
partially supports Zupan-Hajna’s theories (2003) concerning the production of carbonate fines
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production during chemical dissolution, however no mechanical transport or physical weathering
process was observed; all disaggregate was produced as a result of changing the chemical
equilibria of the sampled karst systems with no application of mechanical forces.
The methods used in the study can be better refined, mainly by concentrating study
efforts into characterizing one type of rock, preferably a limestone due its wide use in
speleogenic modeling. Then by the accurate measurement carbonate fine production in relation
to sample porosities, impurities, the presence of microfracture and other discontinuities, and
other factors that may impact disaggregate production can be quantified. Since the study used a
dimensionless ratio as a return value, mass lost to dissolution compared to mass lost to
disaggregation, this percentage can easily applied to other speleogenic and karst models that use
solutional kinetics to model karst morphological and network changes over time. The
experimental hypothesis was sustained in that the production of carbonate fines caused by
solutional-based chemical weathering of karst rock was observed and measured in all
experimental series; the null hypothesis was necessarily rejected. As stated, further research
needs to be conducted in defining factors contributing to carbonate fine production such as
material porosity, density, purity, and the availability of mechanical transport of the carbonate
fines away from the site of dissolutional action. There could also be an investigation using
numerical modelling to apply the results of this study on a simulated karst rock surface.
The study demonstrated the probable presence of autochthonous sediment in all parts of
karst systems due to the process of solutional disaggregation. One possible application of this
data is in speleogenic and sediment-transport models, which is a priority area for investigation by
karst modelers and researchers (White, 2002). This research provides positive indications of the
presence of autochthonous sediments throughout active karst systems. The ability to estimate
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solutional processes within an aquifer by water analysis could also enhanced by quantifying this
factor of sediment production. Also, it may be possible to use disaggregation percentages from
this study combined with current chemical solution-based models of karst network development
to improve our understanding of actual speleogenic processes, as well as the accuracy of
predicted speleogenic rates. There is also possible application of this study in the investigation of
the accuracy and influences on karst denudation rates (Goldie, 2005).
The results of this study are necessarily minimum values, due to the need for conservancy
and a laboratory technique that was unable to preserve disaggregated sediments from active
solution or exactly duplicate natural processes. These disaggregated sediments pose a host of
questions: What is the eventual fate of these carbonate fines in a karst system? Are they
immediately dissolved changing water chemistry? What percentage become sediments? Do they
act as corrasive agents? Even given these minimal, experimental values how much effect could
these carbonate fines have on karst systems? As an example of the minimum values reported for
this study, the disaggregation rate given for travertine is 8.6% disaggregate produced for every
100% of parent mass lost to dissolutional action; however some samples of chalk produced
disaggregate in quantities many times that of the solutional rate. The disaggregate production
rates [based on the solutional rate] were reported as coquina [2.6%], dolomite [3.1%], gray
limestone [4.8%], limestone [5.4%], shell limestone [6.1%], and travertine [8.6%] (Table 2.8).
However, these scores tried to negate the production of aggregates due to the splitting off
of rock fragments from the parent rock, but these rock pieces are produced regularly on the
macro-scale and must eventually become autochthonous sediments inside of the karst system.
This type of physical weathering, the solutional dislocation of surface aggregates, observed in
this study may have an impact on speleogenic rates through: 1) effecting solutional rates by
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making more surfaces available for dissolution, 2) changing roughness values thus effecting flow
dynamics, 3) loss of surface volume and depth along enlarging conduits and fractures
accelerating wall retreat rates. In this study, samples with large proportions of aggregated
fragments were removed from calculations since the study purpose was to gauge carbonate fine
production; however in nature there is no restriction against this larger scale physical breakdown.
Given the study’s focus only on fine sediments, it’s possible that a significant portion of the
chemical weathering caused by incomplete dissolution is being neglected by this study. This
could possibly be determined by an investigation gathering data from many studies concerning
the origins of individual grains and aggregates of actual cave sediments where sediments are
identified by origin as solutionally-caused as opposed to being caused by mechanical forces; this
is done through microscopy studies. This data can then be subjected to statistical analysis to
determine rates.
The final conclusion of this study is that the chemical weathering of carbonate rocks
which is the primary process for karst speleogenesis is not solely one of solutional kinetics, but is
influenced by the process of incomplete solution that releases disaggregates into karst waters.
This solutionally-driven weathering results in the production of carbonate fines adding
constantly to the sediments found within karst systems. Research is needed to further clarify the
relationship between incomplete solutional action, rock character, and the disaggregation of
carbonate fines, as well as to identify and quantify other significant factors impacting the
weathering of karst surfaces.
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CHAPTER THREE:
A NUMERICAL MODEL SIMULATING THE INCOMPLETE DISSOLUTION OF
LIMESTONE AND THE PRODUCTION OF CARBONATE FINES

3.1. INTRODUCTION
This study of the physical weathering of karst surfaces develops a numerical, computer
model that simulates the random dissolution of a typical karst rock surface, in this case
limestone, to investigate whether the physical weathering due to the incomplete dissolution of
karst rocks and the production of carbonate fines can have significant effect on current
speleogenic models. The primary use of speleogenic models is to understand how caves and
aquifers are formed in karst landscapes, and current models are based for the most part on the
chemical weathering associated with the solutional kinetics of the carbonate rocks (Plummer, et
al., 1978). In chemical weathering the weathered substance may be partially or totally changed to
different chemical substance. In modeling the growth of caves the chemical solutional rates are
translated into solutional rates of wall retreat which measures the dissolutional loss of surface
volume over time to solution and applied to various models (Dreybrodt, 1988; Palmer, 1988;
Perne, 2012). The dissolutional widening rate which is also used in speleogenic modelling is
double the rate of wall retreat (Dreybrodt, 1988) and is used to gauge the widening of fracture
apertures and other hydric-connections within a speleogenic model. These chemical weathering
models simulate surface development by the laminate-style removal of surface depth according
to chemical rates which assume 100% dissolution of all carbonate surfaces. However, limestone
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and other karst rocks do not dissolve completely when exposed to aggressive, acidic water, but
produce some amount of soluble residues, called carbonate fines, during a process of incomplete
dissolution (Zupan-Hajna, 2003). These carbonate fines have also been referred to as microbreakdown (Booth, 2013), sanded carbonates, pulverulent carbonates, or solutional disaggregates
(Dzulynski et al., 1986). The term 'carbonate fines' (Parise, 2011; Zupan-Hajna, 2003, 2014) or
‘disaggregates’ (Fornós, et al., 2011; Krklec, et al., 2013; Emmanuel & Levenson, 2014a) are
preferred in this report due to the recent uses of these terms in the literature.
Up to this point in time no speleogenic models have yet been adapted to account for the
incomplete dissolution of karst rocks since it was first characterized by Nadja Zupan-Hajna
(2003) due to a lack of quantifiable data on the production rates of carbonate fines as well as an
understanding of the processes involved. However, recent research has been conducted
investigating the process of incomplete dissolution, in addition to the research conducted in this
investigation quantifying carbonate fine production from a variety of karst rocks (Chapter 2). It
has been discovered that micritic cement, the fine grained calcite which acts as a cement holding
larger-sized grains in place, disaggregates preferentially over larger grained crystals in the rock
(Fornós, et al., 2011), perhaps as much as double the solutional rate (Emmanuel & Levenson,
2014b). This disaggregation occurs as quickly as dissolutional action begins with grains detached
at the micron level in less than a second (Levenson & Emmanuel, 2015). Micron-scale calcite
crystals which are exposed to solutional action along grain boundaries dissolve only partially as
the crystal’s edges dissolve reducing the size of the crystal, then hypothesized mutually-repulsive
forces in the crystal lattice force fine-grained crystals out of the matrix. In larger grained
limestones the fine-grained matrix disaggregates and abandons the larger-grained embedded
crystals causing them to fall out of the matrix disaggregating in turn (Fornós, et al., 2011).
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This preferential disaggregation is not only over that of larger grained calcite-spar, but
also over other carbonates with slower reaction rates such as dolomite crystals embedded in the
micritic cement (Krklec, et al., 2013), or inclusions of impure substances such as quartzite, and
embedded detritus such as shells and siliceous gravels. However, these larger grained particles
held in the limestone matrix may also act to slow down the overall rate of weathering in
limestones by acting as bulwarks to potential avenues of dissolutional actions, causing larger
grained limestones to chemically weather at slower rates then fine-grained limestones
(Emmanuel & Levenson, 2014b). In addition to surfaces, grain boundaries such as along bedding
planes, microfractures, and pores in the rock surface are also corroded by solutional processes,
including disaggregation, acting to widen these features within the limestone’s surface causing
an increased area for solutional processes to act upon (Fornós, et al., 2011; Dewanckele, et al.,
2014).
This model is required to physically simulate the processes of dissolution and surface
development found in typical karst surfaces in order to simulate the production of carbonate
fines. The model will use random number generation to simulate the random dissolutional
processes that cause both dissolutional wall retreat and the disaggregation of the dissolving
surface which causes the subsequent production of carbonate fines. The use of random number
generation in this model does not physically simulate the processes of crystalline reduction or
microfracture guidance, but does physically reproduce the random nature of the chemical
dissolutional process. This random method of applying dissolutional processes will be more
precise in simulating surface development than the laminate-style surface removal used in
current models. The scale of the processes whereby the individual micrite particles and mineral
grains are removed by dissolution and disaggregation is much smaller than used by the model,
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precluding an actual physical model at the model’s scale, so the model assumes a homogenous
composition of the simulated limestone surface in which random actions simulate the complexity
of the natural processes. This modeling assumption of random action will be validated by
demonstrating the model’s ability to correctly simulate the natural processes being modeled. In
the Limestone Weathering Model three qualities of a karst surface exposed to solutionallyaggressive waters will be modeled; carbonate fine production rates, surface roughness values,
and the simulated development of corrosion horizons within the rock surface, in addition to the
correct application of the chemical dissolution rates which acts as the basic process of this
numerical model.
A review of speleogenic models show that limestone is the most commonly simulated
karst rock used in dissolutional modeling (Kaufmann, 2005; Bauer et al., 2005; Dreybrodt et al.,
2005; Labourdette et al., 2007; Schwabe et al., 2007; Bouchelaghem, 2010; Ruiz-Agudo, 2010;
Perne, 2012), so this model uses the values obtained from the limestone samples tested during
the earlier experimental dissolutional study (Chapter 2) to provide values for carbonate fine
production. The rates published concerning carbonate fine production range from 38% to 200%
for fine-grained limestones with slower rates associated with larger grain sizes (Fornós, et al.,
2011; Emmanuel & Levenson, 2014a, 2014b; Levenson & Emmanuel, 2015); the use of results
from the dissolutional experiments may be invalid due to basic methodology of the original
study, but it’s rates for carbonate fine production are much lower than these published sources
and may serve as minimal values for modeling purposes. The second characteristic being
modeled is surface roughness. Roughness reflects the topographical variations of a surface and is
an important factor in flow mechanics and speleogenic modeling. It reflects the complexity of
karst surfaces that have developed due to weathering, microlithology, and other geologic factors
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(Goldie, 2005). This model will simulate the progressive growth of surface roughness from flat
machined surfaces to natural occurring topographies equivalent to those recorded in the
literature. This is unlike current models of speleogenesis that model smooth, laminate surfaces
and uses assumed roughness values when computing hydrologic functions.
The third characteristic is how the simulated measures of porosity within the model will
be compared to the development of corrosion horizons in karst rocks. Corrosion horizons refer to
the three visible separations of rock porosity found within a cross-sectioned karst rock segment
that has been exposed to corrosive moisture, as observed by Zupan-Hajna (2003). There is the Chorizon with obvious corrosion in a weakened patina of discolored, whitened, and highly porous
rock penetrating up to 5mm into the rock surface with greater depth penetrations occurring when
the rock surfaces are not exposed to rapidly flowing water. The B-horizon has porosity values of
1% and lower, but there are obvious differences in rock texture, color, and composition
attributable to moisture-based corrosion that extend another 10mm to 30mm or deeper into the
rock surface from the C-horizon to the A-horizon. The A-horizon is comprised of the original,
unadulterated, un-corroded karst rock extending into the rock massif. The porosity measures
used in the model will mirror this increasing porosity and decreasing strength of the rock surface
as it is weathered. The successful simulation of the solutional processes, surface topographies,
and carbonate fine production that affect natural surfaces should be sufficient evidence of the
efficiency of the model and serve to support the validity of the predictions made using the
Limestone Weathering Model.
The research model will depict a theoretical, homogenous limestone surface exposed to
solutionally-aggressive water, and it will model: 1) the random dissolution of a karst surface
exposed to chemical and chemically-driven erosion which results in, 2) the production of
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carbonate fines, 3) the natural development of surface roughness, and 4) the simulated
development of corrosion horizons associated with a corroding limestone surface. The model is
intended to investigate two basic research questions: 1) Can the process of solutionally-driven
disaggregation of a limestone surface and the consequent production of carbonate fines be
simulated in the model? 2) If so, can the production of carbonate fines be shown to have
significant impact, either qualitatively or quantitatively, on speleogenic wall retreat rates?

3.2. MODEL DESCRIPTION
The actual program developed for this study, the Limestone Weathering Model, is a
three-dimensional, matrix-based, numerical computer simulation using MATLAB 2015b
programming language and software platform (Math Works, 2015). MATLAB is a math-based
language and is used in creating numerical simulations of physical processes. According to
Luiszer, a speleogenic modeler, “simple mathematical models can be used to solve complex
problems” (1999). The codes used in this model represent simple mathematical operations
performed within a numerical three-dimensional matrix. The program is written in the form of
several related function files and is available in Appendix A of this dissertation or online at the
Mathworks Central Website (http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange ; files
listed under: ‘authorid:770682’: Main function file named, LS_Weathering.m).
The model simulation uses a 3-dimensional numerical matrix to represent the modeled
surface and underlying rock volume. The scale of the model has been set to be equivalent to the
maximum size of a carbonate fines. Carbonate fines are classified using different classification
schemes, but values for the maximum size of fines range from 0.25 mm (Hugget, 2011) to 0.36
mm (Zupan-Hajna, 2003), so in the model itself is composed of cubic cells representing a cube
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with the dimensions of 0.25 mm per side. Although this can be interpreted to be equivalent to
0.015625 mm3 of limestone the model processes allow for the reduction in the mass of a cell
without its removal, so the model tracks the mass volume values for each cell during the
modeling process. The modeling field has an areal extent of 4cm2 over a simulated continuous
and homogenous limestone matrix of indeterminate depth. The actual surface area of the model
exposed to dissolutional action continually increases as the surface roughens and additional
surfaces become available for dissolutional processes. The study area is a 1cm2 square area
centered within the modeling field. Therefore the initial modeling area is a rectangular solid
with a surface area of 84x84 cells with a depth of 100 cells. The upper boundaries represent
continually recharged and aggressive water and act as a constant boundary. The sides and lower
boundaries are variable boundaries, acting as solids or liquids, reflecting the characteristics of
adjoining cells as the model develop. The variable boundary (2-cells wide) surrounding the
model prevents boundary values from having an undue effect on the modeling field; the central
study area of 40x40 cells is also insulated from the effects of boundary values by large buffer
zones (20-cells wide) in the modeling field (Giodano & Nakanishi, 2006).
The theoretical foundation for the model’s timing and actions is based upon the
application of a constant solutional rate of wall retreat, as used by many network modelers
(Perne, 2012; Bouchelaghem, 2010; Ruiz-Agudo, 2010; Labourdette et al., 2007; Schwabe et al.,
2007; Dreybrodt et al., 2005; Bauer et al., 2005; Kaufmann, 2005). Although the model can be
set to any rate, it has been set to an annual solutional rate of wall retreat of 1 mm/y. This rate is
used in the model since it is large enough to have noticeable effect on the model and its
numerical value simplifies related analysis. This is interpreted by the model to mean that when
the equivalent of 4 layers of cells, each 0.25mm in depth, have been removed from the modeling
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field due to dissolutional actions that 1 year of time has passed in the modeling scenario. Since
only the actions in the study field are quantified this translates to the removal of 6400 cells from
the study area each year the model runs. This is further subdivided within the model so that a
month of modelling time is equivalent to the removal of approximately 534 cells from the study
area.
Each step of the modeling process is based upon the dissolutional cycle impacting the
entire 3-D modeling field. The model’s processing requires that the 3-dimensional modeling
field is actually divided into a series of 2-dimensional matrices where the mathematical
manipulations by the model are performed. To assure a relatively random, yet uniform
distribution of dissolutional action in the modeling field a requirement of the model is that a
complete dissolutional cycle in the model requires the removal of one cell due to dissolution
from each of the 80 cell matrices that comprise the modelling field. During a dissolutional cycle
the model: A) identifies all surfaces available for dissolutional action, B) uses random numbers
to choose one cell for removal from available cells to simulate dissolution, and C) identifies if
that cell’s removal has caused any other cells to become isolated from the continuous matrix thus
becoming identified as disaggregated carbonate fines and also removes these from the modeling
field. After each completed dissolutional cycle a reporting function tallies the results of model
processes after each completed processing step.
The model reports on the volume of mass removed by both dissolutional action and by
the disaggregation of carbonate fines. The model then calculates the relative percentages and
respective wall retreat rates for analysis. It also tracks porosity values and surface roughness
values of the study area on a monthly basis. The model’s porosity measure is calculated at every
0.25mm interval and is a function of the amount/quantity of model cells that have been
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dissolved; 0.0% equates to solid, uncorrupted rock while porosity values of 99%-100% represent
total loss of simulated rock at that interval. It should be noted that the model’s need to complete
80 dissolutional actions per step sometimes results in the final actual dissolution rates recorded
by the model as being above the expected annual solutional rate of wall retreat (SRWR) by
almost 2% per year on the average; these overages are included in calculations of wall retreat
rates, percentage, and associated RMS values and may cause a small underestimation of wall
retreat rates by the model. The dissolutional cycle is repeated until the end run criteria, an x
number of years duration, is met and recognized by the reporting function thus terminating the
model run.
The Limestone Weathering model therefore only has three free parameters; scale,
dissolutional rate, and duration. In the initial modeling runs the scale of the model was set to
0.25mm length for each cubic-cell in the model. Dissolutional rate was set for 1mm/y, and then
the model was run with durations of 1-5 years in yearly increments. The model was designed
and calibrated to simulate dissolutional processes as measured by known chemical dissolutional
rates and applied evenly overtime, just as do other models of limestone surfaces used in
speleogenic modeling. This was assured by checking the resulting model matrices had lost the
expected mass to solutional removal and this was correct in all model scenarios. The model was
run repeatedly (n=30) with these settings and then the values for carbonate fine production were
averaged and these model results were compared to experimentally-derived values.
Due to the use of hydrochloric acid as opposed to carbonic acid in the experimental
dissolutional study of carbonate fine production (Chapter 2) the values obtained from that study
may not be fully valid when simulating a natural karst system. However, for the purposes of
modeling they represent acceptable minimal values which may underestimate carbonate fine
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production as quantified in other studies; for example one study quantified carbonate fine
disaggregation at 38% of the solutional rate (Levenson & Emmanuel 2015), while another study
concluded that in fine-grained carbonates disaggregation rates could be above 50% of the
solutional rate, acting as the primary force of weathering in these rocks (Fornos, et al., 2011). If
a full investigation of carbonate fine production does occur then this model can be updated with
those results, however at the current time these are acceptable minimums that cannot be used to
exaggerate the possible effects of carbonate fine production being explored in this model.
Therefore, using the values from the experimental study (described in Chapter 2) the following
determination was made.
The mean production rate of carbonate fines over the solutional loss of mass for Ocala
limestone was 5.4%, and 4.8% for gray limestone with associated lows of 3.6% and 4.2%
respectively, with associated highs of 8.9% and 5.4% and a mean of 5.2%. In model runs
(n=30) for each time variation (1-5 years), the root mean square of the error (RMSE) for
carbonate fine production ranged from a low of .28mm3 for the one year duration studies, to a
high value of 1.36 mm3 over the course of the 5-year simulation. The rate of carbonate fine
production in the first year was 5.8% with a low value of 5.0% and a high value of 6.4%. These
values fit easily within the expected range of carbonate fine production arrived at in the
laboratory, as well as being within 0.6% of the experimentally derived mean value for
limestones. If the shell limestone with a carbonate fine production rate of 6.1% from the
dissolutional study (Chapter 2) was not excluded from the norming due to its compositional
heterogeneity then rates for limestone carbonate fine production would be would be 5.4% and
model values would only vary by 0.2% from the experimental values. These low calibration
values support the validity of the model. The close match to carbonate fine production within
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0.6% of experimental values for laboratory-based chemical weathering demonstrates the
accuracy of the model, while the low RMSE values support the precision of model’s results.

3.3. MODEL RESULTS
The first study question was whether the processes of solutionally-driven disaggregation
of a limestone surface and the consequent production of carbonate fines could be simulated in
this model. This was a simple objective to test and it was verified during the calibration process.
However, this model applies dissolutional processes at a finer scale than other models, so that it
is able to portray the solutionally-driven disaggregation of carbonate fines, developing surface
topographies, and the development subsurface porosities of a dissolving limestone surface. The
ability of this model to accurately simulate these characteristics of natural limestone surfaces
would support the validity the Limestone Weathering Model for use in projecting the possible
effects of chemical weathering processes.
First, the model had to correctly portray random dissolution across a surface by the
application of a known rate of wall retreat which was set in most modeling scenarios at 1mm/y.
Also, the model results as seen in the record of simulated porosity measures (Table 3.3) show
that cell rows of 99-100% porosity development, which indicates the complete removal of
limestone, are at depths equivalent to expected values of SRWR at the end of five years, 4.75
mm compared to the expected 5mm SRWR. There is an initial lag in the model’s ability to
simulate the rate of wall retreat due to the machined-type surface that is simulated at the
inception of a model run, however the model’s gross loss of surface depth is never more than 0.5
mm from expected values (Table 3.3). This shows that model processes simulate expected
behaviors of karst surfaces thus adding support to the validity of this model.
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The model also needed to correctly simulate the developing external and internal
topographies of a corroding limestone surface. First of all, the surface roughness values of the
model are equivalent to possible values found in karst systems. The root mean square of
difference (RMS) is a standard method used to measure surface roughness as well as evaluate
non-standard forms of roughness measure (Coulson, 1970; Gomez-Pujol, et al., 2006; Medapati,
et al., 2013). An RMS measure for roughness compares individual height measurements to a
mean value and then squares the difference to compute the average the absolute value of the
differences. The model results shows progressive growth of surface roughness, with an RMS of
0.25mm at the end of 4 months progressing steadily to a high RMS value of 0.55mm RMS after
5 years of simulated chemical weathering (Table 3.1). An RMS surface value of 0.25 Ɛ/D, which
is average difference of measurement of the diameter of a conduit or fracture as opposed to a
straight line reference, was consistently found in limestone caves where surfaces are scoured by
turbulent waters each year and then seasonally drained and dried (Jeannin, 2001); this type of
scenario represents a low value for surface roughness as there is a limited time each year for
surface patina to develop and the seasonal flood waters may scour the developing patina off the
conduit surfaces. This is similar to an examination of the increasing roughness of limestone
faults with height which recorded RMS values ranging 0.325mm to 6.579mm increasing with
height above a splash zone (Gómez‐Pujol, et al., 2006). An RMS measurement of 6.579mm
represents highly varied topography found near the top of fault and shoreline surfaces which take
many decades to develop, and so represents a maximum value not obtained in model runs;
however minimum values for roughness are in agreement with model results.
Furthermore, an examination of the development of surface roughness over time (Figure
3.1) shows that simulated roughness values increase steadily for over 2 years before variations in
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Table 3.1. Development of surface roughness over a 5 year model run- Roughness values given as the root
mean square of the difference (RMS mm) of recorded values and the mean values from model runs.

Year
1
2
3
4
5

MODEL RESULTS: DEVELOPMENT OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS OVER 5 YEAR MODEL RUN (Millimeter scale RMS values)
Month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0.1422
0.1882 0.221 0.2498 0.2746 0.2921 0.3071 0.3163 0.3301
0.368
0.3765 0.3834 0.386 0.3877 0.3937 0.4046 0.4098 0.4155
0.4596
0.4615 0.4667 0.4761 0.4793 0.4894 0.4933 0.4803 0.4805
0.487
0.4907 0.4966 0.4924 0.4931 0.5063 0.5161 0.518 0.5231
0.5309
0.5338 0.5393 0.5475 0.548 0.5447 0.5401 0.5369 0.5358

10
0.3355
0.4363
0.4856
0.5204
0.5398

11
0.347
0.44
0.4857
0.5314
0.5428

12
0.3571
0.4507
0.4881
0.5384
0.5489

RMS values begin to vary and by the end of the third modeling year the line assumes a growing
wave form of receding and increasing RMS values over time. This wave-form is indicative of a
natural occurring limestone surface (Mandelbrot, 1983; Xie, et al., 1997).

Figure 3.1. Development of surface roughness over a 5 year model run- Roughness values given as the
root mean square of the difference from recorded values and the mean of the values obtained using a
millimeter scale (RMS mm). Note changes in line slope during year 3: A) the steady growth of RMS values
for first two years represents the evolution of the natural, innate roughness of the limestone from the initial
machined-flat simulated surface of the model, B) the recurring wave form seen beginning during the third
year and continuing may represent the attainment of natural roughness values (Mandelbrot, 2006).
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Roughness develops differently on machined surfaces as opposed to naturally-evolved
surfaces (Mandelbrot, 1967). Since the samples used in the dissolutional study had machined
surfaces, the model’s measurements from the first year are appropriate for comparison, because
the model processes also begin with a simulated machined surface (Chapter 2). An experimental
study of limestone weathering using scanning electron microscopy also began from a machined
surface and shows similar roughness development over time to those of the model (Fornós, et al.,
2011). A comparison of results can be seen in Table 3.2. Roughness values given as the root

Table 3.2. Development of roughness in Fornós study vs model- Roughness values given as the root mean
square of the difference from recorded values and the mean of the values. Model results compared to
experimental weathering results (Fornós, et al., 2011). Depth of surface loss and RMS-scale is dependent
on study.

Source of Roughness Values / SRWR
Fornos, et al. 2011, 1 year / ( 5μm/y)
I year model run / (5mm/y)
5 year model run / (1mm/y)

Depth Loss
5μm
5mm
5mm

Duration of Exposure
0.25
0.5
0.75
0.395
0.426
0.423
0.379
0.436
0.487
0.383
0.489
0.523

1
0.491
0.557
0.548

mean square of the difference (RMS) from recorded values and the mean of the values. The
studies are similar in measuring the weathering of a limestone surface, but differ in scale (mm vs.
μm) and weathering mode (submerged vs. subaerial). However, limestone has the property selfaffinity or self-similarity, meaning that the characteristic fractal roughness is repeated at multiple
scales; therefore allowing a valid comparison of values at different scales (Mandelbrot, 1967;
Renard, et al., 2013). An examination of a graphic representation of the comparison (Figure 3.2)
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shows that model results closely follow the developmental progression of surface roughness over
time. At first there is a rapid change in roughness values in the first quarter; with an average
observed roughness of 0.026 rising to .395 compared to the model rise of 0.0 to an average of
.381. After the first quarter roughness values begin to stabilize and become relatively stable at
the end of the weathering exposure; with an observed roughness of 0.395 rising to 0.491
compared to model averages of 0.381 rising to 0.553. The model returns are higher than that of
natural surfaces mainly due to the natural retardation of dissolutional processes on machined
surfaces due to a lack of surface area (Mandelbrot, 1983); the model does not allow this retarding
effect and forces dissolutional action according to model timing.

Figure 3.2. Comparison of modeled surface roughness vs Fornós study results- (Fornos, et al., 2011)
Roughness values given as the root mean square of the difference from recorded values and the mean of
the values. Model results compared to 1-year weathering study (Fornós, et al., 2011) to model results
using two different model time durations and SRWR values that are equivalent in effects; See Table 3.2
for values.
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The model’s measures for internal porosity development are another factor this model simulates
through its processes. The model’s measures simulate how limestone does not dissolve
completely when exposed to dissolutional forces; instead there is a partial dissolution of exposed
surfaces that proceeds as a weathering front of corrosion penetrating into the surface (ZupanHajna, 2003; Iovine et al., 2010; Martín-García et al., 2011). So when the modelled surface is
randomly dissolved it simulates the corroded patina or rind which forms where the outer surface
of the karst rock is weakened and partially dissolved. The model’s porosity measures also
simulate how over time the parent rock is increasingly weathered and made increasingly porous
and weakened as the corrosive patina deepens, causing the rock to lose more structural strength
(Parise & Lollino, 2011; Hong, 1997). Basically, as the rock weathers there is a “progressive
reduction of both cohesion and tensile strength” of the karst rock [in this case, calcarenite] “with
degree of degradation being at the maximum along the cave boundaries and reducing towards the
inner portions of the mass” (Parise & Lollino, 2011, pg. 140). This progressive degradation is
easily seen in the model’s simulated porosity profiles (Table 3.3).
The model’s measures for porosity are equivalent to bulk porosity that simply assesses
the overall rock-to-void ratio and does not rely on connected pores as in effective porosity
measures (Klimchouk and Ford, 2000). It should be noted that within the model processes the
simulated porosity measures are based upon surface topography as opposed to a true simulation
of the enlargement of inter-granular spaces within model matrices similar to natural systems. The
model’s measures for porosity development within the simulation are in agreement with
published sources as demonstrated by an examination of the development of porosity over a 5year span (Table 3.3). All simulated rock masses begin with totally intact surfaces with porosities
of 0.0%. As the simulated rock is removed by dissolutional actions the surface porosity begins
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Table 3.3. Limestone porosity over time- Development of surface topography over various time spans up
to a 5 year model run with SRWR=1mm/y. Corrosion horizons are A= original porosity (0.0), B=porosity
< 0.01, C= porosity>.01; B-horizon values are depicted in bold print

MODEL RESULTS: SIMULATED POROSITY DEVELOPMENT FOR 5-YEAR SPAN (ADWR = 1mm/y)
DURATION OF DISSOLUTIONAL ACTION ON SURFACE (Years)
Depth (mm) Original
0.25
0.5
0.75
1
2
3
0.0
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.25
0.0
0.7919
0.9675
0.9981
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.50
0.0
0.3994
0.7562
0.9544
0.9919
1.00
1.00
0.75
0.0
0.1450
0.4587
0.7644
0.9469
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.0
0.0300
0.1875
0.4825
0.7781
1.00
1.00
1.25
0.0
0.0075
0.0687
0.2462
0.5150
0.9988
1.00
1.50
0.0
0.0012
0.0175
0.0925
0.2825
0.9931
1.00
1.75
0.0
0.0
0.0031
0.0256
0.1281
0.9500
1.00
2.00
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0056
0.0406
0.8213
1.00
2.25
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0125
0.6025
1.00
2.50
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0031
0.4113
0.9975
2.75
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0006
0.2550
0.9681
3.00
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1238
0.8944
3.25
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0637
0.7275
3.50
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0206
0.5475
3.75
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0094
0.3512
4.00
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0019
0.2050
4.25
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0019
0.1050
4.50
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0019
0.0463
4.75
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0138
5.00
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0081
5.25
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0050
5.50
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0031
5.75
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0019
6.00
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.25
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.50
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.75
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.00
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.25
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.50
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.75
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.00
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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4
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.9988
0.9812
0.9337
0.8063
0.6319
0.4663
0.2794
0.1631
0.1006
0.0487
0.0188
0.0081
0.0038
0.0019
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

5
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.9981
0.9919
0.9431
0.8206
0.6800
0.4812
0.3419
0.1944
0.1150
0.0625
0.0300
0.0138
0.0019
0.0006
0.0

to immediately develop and in time porosity values develop below the upper surfaces. The
decreasing porosity with depth of the model’s returns is in accordance with the descriptions of
corrosion and corrosion horizons found in the literature (Parise & Lollino, 2011; Zupan-Hajna
2003). Model returns show that the C-horizon obtains a maximum depth of 3mm by the end of
the fifth year. The B-horizon, with porosity values below 1%, also becomes more complex as
time duration increases. Initially, the B-horizon has only .25 mm of depth, but by the end of the
second year a full millimeter has been developed. It is not possible for a model using the large
scale of this model to fully describe the B-horizon as porosity values fall into range of
thousandths and ten-thousandths of a percentage point. The A-horizon is constantly retreating
into the rock interior as dissolution drives B- and C- horizons inward. Overall the model returns
accurate values describing developing surface corrosion and roughness as it simulates the
naturally random nature of dissolutional action upon carbonate rock surfaces which results in the
disaggregation of carbonate fines.

3.4. DISCUSSION OF MODEL RESULTS
The study’s basic question as to whether the processes of solutionally-driven
disaggregation of a limestone surface and the consequent production of carbonate fines could be
simulated in this model was positively answered and supported by model results. The carbonate
production values, in addition to the other factors just reviewed, support the accuracy, precision,
and verisimilitude of this model in depicting of a limestone surface being dissolved by
solutionally-aggressive waters and should support the validity of this computer model’s results.
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The second research question asked in this study was “Does the production of carbonate
fines have significant impact, either qualitatively or quantitatively, on speleogenic rates?” The
results were tabulated for 5 separate series of varying durations (1-5 years) with each variation
being run 30 times before values were averaged. The overall results (Table 3.4) are presented
both as the absolute volume of limestone lost to dissolution and carbonate fine production, and a
percentage value relative to the annual solutional rate of wall retreat. There is a decreasing
difference in annual carbonate fine production values observed over the span of a 5-year period
with the largest increases over the first two-three years of model runs. Rates went from 5.3% to

Table 3.4. Carbonate fine production rates- Mean values of the production of carbonate fines during
modeling runs (n=30) of 5 different duration scenarios, from 1 to 5 years. Table shows volume of limestone
material lost to both dissolution and carbonate fine production, and relates them to both an absolute increase
and a relative increase in the expected solutional rate of wall retreat (SRWR= 1mm/y in model runs).

CARBONATE FINE PRODUCTION IN RELATION TO ANNUAL SOLUTIONAL RATE OF WALL RETREAT (SRWR)
Duration (Yr) Volume Lost to Dissolution (mm^3) Volume of Carbonate Fines (mm^3) Increase in SRWR (mm)
1
101.8
6.0
0.0587
2
203.4
17.3
0.0852
3
304.9
29.7
0.0974
4
406.4
42.1
0.1036
5
507.8
55.4
0.1091

% SRWR
5.87
8.52
9.74
10.36
10.91

10.9% during the five year model run which had a 5.8% growth in the first year, a 3.3% growth
in the second year, leading to an increase of only 1.2% in the third. Contrasted with the relatively
slow growth of these production values in the model runs of 4-5 year duration which were went
from 9.74% at the end of year-3, to 10.36% at the end of year-4, and then finally to the end of
year-5 with a 10.91% carbonate fine production value; variations of only .62% and .55%. This
can be explained as due to the different initial topographical factors, represented by surface
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roughness values (Figure 3.1), for each year of model simulation. The model simulates the
development of a complex surface topography beginning with a machined surface. The graph of
surface roughness shows the characteristics of a machined surface in years 1-2, but begins to
show characteristics of natural roughness values, seen by an increasing and repeating wave form,
as model runs exceed three years span (Mandelbrot, 2006).
A graphic representation of the data shows how the growth of carbonate production
levels out in longer duration model runs (Figure 3.3). Since the model calibration disregards
solutional retardation due to a lack of surface area which first affects a machined surface the
values returned by the model are higher than observed values and may therefore not only closely
match the evolution of topography from a machined surface also approximates carbonate
production rates from natural surfaces. Model returns from after the initial development of
surface roughness may be more accurate when modeling naturally occurring surfaces. The
literature supports the concept that natural surfaces are more complex and susceptible to
weathering than machined surfaces, and that an increasingly complex surface topography may
result in decreased structural strength and an increase in mechanical breakdown (Mandelbrot,
1983; Carmichael, 1989; Parise, 2008; 2010; Parise & Lollino, 2011).
The results of this model seem to be significant at all time-durations, however the values
used for carbonate fine production in the model were based on experimental values from this
study’s dissolutional study of carbonate fine production (Chapter 2). These values may not be
good approximations of actual rates due to experimental errors in the conceptual stage, but as
discussed previously they do represent values less than currently published values for carbonate
fine production; and so acted as minimal values for the chemical weathering processes being
modeled. A mean value for carbonate fine production which averages the results of all model
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Figure 3.3. Carbonate fine production rates- Results were tabulated for 5 separate trials of varying
durations (1-5 years) with each variation being run 30 times before values were averaged. The results are
presented as a percentage value relating carbonate fine production to the SRWR(SRWR=1mm/y).

runs comes to 9.08%, which may be simplified to a single value of 9% since the 0.08% variation
in this value is smaller than the margin of error for the model. A 9% increase in speleogenic rates
due to carbonate fine production is significant in that it would have serious effect on the wall
retreat rates used in current speleogenic models. The effect an increase of 9% can have on the
development of a karst surface can be seen by examining porosity values for runs of the
Limestone Weathering Model. Based upon the SRWR used in the model of 1mm/y, a dissolving
fracture with an initial width of 1mm would take 500 years to increase to 1m in width, however
with carbonate fine production factored in that same 1-meter dissolutional passage could be
developed in a little over 450 years. The results of this study could also be used in the modeling
of related processes such as landscape denudation rates (Goldie, 2005) and dam failures (Bauer,
et al., 1999).
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3.5. CONCLUSION
The Limestone Weathering Model developed for this study successfully simulated the
production of carbonate fines caused by solutionally-driven disaggregation of a limestone
surface. It simulated the development of both surface roughness and corrosion of limestone
surfaces as expressed by computer-generated RMS measures and porosity profiles of rock crosssections simulated by the model. The model was designed to translate the simple laminate-style
wall retreat rates for karst surfaces into a more complex, random process which simulates natural
surfaces growth and processes in more detail than previous speleogenic models; the model also
provides accurate and precise rates for carbonate fine production based on experimentally
derived values. However, the carbonate fine production values used in this study were based on
short-term dissolutional studies using hydrochloric acid as the solvent and may not be valid when
applied to karst systems and speleogenic processes. However, the study values used in the model
are minimum values when compared to others currently found in the literature, so the use of
these values causes the model to provide conservative estimates of the possible impacts of
carbonate fine production on speleogenic rates and processes underestimating natural processes.
The major research question asked in this study was “Does the production of carbonate
fines have significant impact, either qualitatively or quantitatively, on speleogenic wall retreat
rates?” The values for carbonate fine production presented by the model ranged from 5.8% to
10.9% of the SRWR, with an overall-mean value of all model runs of 9.0%; this is in addition to
the normal solutional rate of wall retreat described by chemical kinetics. These high percentage
values support the concept that carbonate fine production has a significant impact on wall retreat
rates. As an example, a 1mm karst passage with an expected solutional rate of wall retreat of
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1mm a year should reach 2 meters in diameter in 1000 years, but using the rates from this study
that same growth could be accomplished in 900 years or less; when looking at processes that
involve hundreds of thousands of years small factors result in large changes. Application of these
values to current models of karst drainage networks or developmental speleogenesis would result
in increases in limestone wall retreat rates applied in these models. An increase in the rate of wall
retreat would cause an acceleration of projected speleogenic rates and the associated
breakthrough times needed for initial flow to develop within a karst passage, conduit, or
enlarging fracture. This study concludes that chemical weathering due the process of the
incomplete solution can have a significant impact on speleogenic rates.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
A BRIEF STUDY OF THE MECHANICAL EROSION
OF LIMESTONE SURFACES BY HYDRAULIC ACTION

4.1. INTRODUCTION
This is a brief experimental study that attempts to determine the possible physical effects
that turbulent and sediment-laden waters may have upon submerged karst surfaces. This
information may be an important factor in karst speleogenic modeling. Current models of
speleogenesis use only the solutional kinetics of karst systems as an active process (Law, 2007)
and this chemical process is expressed for modeling purposes as the solutional rate of wall retreat
(Palmer, 1988; Dreybrodt et al., 2005) or as the dissolutional widening rate which is double the
solutional rate of wall retreat for karst (Dreybrodt , 1988; White, 2002) since it measures the
retreat of opposing surfaces of a widening aperture. Solutional kinetics is a key factor in all
current speleogenic modeling, and determines the rate at which karst phreatic conduits and
fractures widen over time (Fischer, 1969; Dreybrodt, 1988; Bauer et al., 1999; Klimchouk &
Ford, 2000; Palmer, 2000; Kaufmann, 2005; Labourdette, et al., 2007; Schwabe, et al., 2007;
Bouchelaghem, 2010; Ruiz-Agudo, 2010; Perne, 2012). However, only these chemical processes
are currently modeled in speleogenic models; physical weathering due to the mechanical force of
moving water, hydraulic shearing force, and the corrasion of surfaces caused by the abrasion of
suspended sediments in turbulent water may also have significant impact on the rates of cave
growth, but need to be quantified before being properly modeled.
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The experimental process used in this study exposes corroded limestone surfaces to shortterm hydraulic action and then measures the amount of mass removed from the surface. Each
facet of the experiment will be briefly reviewed, beginning with a discussion of the corroded
limestone surface. All limestone surfaces exposed to moisture become corroded to some extent
with increasing surface roughness over time (Zupan-Hajna, 2003). This corrosion via chemical
weathering results in a rind, which is a patina of corroded, highly porous, weakened rock that
may extend deep into the rock surface (Palmer, 2007). This experiment uses corroded limestone
surfaces in order to more closely duplicate the natural conditions found in limestone aquifers. It
may be that hydraulic action can best act against weakened portions of limestone surfaces as
opposed to the structurally-intact parent rock.
Hydraulic action is a term that encompasses all forms of fluvial erosion involving moving
water; hydraulic shearing force, corrasion, scouring, corrasion, evorsion and other forms of
erosive actions. This study focuses on the first two processes: 1) hydraulic shearing force, the
force of moving water against structures, and 2) corrasion, the abrasive action of sediments
suspended in turbulent flow on surfaces. Hydraulic action in vadose passages and unconfined
aquifers is caused primarily by variations in water flow due to precipitation events and other
types of aquifer recharge. ‘Storm surge’ is defined in this study as the accelerated movement of
water in karst passages during the rapid recharge of an aquifer due to the increased input of water
resulting from a precipitation event occurring within the catchment area of an aquifer. Although
it is sometimes difficult to accurately measure water flow during storm events with the turbulent
waters often exceeding measurable limits or destroying equipment, there have been successful
studies (Doehring & Vierbuchen, 1971; Drysdale, et al., 2001; Liu, et al., 2004; Bosch & White,
2007; Herman, et al., 2008; Reed, et al., 2010) which will be discussed.
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Observation has repeatedly shown that precipitation events that cause rapid recharge in
karst aquifers events lead to increased water flow, increased water turbulence, increased solute
and sediment loads, and an accelerated widening of karst conduits and passages (Doehring &
Vierbuchen, 1971; Herman, et al., 2008). During a study at Cave Springs Cave in Lexington,
Virginia flood waters from Hurricane Camille in 1969 swept away measuring equipment. After
the storm, researchers found previously smooth wall now carved with solutional scallops, vast
amounts of sediment of which much [>40%] was calcite, and scouring near chokepoints where
the outer layer of karst surface [patina] was stripped to hard bedrock which itself was deeply
pitted. Researchers reported an increase in solutional mass transfer (10 times more powerful),
high flow velocities [>3m/sec], a 10-fold increase in suspended sediment load, increased
evorsion [process where turbulence forms potholing of conduit / cave beds and walls], and
increased corrasion [mechanical erosion caused by the abrasion of suspended particles in moving
water] (Doehring & Vierbuchen, 1971). Measurements using continual logging methods show
that storm surges can change the amount of suspended sediments and dissolved species in karst
waters by a whole magnitude (Herman et al., 2008) can effect water chemistry (Groves, et al.,
1999; Liu et al., 2004).
The previous case study demonstrates how storm events represent a strict departure from
constant flow conditions. The increased flow due to a single event continues until the aquifer is
again experiencing normal flow, and can take some time to occur (Hess & White, 1993;
Alexander, et al., 1999; Shevenell & McCarthy, 2002). Precipitation of a few hours duration can
affect karst aquifers for a week or more before returning to normal baseflow levels (Halihan &
Wicks, 1998). One study reported that a northern aquifer spent 38% of its annual cycle above
base-flow levels due to storm events (Groves, et al., 1999). Erosive weathering due to hydraulic
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shearing force is a function of the mass and velocity of flowing water acting against surface
structures (Sundborg, 1956). Hydraulic shearing force is an absolute force, in that the single
application of force is sufficient to have full effect against structures. This force of flowing water
is opposed by the normal structural force of the surface materials. Surface structures remain
unchanged until the magnitude of the shearing force is greater than the normal force of the
structure. This means that increasing the magnitude of hydraulic shearing force will remove
increasingly stronger sections of the rock surface, but leave the portions that have an inherent
strength greater than the hydraulic shearing force unaffected.
The effects of corrasion are continual while sediments are suspended in the water flow
and acts in addition to hydraulic shearing force; the effects of the two forces cannot be easily
separated in short-term trials. The presence of sediments is necessary for corrasion to occur. The
water velocity causing corrasion can be very low; osmotic corrasion is a factor used in
calculating sinkhole formation at mining sites and is a function of percolating water in vadose
zones (Ouyang, et al., 2006). This movement of allochthonous sediments continues downwards
acting to pipe sediments into the underlying aquifer (Lynch et al., 2007; Ford & Williams, 2007).
Large amounts of sediment can enter an aquifer from sinkholes, even during a single storm
event; during a tropical storm event in Georgia, USA, over 9500 m3 of sediments entered the
underlying aquifer via sinkholes (Hyatt & Jacobs, 1996). Aquifers have many other sources for
the provision of water-borne sediments. Sediments can be fed directly into the aquifer by sinking
streams, surface floodwater entering sinkhole inputs or back-flooding into low flow outputs
(Herman, et al., 2006). Sediments can also be carried by rising hypogenic waters (Dumont, et al.,
1999; Gabrovsek & Dreybrodt, 1999). Some sediment types, such as iron and manganese
oxides, may be attributed to the biotic actions of cave denizens, such as bats (Lundberg, 2009)
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and microbial organisms digesting the karst rock (Northrup, et al., 2000). In addition, the regular
production of autochthonous sediments due to the incomplete dissolution of karst rocks has been
shown to be an expected by-product of the dissolutional process (Zupan-Hajna, 2003). Studies
verifying carbonate fine production were discussed in the report of an experimental study
conducted as part of this research investigation that also confirmed the production of carbonate
fines from dissolving karst surfaces (Chapter 3). Abrasive silicate sediments, such as sand, are
usually denser than the lighter calcite, clay, and silt based sediments found in karst waters, and
so are often only measured during storm events and associated turbulent flow (Mahler & Lynch,
1999). Sediments from karst spring discharges are primarily calcite or siliclastic materials from a
variety of sources, or a mixture of both (Herman, et al., 2006). All of these materials may act as
agents of corrasion. This study uses a high concentration of a 50:50 mix of fine calcitic and
siliclastic sediments when simulating corrasion.
Corrasion requires that in addition to sediments, sufficient turbulence is present suspend
the particles. Studies show that storm surge events cause chaotic flow behavior so that adjacent
sections of an aquifer may have differing concentrations of solutes and sediments, as well as
differing flow volumes and directions than during times of normal flow (Lastennet & Mudry,
1995; Halihan, et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2004). It is only in recent years that the origin and
transport of sediments within karst aquifers has become a focus of academic and scientific study
(White, 2002; Bosch & White, 2007; Zupan-Hajna, 2014). The flow of sediments through karst
systems is episodic and dependent on storm events for the majority of sediment movement
(Bosch & White, 2007). However, direct observation of the effect of storms on karst systems
show not only massive movements of sediments but also the loss of surface volume from karst
passages due to hydraulic and corrasional forces (Doehring & Vierbuchen, 1971; Herman, et al.,
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2007). Most researchers believe that the large initial output of sediments and much of the
accompanying sediment flow from a spring resulting from a storm event is due to the flushing
out of stored sediments (Drysdale et al., 2001; Herman, et al., 2005, 2006a, 2006b, 2008; Bosch
& White, 2007; Reed, et al., 2010), so this study uses short term, high concentration water flow
to simulate the initial water velocities and large solute loads seen in natural aquifers at the
inception of storms.
In summary, storms and other forms of rapid recharge events impacting a karst aquifer
cause increases in water turbulence, as well increases in the quantity and size of suspended
sediment within karst aquifer systems. Given that water turbulence and suspended sediment are
both present in karst aquifers, then the processes of erosion due to hydraulic shearing force and
corrasion must also be present. These forces of fluvial, mechanical erosion occur within karst
conduits and fractures within portions of unconfined karst aquifers and drainage networks.
Hydraulic shearing force and corrasion of hydraulic action act to wear away surfaces, and if
present, these forces of mechanical erosion may have some effect on the rate at which karst
conduits widen and enlarge.
4.1.1. Study Purpose
The object of this brief experimental study is to simulate the effects of storm surge
turbulence and corrasion on the hydrated, partially dissolved, karst surfaces which are present in
a most karst aquifers (Figure 4.1). The purposes of this study are to 1) quantify the possible
effects of hydraulic shearing forces on chemically-weathered, submerged limestone surfaces, 2)
quantify the possible effects of corrasive forces on chemically-weathered, submerged limestone
surfaces, and 3) to bring better understanding of the processes of speleogenesis in karst
landscapes.
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The central research question for this study is “Can the mechanical effects of storm surge
on the rate of wall retreat /solutional wall retreat rates in karst aquifers be simulated and
measured?” The basic method is to simulate short-term hydraulic action, to include both
hydraulic shearing force and corrasion, opposed against a partially weathered limestone surface.

Figure 4.1: LIDAR micrographs of karst seufaces- Three ‘wire-bound’ type topographic micrographs of
karst surfaces derived from a LIDAR scan of a karst rock from the North Florida Aquifer (imaged by
USF-AIST) showing irregularities in karst surfaces. Note the differences in topographic values from
solutionally-degraded surfaces, a fossilized shell imprint and the ‘normal’ surface, when compared with a
more recent flowstone deposit.

The amount of mechanical erosion that occurs as a result of the applied force will be measured
for study. The experimental hypothesis is whether simulated hydraulic action driven by turbulent
water will remove measurable amounts of material from hydrated and partially dissolved karst
surfaces. The opposing null hypothesis is that there will be no measurable difference of the karst
surface topography after exposure to turbulent water simulating storm surge effects. The two
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main experimental objectives are: 1) the accurate reproduction of effects of hydraulic action on
target surfaces, and 2) the accurate measurement of the loss of surface volume from the study’s
partially dissolved karst surfaces after their exposure to hydraulic action. Meeting these two
objectives will allow the meaningful analysis of the experimental data so as to be able to provide
quantitative descriptions of the erosional processes being studied, especially how fluvial
mechanical erosion may affect the processes of karst speleogenesis.

4.2. METHODS
4.2.1. Conceptual design
The experiment will first simulate naturally degraded karst surfaces, such as those shown
in Figure 4.1, and then expose those surfaces to mechanical weathering caused by turbulent and
sediment-laden water in order to simulate the natural hydraulic shearing and corrasional forces
that might be found in karst aquifers. Three-dimensional laser digitalization and imaging of the
surfaces is conducted before and after exposing the samples to hydraulic action, so that loss of
mass from the test surfaces can be calculated accurately.
4.2.2. Experimental methods
The first step in the experimental design is to prepare samples of a partially-degraded
karst surface to represent the actual surfaces found in karst aquifers. Limestone will be the
sample karst rock used in this study, as it is the most prevalent of all karst materials (Ford &
Williams, 2007). The actual samples derive from the single piece of limestone from Ocala,
Florida depicted in Figure 4.1. This sample shows advanced karstification as seen by the
presence of small solutional pores on the surface, as well as small voids and nodes of calcite
flowstone within the rock mass. The presence of flowstone shows that this rock was subjected to
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subaerial corrosion after the initial fluvial-based dissolutional processes which first shaped the
features of the rock and its surroundings diminished (Figure 4.1). Raman areal analysis was
done along the long-axis of a cross-section of the parent rock, an area measuring 3 cm x 1cm, in
5 mm increments for a total of 21 data points. The Raman analysis is done using an using a
portable Enwave Electronics’ Raman Analyzer, Model EZI-785-A2, with a Leica Microsystems
viewing system. Raman analysis is a spectroscopic technique that uses the scatter of a
concentrated light source, such as a laser, to detect low-frequency molecular-based energies
(such as vibrational energy) to infer characteristics of targeted compound and the Raman is
routinely used for mineral identification (Laetsch & Downs, 2006). The EZI-785 model series
uses a 785nm frequency stabilized, narrow linewidth diode laser with a laser linewidth <0.15nm
(TSI, 2014). All Raman profiles for the sampled points returned similar values, tentatively
identified as calcite, showing no dissimilarities that would indicate the presence of large deposits
of impurities. This assures that the limestone surfaces used in the study were homogenous in
composition, representative of pure limestone form that has undergone significant karstification
leading to the loss of the A- corrosion horizon in the sample cross-section and the concomitant
increases in porosity attending advanced karstification.
The limestone rock is then sliced using a rock saw vertically into rough slices of
approximately 1.25cm x 7cm x 13.5cm each, or smaller (Figure 4.2) to create 18 usable surface
samples providing smooth, flat surfaces for testing, plus two partial tablets with enough surface
area for the experiment’s’ two control blanks; 20 surfaces will be used in this experimental
process. It is necessary to provide fixed, visual references on the tablet surfaces for the 3-D
scanning and imaging process for the best accuracy in measurements. For this purpose, plastic
6mm spheres are embedded in the karst surface just outside of, and defining, the square 4cm x
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4cm study area. A drill is used to make four semi-hemispherical indentations at outer edge of
each corner of the study area. Fast-setting and corrosion resistant glue, methyl 2-cyanoacrylate,
is used to affix the plastic spheres into the indentations; this type of glue will not react readily to
water or acids, and makes a strong crystalline bond, thus assuring targets will not be shifted or
removed during the dissolution or storm surge simulation phases of the experiment. The tops of
the plastic targets are roughly filed flat to provide beterr scanning returns.
When a karst rock surface, in this case limestone, is exposed to solutionally-aggressive
water the surface degrades (Hong, 1997). The area where the outer surface of the karst rock is
softened by hydration, discolored by corrosion, and partially dissolved is called a patina.
Average depth of wall retreat in sample tablets was approximately 0.3mm due to the initial
dissolution of sample surfaces in order to develop surface roughness and a weakened patina on
sample surfaces. This surface patina is structurally weaker than the underlying karst rock, so the
patina is most likely to be eroded by the forces of physical erosion (Parise & Lollino, 2011). To
create this patina a limestone sample is placed in an individual, labeled, plastic tray and then it is
partially dissolved in a weak hydrochloric -acid solution (HCl) with an initial pH of 2.6.
Dissolution is allowed to continue until sediments, solutional disaggregates, are plainly visible in
the sample trays; this indicates that dissolution has occurred and that a patina has formed.
Samples are then placed in deionized water and sealed against air intrusion to prevent continued
corrosive action during testing. When removed to be LIDAR scanned they are briefly inverted in
carrying liquid to remove settled sediments from surface. Surfaces of the samples are then 3-D
scanned and imaged before proceeding.
3-D scanning is done by use of the Vivid-9i non-contact 3-D digitizer by Minolta Konica
Sensing, Inc. This technology blends laser scanning with digital photography, so that it can
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accurately record surface topographies (0.001mm) and color values in a rich, 3-D format suitable
for imaging and photographic analysis (Minolta Konica Sensing, 2004); see Figures 4.2-4.5.

Figure 4.2. Sample preparation- Preparing limestone tablets for dissolution and mechanical erosion
studies involving LIDAR scanning; limestone rock is sliced and targets emplaced.

Proprietary software, Geomagic, is used to process the images (Geomagic, 2014). A 3-D wrap
file, .wrp, is used to record the values for all points from a completed scan (Figure 4.2). The
mean point distances for these scans ranged between 0.0169 and 0.0240 mm with an
accompanying standard deviation of 0.011 to 0.020 mm. This refers to how far apart each point
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measurement is made during the LIDAR scan, so the accuracy of measurement is very precise
with at least 40 points measured per square-millimeter. This variation of point distance is caused
by variations in the surface topography. The scanning of the tablets used in this study (surface
areas ≈ 30 cm2) will result in upwards of 160,000 recorded points in each wrap file. The use of
metrologic laser scanning to measure roughness and erosive losses of surfaces have been
compared to other methods and found to be a valid method of measuring these characteristics of
rock surfaces (Fidera, et al., 2004; Khoshelham, et al., 2011). A similar metrological laser
measurement method has been used to measure surface corrosion due to slowly moving water on
pier and dock structural members, so is suitable for this investigation (James & Hattingh, 2015).
Studies have been conducted using metrological laser measurement on carbonate surfaces to
measure erosive rates (Gómez‐Pujol, et al., 2006; Moses, et al., 2014).

Figure 4.3. Point cloud images- Images of study area surrounded by fixed targets (A) and a closer view of
an image of one of the fixed targets (B). Note ‘scatter’ associated with smooth, wet targets as a possible
source of false returns and false values.
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Due to the moisture of the tablets, part of the surface to be scanned is reflective and will
give false returns to the laser range finding of the LIDAR. This results in errors in recording
surface topography as shown by bulges, protuberances, and spikes, so the images need to be
cleaned of these false returns. Images are first processed as point clouds to remove outliers and
disconnected portions (Figure 4.3). Outliers are determined by having an average point distance
to nearest points along curvature of topography of greater than 25% of average point distance,
according to process descriptions in the processing software (Geomagic, 2013). This low value
for difference is justified by the extremely small sampling distance precluding sudden value
changes, and the lack of extreme topography on test surfaces. 80% of the most extreme outliers
were filtered out during this process. Then the images are re-wrapped and further processed to
remove spikes and to fill holes (Figures 4.4 and 4.5). Spikes are identified as any single return
more than 3 standard deviations of the average point distance from nearest neighbor
(Geommagic, 2013). This type of filtering does not greatly interfere with recording the
topography of a surface since interpolations by the imaging software allow smooth joins to be
made in the absence of the ‘bad’ data. As points are removed or modified holes may develop
during image processing. However, hole-filling is a relatively simple process using the
processing software. Holes in the images are first identified and/or chosen by the editor and then
are filled, in this case by following the curve of the surrounding topography.
Two scans are done of each surface during each phase of the experiment. Theoretically
precision should not be affected when scanning a flat surface if only one image is used, but using
two images taken at opposite angles and then registered together allows for a fuller and more
accurate 3-D profile of an object’s surface. So if there is an error in one scan, then the accuracy
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Figure 4.4. Example of image processing- (A) before and (B) after removal of outliers and spikes during
processing of LIDAR images. Notice ‘scatter’ as a possible source for error in form of false returns and
false values.

of a single LIDAR scan that totally captures the central study area of the tablet, as each scan
does, may be sufficient for analysis. Once each scanned image is cleaned of false returns, then
the two scans of the object are aligned and registered together into a single image. This study
uses the plastic pellets embedded on the study surfaces as fixed, unchanging targets as references
for an n-point alignment and registration process (Figure 4.1). These plastic spheres had their
tops filed flat to provide better returns for LIDAR scanning which accounts for the flattened,
sloped top surfaces of the embedded target spheres (Figures 4.3-4.5). During the registration
process the point values for the two images are exchanged and eliminated producing a new point
image with the approximately the same point density as the originals. This is process is done for
each of the study’s limestone tablets.
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Figure 4.5. Image processing: missing data- Sample image of a target area showing the repair of holes
due to missing data points in the yellow targets placed on sample tablets (filled-holes in red).

The next phase of the experiment subjects the prepared limestone surfaces to the forceful
movement of the water in order to simulate natural turbidity of storm pressure pulses and surges
through karst aquifers. The storm pulse, also known as a recharge pulse, is the pressure pulse that
occurs at the beginning of a rapid recharge event (Ravbar, 2013), and a surge is a turbulent
condition where waters rise in level, then decreases as it drains from an area leaving ‘high water
marks’ and other signs of water’s passage (Bull, 1978); such as when an aquifer expels flood
waters to return to base flow levels. Therefore the water flow hitting the target area also needs to
be in a non-laminar, turbulent state. Turbulence for the experiment is gauged: 1) pragmatically,
by the ability of water to carry suspended sediments, and 2) theoretically, by determining the
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minimum velocity for turbulent flow using experimental apparatus. A Reynolds number is a
dimensionless descriptor of water turbulence. A Reynolds number below 2000 indicates laminar
flow, while a Reynolds number above 4000 indicates turbulent flow; it is a function of water
density (ρ=1000 kg/m3), water velocity (v), flow diameter (d=.0127m), and dynamic viscosity
(μ=0.55x10-3 Ns/m2).
Re =

ρ𝑣 𝑑
𝜇

Substituting experimental values into the equation shows that laminar flow ceases at 0.0086 m/s
(Re≤2000) while turbulent flow begins at 0.1732m/s (Re≥4000); all experimental flows were
nearly double or more this minimum velocity assuring turbulent conditions during tests.
This phase of the experiment has many independent factors that may have effect on the
final results. Possible independent variables include the speed, angle, volume, and duration of
water flow, as well as the solutional and sediment loads of the water. The experimental design is
to use a fixed volume of water [40 liters] using gravity as the accelerating force (9.8m/s2) down a
sloped 12.7mm diameter pipe for 3m distance to maintain a fixed terminal velocity (Figure 4.6).
Suspended sediment, if present, will remained well-mixed with the prevention of laminar flow,
channelization, and concentration of suspended sediments accomplished by using flow traps,
diverters, and flexible couplings in flow path, which when joined with water velocity and wall
roughness will maintain turbulent conditions in the water column.
The slope of the pipe is predetermined to produce various velocities using the HazenWilliams formula, which an empirical formula describing the flow of water in pipes and flowways. The Hazen-Williams formula is widely used in scientific studies, especially in computer
optimization studies of pipe flow and irrigation networks (Valiantzas, 2008). The velocity (V) of
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fluid exiting the pipe given in m/s, will be a function of the pipe roughness (C), hydraulic radius
(HR) in , and the slope of the pipe (S) with a conversion factor (k):
𝑉 = 𝑘𝐶𝐻𝑅 .63 𝑆 .54
The value of, C, is the Hazen-Williams Constant which is dependent on the type of pipe material.
C for the PVC pipe is set at 150, a value obtained from engineering texts as the value of the
Hazen-Williams constant in this case (CECALC, 2010; Engineering Toolbox, 2015). This is
similar to Ɛ, the roughness measure used in other flow equations. The value, k, equal to 0.849, is
a conversion factor for SI-units that acts on the Hazen-Williams Constant. HR, the hydraulic
radius, is 3 mm or 0.003 m. S is equal to the slope of the pipe. A table of flow velocities was
created using various slopes from 1º to 85º and then the appropriate height for the 3 meter pipe
was interpolated to produce the velocities required of this study (Figure 4.6).
The height of the 3-meter pipe used in testing is set at 5, 15, 51,108,183, and 277 cm
above the pipe terminus to provide gravity-forced water flow with velocities of 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5,
2.0, and 2.5 m/s. The velocities are sufficient to maintain turbulent flow capable of carrying fine
sediments in turbulent suspension (Sundborg, 1956). These flow velocities were chosen in this
study as most representative of the type of turbulent flow velocities found in karst aquifers
(Worthington et al., 2000). When the pipe slope is changed the flow velocity is checked by
timing trace materials moving through system prior to the next experimental series to assure
proper velocities of flow. Study tablets with target surfaces will be kept submerged and then
exposed to this turbulent flow to cause physical weathering by hydraulic action.
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Figure 4.6. Diagram of study apparatus- Used to simulate hydraulic action at fixed velocities. Note that
minimum speed tested was 0.3 m/s at height of 5cm as apparatus could not be set lower .

This experiment seeks to duplicate the force of hydraulic shearing force on corroded
limestone surfaces. The formula for shear stress (N/m2), 𝜏 , on a fluvial bed is a function of 𝛾 the
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density of water (N/m3) and the energy of the water given as a function of water depth (m), D,
and energy gradient, S, usually given as a slope (m/m) of the flowing liquid (Whipple, 2004).
𝜏 = 𝛾𝐷𝑆
This equation is used for open flow channel conditions but is modified for use in other situations.
The amount of shearing force at the surface of a pipe wall is expressed as a function of maximum
shearing force, 𝜏𝑊 , the ratio of the pipe’s radius, r, to diameter (D):
𝜏=

2𝜏𝑊 𝑟
𝐷

At the pipe wall where the radius, r, is two times the value of D then the shear stress will have its
highest value (Kudela, 2015). In this study velocity is used as a proxy measure for hydraulic
shearing force. This is done for the easy understanding and application of study results. To
obtain the shear stress values associated with this study it is necessary to compute shear stress
using dynamic viscosity and velocity of the water to express the energy inherent in the moving
water; values taken from standard tables (Engineering Toolbox, 2015) for a warm summer day
(water temperatures approximately 30C). The shearing stress is calculated using 𝛾 the density of
water (995.7 N/m3), 𝜇 the dynamic fluid viscosity (0.798 Ns/m2), and v the fluid velocity (m/s):
𝜏 = 𝛾𝜇𝑣
𝜏 is given in units of Pascals (N/m2); this value changes with the increased density of water when
suspended sediments are added. Therefore in the corrasion series the force being tested will be
increased hydraulic shearing force, due to the increased density of the water, added to the effect
of abrading sediments. The basic correlations of the velocities used in this study and the
equivalent hydraulic shearing force expressed in Pascals (N/m2), without the added force due to
the weight of sediments used in corrasion tests, are: 0.3m/s≈ 238N/m2, 0.5m/s ≈ 397N/m2 ,
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1.0m/s ≈795N/m2, 1.5m/s ≈1191N/m2, 2.0m/s ≈1589N/m2, and 2.5m/s ≈1986N/m2. The
weight of added sediments for corrasion tests is equal to 0.406 kilograms resulting in a change in
𝛾, the density of water. The basic correlations of the velocities used in this study and the
equivalent hydraulic shearing force expressed in Pascals (N/m2) with added force due to the
weight of sediments (16.25 kg/m3 which is equivalent to 159.3 N/m3) are: 0.3m/s ≈276N/m2,
0.5m/s ≈ 460N/m2 , 1.0m/s ≈ 921N/m2, 1.5m/s≈ 1382N/m2, 2.0m/s ≈ 1843N/m2, and
2.5m/s ≈ 2304N/m2. As can be seen, the change in hydraulic shearing force due to the
suspension of sediments in the corrasion test series is not minor ranging from 38 N/m2 to 318
N/m2, so it may be difficult to separate the active forces of increased hydraulic shearing force
from corrasive abrasion for the cause of additional erosion in this test series.
The angle at which the hydraulic shearing and corrasional forces impact the target areas
of the samples is an important variable; both from the viewpoint of successful simulation of karst
environments and that of obtaining measurable results from the study. A direct opposition of
forces, in this case where a flow of turbulent water impacts a surface at 90o, would be expected
to yield the greatest removal of surface material. However, such a situation would be rare in a
karst aquifer; fluvial mechanical erosive forces are more likely to act parallel to the walls of a
conduit along the direction of flow. For this reason the target area of the study tablet will be
placed so that it is bisecting the force of the flowing water with the target surface parallel to the
direction of water flow located approximately 1.5 cm from the terminus of the pipe (Figure 4.6).
The flowing water will completely cover the target area with water flow parallel to the surface.
This is done to simulate the movement of water flowing along the walls of a conduit or enlarged
fracture; the force of the flowing water acts parallel to the surface. This is done by use of a
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flexible rubber coupling at the end of an elevated 3 meter pipe leading to a short (5cm) pipe
section that leads to the limestone tablet; this does not appreciably reduce velocity and the brief
change in pipe diameter and configuration at the flex-joint adds to the water’s turbulence
assuring continued sediment mixing. Near the terminus of the flow velocity and flow
configuration is maintained by returning the flow to the short section of standard diameter pipe
before the water exits onto the target area. The the added weight of sediments adds to the
hydraulic shearing force. The other variables for corrasion, in addition to the force of flow, relate
to the abrasives and surfaces. Abrasive variables are hardness, size, density, and quantity of
particles. The lithological variables of the surfaces include rock composition, density, hardness,
isometry, and impurities.
The surface being eroded has important qualities that impact the effectiveness of
weathering by hydraulic action. Surface hardness and roughness are obvious variables, but a
major variable is isometry. The angle at which the natural grain and texture of the rock is
exposed to hydraulic forces is important due to its effect on surface roughness and the
preferential avenues for dissolution represented by bedding planes and other discontinuities
within the rock which weakens the structural strength of the rock surface. A previous study on
the dissolutional behavior of karst rocks (Chapter 2) observed the breaking off of large sections
of aggregated rock along the bedding planes of dissolving samples due to dissolutional action;
this same exposure of bedding planes to hydraulic action may cause similar loss of large
aggregates due to mechanical breakdown. However, if the hydraulic force impacts along instead
of against the texture of the bedding planes then only surface values inherent in the rock such as
hardness and porosity are expressed. Porosity is also an important factor in that it would both
weaken the rock and provide irregularities that may cause uneven weathering (much as with the
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bedding planes just discussed) resulting in loss of large sections of aggregate near pore openings.
The Ocala limestone being used in this study shows signs of advanced karstification with
sections of the tablets showing clear signs of secondary porosity; where possible target areas
were chosen from areas with few or no obvious signs of surface pores. However, the enhanced
porosity may cause a higher rate of erosive force due to the increased surface area perpendicular
to hydraulic shearing force receiving a fuller impact from the force; as well as the possible
separation of aggregated sections due to extreme surface irregularities that pores represent.
This study compares the effect of pure hydraulic shearing force with that of hydraulic
shearing force combined with corrasion. Water used in simulating hydraulic shearing force is
pure, except for possible dissolved specie from rock samples, but for simulating corrasion it also
contains suspended sediments. The load of suspended sediments used in the experiment is large
to elicit an effect, and is best thought to simulate the initial storm pulse that flushes sediments
from an unconfined aquifer at the inception of a storm surge event (Herman, et al., 2008).
Values obtained from the springs in Pennsylvania, USA, provide maximum values for
calcareous-based calcite sediments and for silicate sediments (Herman et al., 2006b). Usually
spring discharges can carry only fine sediments, and coarser materials only during exceptional
storms (Reed et al., 2010; Bosch & White, 2007; Herman et al., 2005); therefore in this study a
mix of medium-sized (≤ 0.5 mm) to fine-sized particles (≤ 0.125mm) will be used; such as could
be found in an increased spring discharge resulting increased flow from an average-sized storm
event. Studies report various maximum loads due to storm events from less than 1 g/L of
suspended sediments in flood discharges from karst aquifers (Reed et al., 2010) to over 12 g/L
(Drysdale, et al., 2001) and higher (Doehring &Vierbuchen, 1971). The sediments used in testing
are a 1:1 mixture of fine carbonates and silicate sediments with a total suspended sediment load
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of 16.25 g/l. This mixture is to assure that values for corrasional erosion are not skewed by the
use of one type of sediment or the other. This brief study will use that large amount of suspended
sediment (16.25g/l) when testing for the effects of corrasion in order to assure measurable
results; later studies can be made to discover the full range of corrasional processes. Sediments
are screened twice for size so that all sediment particles are small enough to be readily suspended
in turbulent water. The first screening assures that particle diameters are less than 0.354 mm,
medium grade particles, and the second screening assures that half of the sediments are finegrained sediments, less than 0.125 mm in diameter.
After the limestone tablets have been exposed to hydraulic action, they are restored in
their containers, filled to top with deionized water, and sealed prevent further dissolutional loss
of mass. Images are processed identically to the first series of LIDAR images. The saturated
solutions may produce some precipitate, usually in the form of gypsum along the edges of the
container, but there was no apparent precipitate on tablet surfaces. Once processed, the images
of the samples before and after application of experimental forces are aligned. Once targets are
properly aligned a square 2x2cm area in the middle of the study area is cut out for analysis. The
images are not registered together since the desire is to calculate differences rather than to create
a single image. It is necessary to maintain the distinctness of the two layers to carry out an
accurate analysis. A deviation analysis is conducted to detect the difference between the two
aligned surface areas and is reported as average depth lost in millimeters within the study area.
This preliminary study seeks to gather a range of basic data about the effects of hydraulic
shearing force and corrasion on the fluvial, mechanical erosion rates of limestone. Factors being
tested include water velocity, sediment load, and the volume of the increased water flow. Water
flow with the various velocities of 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 m/s is tested with and without
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suspended sediment loads for a total of 12 test samples. In addition, samples with a flow velocity
of 1.5 m/s is tested using multiples (2x, 3x, 4x) of the initial flow quantity of 40 liters (80, 120,
160 liters). That gives an additional 6 test samples when testing water flow with and without
suspended sediments, for a total of 18 experimental samples. There will be two control blanks,
tablets that will be subjected to initial dissolution and soaking, but are not tested with hydraulic
action. These will act as controls to assure that storage of the limestone tablets in a calciumsaturated solution during the span of time after initial scans are taken, the testing period, and the
final LIDAR scanning of the tablets (13 days) does not affect the topography nor cause erosive
surface loss of the test surfaces. Experimental data will be reported as mean surface-depth lost
and surface-depth loss per second, with associated projected hourly and daily rates.

4.3. RESULTS
The results of this study are summarized in Table 4.1, which lists the force tested,
velocity of water flow (0.3, 0.5, 1.0. 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 m/s), flow volume, duration of flow, depth of
limestone surfaces removed during experiment, and derived erosional rate of wall retreat (mm/s)
for each test sample. The results section is divided into three parts: 1) error analysis, 2)
hydraulic shearing force test results, and 3) corrasion test results.
4.3.1. Error analysis
There were five sources of possible error in the experimental process; 1) loss of
test sample, 2) erosive mass lost during storage, 3) potential and inherent LIDAR errors, 4)
imprecision in application of force, and 5) loss of precision due to complex topographies. First,
the study area on the limestone tablet used to measure the corrasive action for 80 liters of total
flow was marred during the experimental process and could not be used. Second, there was
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possible erosional loss due to other factors, such as sample storage and transport. The two
limestone blanks used as experimental controls were scanned by LIDAR and analyzed using

Table 4.1. Loss of surface depth due to hydraulic action- Shows type of force 9hydraulic shearing or
corrasion), velocity of water flow (0,3, 0,5, 1.0. 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 m/s), flow quantity (Qm3), duration of flow
(s), depth of limestone surfaces removed during experiment (mm), loss of depth rate (mm/s) using
experimental data, and standard deviation of depth loss measure for each sample.

Physical Weathering by Hydraulic Action

.

Force

Velocity (m/s)

Q (m^3)

Flow Duration (s)

Loss of Depth (mm)

Loss of Depth (mm/s)

Std Dev

Hydraulic

0.3

0.04

316

0.1016

0.0003

0.052

Shearing

0.5

0.04

152

0.0739

0.0005

0.142

1.0

0.04

79

0.1306

0.0017

0.040

1.5

0.04

52

0.0445

0.0008

0.017

1.5

0.08

105

0.0843

0.0008

0.069

1.5

0.12

157

0.1885

0.0012

0.076

1.5

0.16

210

0.0783

0.0004

0.023

2.0

0.04

39

0.0968

0.0025

0.035

2.5

0.04

32

0.1745

0.0055

0.033

0.3

0.04

316

0.0880

0.0003

0.056

0.5

0.04

152

0.1100

0.0007

0.048

1.0

0.04

79

0.1200

0.0015

0.029

1.5

0.04

52

0.0931

0.0018

0.037

1.5

0.08

105

0.1605

0.0015

0.032

1.5

0.16

210

0.1497

0.0007

0.022

2.0

0.04

39

0.3513

0.0089

0.065

2.5

0.04

32

0.2545

0.0081

0.066

Corrasion

imaging software. This analysis reported that the two control blanks had lost .0012 and .0016
mm of surface depth without exposure to mechanical forces. Expected accuracy of the LIDAR
scans is within a single micron and this error exceeded that value. As great care was taken to
assure the safe movement and storage of the limestone tablets, as well as to limit exposure to
atmospheric carbon dioxide that might have dissolutional affect, the amount of surface loss is
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small and may be the result of dissolutional action or may be measurement error due to poor
registration or to wet surfaces on scanned targets interfering with laser returns during LIDAR
scanning, a phenomenon referred to as scatter; this equates to a 1% error on test returns.
LIDAR imaging has its own sources of potential error. The referred to ‘scattering’ due to
moisture was particularly pronounced on the smooth plastic targets used for fixed points during
LIDAR scanning process. Future studies should use a light-absorbent and water-repellant
substance, such as unglazed ceramic, with flat surfaces for fixed targets to avoid this scattering
effect during laser-scans. This error is not used to adjust experimental results, but did impact the
level of image processing used in this study. There was also vibrational error during the scanning
process that interfered with the image registration process, but that was corrected for during data
processing. These vibrational errors during scanning caused only single scans to be processed for
the 0.5m/s hydraulic shearing force sample and the 4x-duration hydraulic shearing force (Q=160
liters) at 1.5m/s sample. This loss of detail during imaging may have caused the return of lower
values (0.0739 and 0.0783mm respectively) for these two samples. This is indicated since the
results of these two samples are less than values of higher and lower flow velocities using the
same hydraulic action.
A fourth possible error was mechanical error while conducting the erosion process due to
a shifting of the terminal end of the pipe so that the target area was missed by a portion of the
flow, possibly resulting in only a partial result for corrasive flow at 0.5 m/s (see Table 4.2). The
study area was properly inundated by flow as can be seen in a color enhanced comparison of a
limestone tablet surface in Figure 4.7. The red area shows wherever surface materials have been
removed, while the green area shows the relatively unchanged portion of the surface.
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Figure 4.7. RGB image of two aligned LIDAR images- Aligned, unregistered Red-Green-Blue image of
metrological LIDAR scans superimposed showing original tablet surface (red), tablet surface after
hydraulic action (blue), and unchanged in both (green) the application of fluvial mechanical erosive
forces; in center of image red indicates erosion due to water flow while erosive effects on edges due to
handling during experimental processes are also indicated by red; that the majority of image color is green
and there is a lack of blue which shows close alignment of images.
.

Examination of Figure 4.7 shows that the flow pattern almost completely covered the target area
defined by the embedded targets. The deviation studies showed that surface removal was
relatively uniform throughout the study areas, with only a few areas with distinct variations in
topography.
However, these changes of topography lead to a fifth possible error, since the complexity
of topography is impossible to fully capture for analysis. Figure 4.8 has images showing two
examples of the deviation analysis ran on each study area. Image B in Figure 4.8 shows a
declivity that developed on the surface of the limestone tablet during the dissolutional process
and had visually-distinct changes in topography as a result of the application of hydraulic
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Figure 4.8. Two images showing the deviation analysis- Aligned LIDAR images of study areas before
and after application of fluvial mechanical erosive forces. (Yellow shows little or no deviation while
darker colors show greater degrees of deviation between aligned surfaces) Note increasing complexity
and deviation in image B caused by the irregularity of an enlarged pore in the limestone surface.

shearing forces. It was only a few samples, such as image B in Figure 4.8, that had distinct
changes in topography that had complex topographies and these features usually involved an
increase in the pore size and shape which occupied a small % of tested surface. Most surfaces
appeared uniform as shown in image A of Figure 4.8, so computational error due to ‘complex
topography’ was minimal.
In conclusion, the errors during the study were minimal, except in three cases. First was
the loss of a sample due to experimental error, and then two test samples had to rely on singlescan images due to vibrational errors in scanning process which affected the accuracy of those
samples’ results; one of these samples also had error due to insufficient flow caused by
misalignment during testing. The range of possible error outside of these instances, including
inherent LIDAR errors, scatter from moisture, and loss of sample mass during storage and
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transport should not exceed 0.003mm and is not adjusted for in reporting results. It is to be noted
that in this brief study there was an insufficient sample size to provide valid results for surface
losses due to particular forces or magnitudes of force. However, there are a sufficient number of
samples with an observable effect, ranging from a loss of surface depth of 0.04mm to 0.35mm, to
support the basic premise of this study that hydraulic action has an erosive effect on submerged
and corroded limestone surfaces.
4.3.2. Mechanical erosion due to hydraulic shearing force
The results of the experimental samples that were exposed only to the hydraulic shearing
force of moving water showed significant results at all flow velocities (Table 4.2). Examination
of the study’s results shows that there is little significant difference between the lower velocity
regimes with all scores being within range of their mutual standard deviations. However, the
sample for the highest flow velocity (2.5 m/s) had larger, significantly different value for surface
removal than the lower velocity samples. As previously noted the values for 1.5m/s 160L sample
may have had low returns due to scanning errors. The average loss for the lower velocity regimes
was 0.0998mm compared to 0.1745mm for 2.5m/s flow. The rate values also show a
corresponding difference between the highest flow velocity and the lower velocity rates.
The extended flow duration portion of the hydraulic shearing force experimental series
showed at first an increasing tendency to remove surface mass with values of 0.044mm at 40
liter flow, 0.084mm at 80L-flow, and 0.188mm at 120L-flow. Then the amount of surface
removal reduced to 0.078 mm at 160L-flow. As previously discussed, this last value may be low
due to scanning and processing errors. This data is presented in the graphic form in the
discussion section (Figure 4.9). Analysis shows that weathering values sporadically increase with
no clear trend. To better view and analyze this data, it is converted to rate form (Table 4.2), with
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Table 4.2. Loss of surface depth due to hydraulic shearing force- Samples are labeled by velocity of
water flow (0.3, 0.5, 1.0. 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 m/s) and by volume of flow (Q). Normal flow volume is 40 liters,
but some samples used a multiple of normal volume of 80,120, and 160 liters (2*, 3*, 4*) in testing; total
loss of surface depth (mm), loss of depth rate(mm/s) and reported standard deviation (Std Dev)of point
values from LIDAR image processing.
Hydraulic Shearing Force Against Corroded Limestone Surface
Loss of Depth (mm)

Std Dev

Rate of Loss (mm/s)

0.3 m/s

0.1016

0.0522

0.0003

0.5m/s

0.0739

0.1417

0.0005

1.0 m/s

0.1306

0.0397

0.0017

1.5 m/s

0.0445

0.0168

0.0008

1.5 m/s 2*Q

0.0843

0.0689

0.0008

1.5 m/s 3*Q

0.1885

0.0757

0.0012

1.5 m/s 4*Q

0.0783

0.0227

0.0004

2.0 m/s

0.0968

0.0350

0.0025

2.5 m/s

0.1745

0.0332

0.0055

rates computed as loss of depth per second (mm/s). A graph of the rate values, in this case for the
depth of surface loss per second, is given in Figure 4.8; it shows a clear upward trend in a direct
relationship with flow velocity. The trend line showing the amount of weathering caused by
hydraulic shearing force is less than the comparable values resulting from the use of corrasion
(Figure 4.8).
4.3.3. Mechanical erosion due to corrasion
The results of the corrasion experimental series showed significant results at all flow
velocities (Table 4.3). The first four samples (0.03, 0.05, 1.0, 1.5 m/s) had results that were
comparable within the ranges of their individual standard deviations. Those values were
respectively 0.088 mm, 0.110 mm, 0.120 mm, and 0.093 mm respectively, with their variations
within the range of their standard deviations. However, the samples exposed to higher velocities
( 2.0, 2.5 m/s) showed larger and distinctly different significant values for surface removal
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values of 0.356 mm and 0.254 mm each.. The other two values for 1.5m/s extended duration
flow (1 sample was lost) are distinct from both lower and higher velocities with depth of surface
material removed 0.1605mm and 0.1497mm respectively.

Table 4.3. Loss of surface depth due to corrasion- Samples are labeled by velocity of water flow (0.3, 0.5,
1.0. 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 m/s) and by volume of flow (Q). Normal flow volume is 40 liters, but some samples used
a multiple of normal volume of 80, and 160 liters (2*, 4*) in testing; reports total loss of surface depth
(mm), rate of loss of depth (mm/s), and reported standard deviation (Std Dev) of point values from
LIDAR image processing.

Corrasion Against Corroded Limestone Surface
Loss of Depth (mm)

Std Dev

Rate of Loss (mm/s)

0.3 m/s

0.088

0.0555

0.0003

0.5m/s

0.11

0.0478

0.0007

1.0 m/s

0.12

0.029

0.0015

1.5 m/s

0.0931

0.0367

0.0018

1.5 m/s 2*Q

0.1605

0.0322

0.0015

1.5 m/s 4*Q

0.1497

0.0219

0.0007

2.0 m/s

0.3513

0.0653

0.0089

2.5 m/s

0.2545

0.0662

0.0081

The duration portion of the corrasion series (values of 1.5 m/s in Table 4.3) showed a
sporadic but generally increasing trend as velocity values increased. Note that the value given
for 1.5m/s flow at 160L flow shows a similar drop in rates for extended flows as the hydraulic
shearing test with similar testing values. There were significantly distinct values for surface
removal of 0.0931mm at 40 liter flow, and the values of 0.160mm at 80L, and 0.149mm at 160L.
The last two values are not significantly dissimilar, but are distinctly greater than the lower
quantity of flow at the same velocity.
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4.4. DISCUSSION
Although the low sample number used in this brief experimental study precludes the use
of complex statistics, a simple visual analysis of the data can be used. Comparison of the results
for both hydraulic shearing force alone and hydraulic shearing force with the addition of
corrasive agents are presented in Figures 4.9-4.11. The first relationship apparent is that
corrasional forces cause a higher level of surface removal than hydraulic shearing force alone.

Figure 4.9. Loss of surface depth due to hydraulic action- Shows depth of limestone surfaces removed by
different velocities of flow (0,3, 0,5, 1.0. 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 m/s) with and without the addition of abrasive
sediments to cause corrasion [red squares] in addition to hydraulic shearing force [blue diamonds].

This relationship holds true at every flow velocity except for 1.0 m/s where the values are
similar. This shows that corrasive forces add to the mechanical erosive force of hydraulic action.
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Another relationship seen in the graph is that both series of values have a generally increasing
trend as the water velocity increases. A straight line approximation of the trend has been placed
on the scatterplot for hydraulic shearing force alone and for hydraulic shearing force with
corrasive agents. Of course, there are too few samples to do a meaningful statistical analysis of
these experimental results and the correct line approximation of these values could be quite
different.
The loss of surface depth per second, equivalent to the solutional rate of wall retreat was
derived from the actual loss measured and the actual duration of flow recorded for each
experimental sample in the series, so it is a measured rate (Table 4.4). Table 4.5 gives the loss of
depth per hour and Table 4.6 gives a daily rate; both are projected rates, based upon the rate per
second. In the first case, the loss of depth per second rates attributable to hydraulic shearing
force had an effect ranging from 0.3µm/s to 3.2 µm/s. Erosion attributable to corrasion had
greater effect ranging from 0.1 µm/s to 5.2 µm/s.

Table 4.4. Comparison of hydraulic shearing force and corrasion- Loss of surface depth (mm/s) at
different velocities of water flow (m/s) with different flow volumes from base flow (Q=40L) with the
difference approximating the added effect of corrasion over hydraulic force.

Comparison of the Erosive Effect of Corrasion Versus Hydraulic Shearing Force
Velocity of Water (m/s)

0.25

0.5

1.0

1.5

Hydraulic Shear (mm/s)

0.0003

0.0005

0.0017

0.0008

0.0008

Corrasion (mm/s)

0.0003

0.0007

0.0015

0.0018

Difference

0.0000

0.0002

-0.0001

0.0009

.
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1.5 (2*Q) 1.5 (3*Q) 1.5(4*Q)

.

.
2.0

2.5

0.0004

0.0025

0.0055

0.0015

0.0007

0.0089

0.0081

0.0007

0.0003

0.0065

0.0025

0.0012

The loss of depth per hour rate (Table 4.5) has projected rates for hydraulic shearing
force ranging from 0.7mm/h to 11.7mm/h, with corrasion-related wall retreat rates ranging from
0.6mm/h to 18.9mm/h. These hourly rates, being close approximations of the actual measured
rates, may fit within the ranges of actual erosive rates found in nature. However, the weathering
rates presented in Table 4.6 which has projected daily rates has results that seem far too high
when compared to natural processes. The study’s hydraulic shearing force values for daily rates
ranged from 1.6cm/d of surface depth loss per day up to values as high as 28.1cm/d. These seem
unrealistic, except perhaps in the case of catastrophic storms, when compared against the range
of possible solutional rates of wall retreat found in nature, which commonly range from
0.001cm/y to 0.1 cm/y, perhaps higher in turbulent allogenic waters. However, a comparison of
the base erosive rates due to hydraulic action shows that the magnitudes of these hourly rates are
comparable with the yearly rates for dissolutional wall retreat. The results seem to support that
loss of surface depth due to hydraulic action can be equal to or somewhat greater than the annual
solutional rate of wall retreat, as reported in the field studies discussed earlier (Newson, 1971;
Doehring & Vierbuchen, 1971). These same studies observed how the weathering effects due to
hydraulic action lessen when successive storms affect the same aquifer in a short span of time.
This is also seen when looking at the rates for extended flow series where the longest flow
durations showed a reduction in mass removal rates per rapid recharge event (Figure 4.11).
These observations agree with a premise of the study that the initial surge of water at the start of
a rapid recharge event may cause the most erosive change by having an immediate effect on
chemically-corroded and weakened outer surfaces of the limestone rock.
The corrasion values are even higher than those that portray only hydraulic shearing
force, with extremes ranging from 1.4cm/d to 45.2cm/d. However, this study is based upon the
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effect of hydraulic action against the chemically weathered patina of the limestone surface.
Descriptions of the effects of hydraulic action due to storm events in field studies clearly
separate the effect of hydraulic action in removing surface patina from that of non-corroded
parent rock (Doehring & Vierbuchen, 1971; Drysdale, et al., 2001; Herman, et al., 2008). For
example scouring marks, potholing, and the development of scalloping occurs only after the
patina is largely removed. Recent laboratory studies have also shown that the structurally intact
bedrock is largely unaffected by hydraulic shearing force while corrasion has a continuing effect
(Scheingross, et al., 2014).

Table 4.5. Projected loss of surface depth per hour- (mm/hour) at different velocities of water flow (m/s).
Cluster of values at 1.5 m/s is due to 7 test runs at that velocity with different flow volumes.

Water Velocity (m/s)

0.3

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Hydraulic Force (mm/h)

1.2

1.7

6.0

3.1

8.8

19.9

Corrasion (mm/h)

1.0

2.6

5.5

6.4

32.1

29.1

As just noted, the projected hourly and daily rates for erosive lasses to to hydraulic action
seem unrealistic when compared to the results of the field studies discussed at the beginning of
this study. In examining the projected rates the question seems to be what factor is limiting the
physical weathering caused by hydraulic action? One consideration is that the depth of the
chemical weathering front is limited. Field sampling has shown surface corrosion extending only
1 to 20 centimeters into sampled surfaces, with the area of greatest corrosion with weakened
structure and enhanced porosity was only a centimeter or two thick (Zupan-Hajna, 2003). There
is more extensive corrosion to be found, but only in areas shielded from the effects mechanical
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erosion (Parise & Lollino, 2011). In experimental surfaces the corrosion process was limited; the
actual dissolutional loss from the samples averaged 0.3mm. Any wall retreat rate derived from
these experimental results might have to use the average depth of the chemical weathering front
as a limiting factor. This study was not designed to test hydraulic action against the harder and
more structurally sound material of non-corroded limestone bedrock.

Table 4.6. Projected loss of surface depth per day- (cm/day) at different velocities of water flow (m/s).
Cluster of values at 1.5 m/s is due to 7 test runs at that velocity with different flow volumes(Q=40L, 2*Q,
3*Q, 4*Q). Note that these values are in excess of values witnessed in field for similar velocities of flow.

Water Velocity (m/s)

0.3

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Hydraulic Force (mm/d)

28

42

144

73

212

478

Corrasion (mm/d)

24

62

132

153

770

698

A graph of wall retreat rate results reveals a much more consistent trend than other data
representations with an obvious direct relationship between velocity and loss of surface materials
due to fluvial mechanical erosion (Figure 4.10). The values for 1.5 m/s velocity are clustered
together showing that although the rate is variable depending on a variety of factors, it
consistently returns values within a specific range despite duration of flow. The high flow
velocities of 2.0 and 2.5 m/s show dramatic increases erosive action. Based upon these results
there is a direct relationship between loss of surface materials and increased flow velocity. There
is also noticeable change in erosive losses as sediments act as agents of corrasion. This seems to
be a direct relationship, with the only exception being at 1.0 m/s data points. Also, there is a lack
of effect from corrasion at lower velocities with hydraulic shearing action being the main driving
force. Apparently corrasive particles need to be driven with force against surfaces to have effect.
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Figure 4.10. Projected loss of surface depth per hour- (mm/hour) at different velocities of water flow
(m/s) with equal volumes of flow (40L); hydraulic shearing=blue diamonds, corrasion=red squares. Note:
1) the steady increase in mechanical erosion values as velocity of water flow increases, 2) the greater
effect of corrasion at high velocities.

Corrasion can be seen to have an increasing effect as water velocity increases (Figure
4.10). This is demonstrated by the increasing range between the hydraulic shearing force and
corrasion values on the graph. The direct relationship between the addition of sediments to the
water column and the increased erosive action of the flowing water is also clearly apparent when
only the samples of extended flow, all at 1.5 m/s, are examined separately (Figure 4.11). Except
for the missing value at 120 liters flow volume for the corrasive experimental series, there is a
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clear difference in the magnitude of effect when comparing the hydraulic shearing force and
corrasion data. In each of the three cases, mechanical erosion is nearly doubled by the presence
of corrasion in addition to hydraulic shearing force. Also, as previously discussed the decline in
erosive removal rates in long duration flows demonstrates the possible presence of a natural
limiting factor inherent in the rock structure. Hydraulic shearing force values drop dramatically
between 120L and 160L flow tests from 0.1885 mm to 0.0783 mm of surface depth lost.
Corrasive values also show a decline, but the continual abrasive action of the suspended particles
may have reduced the decline of corrasion values due to increased flow quantities that is seen in
the hydraulic shearing results.

Figure 4.11. Erosive effect of various flow quantities- Hydraulic shearing force and corrasion acting to
remove surface depth from limestone using different quantities of water flow (40L, 80L, 120L, 160L) at
1.5m/s flow; corrasion value missing for 120L flow; hydraulic shearing=diamonds, corrasion=squares.
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In summary, the results of this experimental investigation of the effect of hydraulic action
on the erosion of limestone surfaces are limited by the following two limitations: 1) This was a
preliminary study without a sufficient sample size for meaningful statistical analysis, and the
weathering rates presented, although instructive, are not conclusive. 2) The values obtained in
this study relate to erosion in a submerged phreatic or vadose environment against chemicallyweathered limestone surfaces, such as found in unconfined karst aquifers. These rates do not
relate directly to the effect of hydraulic action on unweathered limestone surfaces. Given those
caveats, a summary of the study’s findings are: 1) Hydraulic shearing force and/or corrasion can
remove significant amounts of material during rapid recharge events when compared to the
annual solutional rate of wall retreat. 2) Hydraulic shearing action and corrasion have a greater
combined effect than hydraulic shearing force alone. 3) There is a direct relationship between
increased water velocity and an increase in the effects of hydraulic action. 4) Over time the
erosive ability of hydraulic shearing force, and to a lesser extent corrasion, to cause erosive loss
to limestone surfaces is limited by inherent properties of the rock form. The values obtained in
this study are not fully valid due to a lack of test samples, however samples were precisely
measured and all 15 samples had positive results for hydraulic action. Although these study
results may not be fully valid, they could be used until better values for carbonate fine
production are available; the results of this study can be used as tentative values to begin the
analysis, description, and simulation of the possible effects of hydraulic action on limestone wall
retreat rates as long as the caveat s concerning the use of HCl as a solvent in the experimental
process is accepted.
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4.5. CONCLUSION
This brief experimental study of water-driven mechanical erosion of limestone surfaces
simulated the effects of hydraulic action, both hydraulic shearing force and corrasion, on
hydrated, partially dissolved, limestone surfaces. The purposes of this study were met by 1) the
use of metrological laser measurement that allowed highly accurate measurement (accurate to
within a micron) of karst surface topography in quantifying the effects of hydraulic shearing
force and corrasion on corroded limestone surfaces, and 2) by the quantification of surface loss
due to hydraulic shearing force and corrasion. The values derived from this study represent
significant changes in the rates of wall retreat when compared to the expected SRWR. Based
upon experimental findings the amount of material projected to be removed in a single day of
increased flow (from 0.3-2.5m/s) from limestone surfaces ranged from a minimum of 1.4 cm/day
to a maximum of over 28 cm/day. An aquifer can spend 38% of its annual cycle with increased
flow velocity and turbulence due to storm events (Groves et al., 1999). Without considering
possible limiting factors and using the minimal value for removal of surface depth developed by
this study, this would equate to an increased erosional rate over the expected solutional rate of
wall retreat of 150cm/y or a of 3m/y change in the aperture width of a conduit; this rate is higher
than any known solutional rate found in karst waters. Therefore a limiting factor or factors must
be present in the limestone system to limit physical erosion because we do not observe this large
range of erosive effect due to fluvial weathering forces in nature (Ford and Williams, 2007). This
example also makes it obvious that these forms of physical weathering may have great influence
on wall retreat rates and aquifer development. By obtaining better information of how the
processes hydraulic shearing force and corrasion act on simple surfaces we can gain a greater
understanding of speleogenic processes that occur in karst aquifers. Basic conclusions of the
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study also included: 1) Hydraulic shearing force and/or corrasion can remove significant
amounts of material during rapid recharge events when compared to the annual solutional rate of
wall retreat. 2) Hydraulic shearing action and corrasion have a greater combined effect than
hydraulic shearing force alone. 3) There is a direct relationship between increased water velocity
and an increase in the effects of hydraulic action.
This study was successful on many fronts. This brief experimental study obtained valid
results describing mechanical erosion due to fluvial processes similar to those found inside karst
systems. All of the samples (n=17) showed loss of surface depth (i.e. wall retreat) with a
minimum value of 0.0445mm of surface depth lost per rapid recharge event. The study was also
successful in developing useful techniques to study mechanical weathering of carbonate rocks.
Future research is needed to further discover and define all the factors that contribute to karst
wall retreat rates and the rate of wall retreat in karst caves and aquifers. In particular this brief
study needs to be expanded to a full study using improved technique to gather a large body of
data that can be statistically analyzed.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
A NUMERICAL MODEL SIMULATING THE MECHANICAL WEATHERING OF
LIMESTONE BY HYDRAULIC SHEARING FORCE

5.1. INTRODUCTION
This study reports on a numeric computer model developed to gauge the erosive
weathering effects of increased hydraulic shearing force on submerged limestone surfaces from
increased flow velocities due to storm surges and other rapid recharge events. This study
continues the development of the Limestone Weathering model, first reported in Chapter 3, and
uses its simulation of surface development to estimate the increasing resistance of the corroded
surface to withstand hydraulic shearing force as the surface is worn away. The model is designed
to compare physical weathering rates due to hydraulic shearing force to the expected chemical
weathering rate set within the model. The hydraulic shearing forces caused by increased water
velocity due to rapid recharge events in unconfined aquifers and vadose zones have been
observed to cause the erosion of limestone and other materials (Liu, et al., 2004; Newson, 1971,
Doehring & Vierbuchen, 1971). However, current models of speleogenesis do not account for
the possible effects of mechanical, fluvial erosion in karst aquifers and drainage networks. The
equations expressing the chemical kinetics for the CO2-CaCO3-H2O system require only the total
mass of flow of water be known (Plummer, et al., 1978). Since only the total quantity of water is
needed for mass balance calculations, current speleogenic models normalize of the annual water
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budget into an average value without acknowledging variations in seasonal flow (Perne, 2012;
Ruiz-Agudo, 2010; Dreybrodt, et al., 2005). However, storm events and other causes of
increased water flow, also known as rapid recharge events, represent a strict departure from
constant flow conditions used in current speleogenic models. Research shows that the rapid
recharge of karst aquifers due to storm events and the related surge of water volume and
turbulence within an aquifer can have a great effect on both water chemistry and the rate of wall
retreat in karst aquifers (Hanwell & Newson, 1970; Groves, et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2004). This
study seeks to model the effects of hydraulic shearing force against a simulated limestone surface
to explore the possible effects of this form of physical, fluvial weathering on naturally occurring
limestone surfaces.
A rapid recharge event is used by this study to describe the increased flow of water in an
unconfined aquifer due to increased water input from a precipitation event; from the time of a
storm’s inception to when aquifer discharge rates return to pre-storm levels. A rapid recharge
event consists of an initial recharge pulse as new inputs first enter the system from a precipitation
event acts a pressure wave ahead storm flow (Ravbar, 2013), then a period of increasing flow
and capacity as the karst drainage system surges and fills to contain meteoric waters, followed by
a period of increased drainage as excess water moves out of the system (Bull, 1978); which
continues until the aquifer returns to baseflow levels (Shevenell & McCarthy, 2002; Alexander,
et al., 1999; Lastennet & Mudry, 1995; Hess &White, 1993). Rapid recharge events are common
occurrences in unconfined aquifers and karst drainage systems; one study reported that a
northern aquifer spent 38% of its annual cycle above base-flow levels due to storm events
(Groves et al., 1999). A rapid recharge event caused by precipitation of only a few hours
duration can affect the flow velocities of unconfined karst aquifers for a week or more before
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returning to normal baseflow levels (Halihan & Wicks, 1998). Hydraulic shearing force is the
total force exerted against an object by the density, weight, and velocity of the water impacting
an object. Since hydraulic shearing force is a partial function of fluid velocity it can be assumed
that physical weathering due to hydraulic shearing force may increase in some karst systems,
such as the vadose zones of unconfined aquifers, during storm surges.
It has been shown that unadulterated bedrock requires corrasive forces, where suspended
sediments in the water flow abrade surfaces, to have measurable erosive effect (Scheingross, et
al., 2014). Limestone, dolomite, and other karst materials do not dissolve completely when
exposed to dissolutional forces; instead there is a partial dissolution of exposed surfaces that
proceeds as a weathering front of corrosion penetrating into the surface (Martín-García, et al.,
2011; Iovine, et al., 2010). When karst materials are exposed to solutionally-aggressive moisture
the surfaces degrade and a softened patina forms where the outer surface of the karst rock is
weakened and partially dissolved. Over time the parent rock is increasingly weathered and made
increasingly porous as the corrosive patina deepens, causing the rock to progressively lose
structural strength (Carmichael, 1989; Parise & Lollino, 2011; Hong, 1997). The weakened
surface patina of karst materials would be more susceptible to the erosive action of hydraulic
shearing force than the underlying, unadulterated parent rock. Indeed, an earlier part of this
investigation used experimental processes to quantify erosive rates on corroded limestone
surfaces due to hydraulic shearing force (Chapter 4). The Limestone Weathering Model
developed for this study is based upon the increased action of hydraulic shearing forces against
the structurally weakened, corroded surface patina found naturally on all limestone surfaces
exposed to moisture.
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The simulated measure of bulk porosity is calculated in the model on a level-by-level
basis every 0.25 mm into the depth of the simulated rock mass. The total volume of rock cells is
compared to the total volume of water-filled cells per level; a porosity value above 0.99 indicates
the total loss of that surface layer. Simulated porosity measures act in the model to indicate the
variable strength of the eroding surface in the simulation. As just discussed, the model uses the
porosity value of each level as an equivalent measure of the structural strength of that surface
(Carmichael, 1989; Parise & Lollino, 2011). However, looked at as a physical model of surface
behavior, porosity also acts as a measure of the structural strength of individual cells in the
model. As implied by the units of the Pascal (N/m2) hydraulic shearing force is a function of the
area it is acting against. A cell in the model on a low-porosity level would be partially or
completely blocked from hydraulic action by surrounding cells, while a cell in a level with a
high-porosity value is essentially isolated without support and offers more surface area for
hydraulic action to act against. It would take greater force to remove material from a tight
consolidated surface as opposed to a roughened and weakened surface which is represented in
the model by high porosity values. This method of using porosity to limit fluvial erosion mimics
natural systems where it has been observed that the underlying consolidated bedrock is mostly
impervious to the erosive effects of hydraulic shearing force after the corroded rind has been
removed.
Given that both observation of natural events and laboratory experiments verify that the
processes of fluvial mechanical erosion occur in some passages of unconfined karst aquifers, and
that current speleogenic models based exclusively on the chemical kinetics of the Ca-H2O-CO2
system do not account for the effects of mechanical weathering due to storm surges upon karst
conduit development, there is an evident need for both conceptual and digital models that are
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able to investigate these additional factors in the process of karst speleogenesis. The central
research question for this model is intended to investigate is ‘What are the possible effects of
hydraulic shearing force on limestone surfaces and how does this relate to the development of
karst drainage networks and cave systems?’ In order to investigate this question the model
developed in this study will have to be able to: 1) simulate the removal of mass from limestone
surfaces by hydraulic shearing force at the rates determined by previous experimental study, and
2) the simulated mechanical weathering by hydraulic shearing force must be limited by the
increasing strength of the parent rock, and 3) quantify the effect of hydraulic shearing force at
flow velocities naturally found in unconfined karst aquifers and drainage networks.

5.2. MODEL DESCRIPTION
The computer model developed in this study, Limestone Weathering Model, is an
evolving model intended eventually to fully model the weathering of limestone surfaces. As
previously reported, the Limestone Weathering Model has been able to simulate: 1) the process
of random dissolution of a limestone surface, 2) the development of natural roughness in the
simulated surfaces, 3) the developing porosity a surface patina of corroded, porous rock, and 4)
the production of carbonate fines due to incomplete dissolution of the limestone surfaces
(Chapter 3). The model is designed to be able to time events on monthly and yearly scales
allowing a wide variety of possible scenarios to be simulated within the model. The simulation of
mechanical weathering by hydraulic shearing force in the model requires adapting the model’s
porosity measures of the developing patina in order to limit the removal of mass. Note that the
Limestone Weathering Model’s ability to gauge carbonate fine production is not used in this
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model which only uses the developing surface measures developed by the model to gauge the
erosive effects due to hydraulic shearing forces.
The theoretical foundation for the model’s timing and actions is based upon the
application of a constant solutional rate of wall retreat, in this case the annual solutional rate of
wall retreat (SRWR) of 1mm per year, equating to 4 layers of 0.025mm cubic cells being
removed from the modeling field for a total of 25, 600 cells . The removal of 6400 cells from the
study area due to dissolutional processes occurs each year the model runs with an SRWR of
1mm/y. This number of dissolutional steps is further subdivided within the model so that a
month of modelling time is equivalent to the removal of approximately 534 cells from the study
area. The program follows the following cycle until end run criteria are met: 1) identify all
surfaces available for dissolutional action, 2) use random numbers to choose one cell from each
matrix in modeling field for removal to simulate dissolution, 3) identify and remove cells that
have become isolated from the continuous matrix (as carbonate fines), and 4) record and report
model values at end of each completed dissolutional cycle. The model will report on the volume
of mass removed by hydraulic action, simulated porosity neasures per depth, and RMS
roughness. As stated, model returns for carbonate fine production are not included in this report
and have no bearing on model results.
The actual program developed for this study, the Limestone Weathering Model, is a 3dimensional, matrix-based, numerical computer simulation using MATLAB 2015b programming
language and software platform (Math Works, 2015). MATLAB is a math-based language and
is used in creating numerical simulations of physical processes. According to Luiszer, a
speleogenic modeler, “simple mathematical models can be used to solve complex problems”
(1999). The codes used in this model represent simple mathematical operations performed within
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a numerical three-dimensional matrix. The program is written in the form of several related
function files and is available in Appendix A of this dissertation or online at the Mathworks
Central Website (http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange ; files listed under:
‘authorid:770682’: Main function file named, LS_weathering.m).
Simulated bulk porosity in the model is measured on a level-by-level basis every 0.25
mm into the depth of the simulated rock mass. The total volume of rock cells is compared to the
total volume of water-filled cells per level; a porosity value above 0.99 indicates the total loss of
that surface layer. Porosity measures in the model relate to roughness values, but are used to
measure porosity development for limiting the erosive action of hydraulic shearing forces. Table
5.1 shows the model’s developing porosity measures in the first year. The lack of porosity
development in the initial months is due to the fact that at the inception of the modelling scenario
the surface is machined flat with no surface roughness. Hydraulic action would be strictly limited
in acting against such an uncorroded surface; monthly timing runs had smaller returns in the
beginning few months due to this initial flat surface. Roughness is fully developed at the end of 3
years, so model runs extending for several years avoids the underestimation of effect that short
duration runs may experience.
Porosity and structural strength have an inverse relationship in that higher porosity levels
lead to less structural strength in materials (Parise & Lollino, 2011; Zupan-Hajna 2003);
structural strength of the limestone rock relates to the amount of chemical weathering that has
occurred. Examination of carbonate rocks exposed to dissolutional action shows three distinct
areas when examining rock cross sections; these are referred to as A, B, and C corrosion
horizons (Zupan-Hajna, 2003). The A-horizon has no porosity representing the original
composition of the limestone rock. The B-horizon displays only small changes in porosity due to
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chemical weathering (1% and lower), but there are obvious differences in rock texture, color, and
composition attributable to moisture-based corrosion and diagenic processes, which extends
another 10 to 30 mm into the rock surface between the A- and C-horizons. The C-horizon has
extremely high porosity values in the upper surfaces and decreasing with depth; this corrosion
horizon is identified by obvious corrosion in a bleached patina penetrating up to 5mm in depth
and is the weakest portion of the rock fabric. The rock in the B-horizon may lose structural
strength due to corrosive weathering, but has nearly the same strength as the unadulterated parent
rock that comprises the A-horizon; the A-horizon in the model extends indefinitely into the
simulated rock massif. The model simulates the development of these corrosion horizons where
the corrosion horizons are defined as: A= original porosity (0.0), B=porosity < 0.01, C=
porosity>.01; (Table 5.1).
The experimental values for mass removal by hydraulic shearing force used to calibrate
this model were obtained in laboratory experimentation (Chapter 4). The sample limestone
surfaces were machined smooth and flat before being corroded by acids to an average depth of
0.388mm with a range of dissolutional wall retreat of 0.24mm to 0.60mm.The experimental
samples had a mean rough-RMS of .144mm with a range from 0.047mm to 0.357mm. The
Limestone Weathering Model was set for a 1-year model run with a SRWR of .388 mm; the
simulated rough-RMS value developed at this rate by the model was 0.273mm. Model runs with
an unadjusted SRWR equivalent to 1mm/y shown roughness-RMS values 0.280mm with a range
from 0.142mm to 0.375mm. This shows that the model develops surface roughness at a higher
rate than that of the experimental processes, but these simulated rough-RMS surface values for
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Table 5.1. Simulated limestone porosity development for 1-year span- Sample values representing the
modeled development of sub-surface porosity due to chemical weathering over various time spans up to a
1-year model run. Corrosion horizons are A= original porosity (0.0), B=porosity < 0.01, C= porosity>.01;
C-horizon values are depicted in bold print.

SIMULATED POROSITY DEVELOPMENT FOR INITIAL 1-YEAR SPAN
MODEL RUN DURATION (YEARS)
Depth (mm)
0.0
0.25
0.5
0.75
0.00
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.25
0.000
0.792
0.968
0.998
0.50
0.000
0.399
0.756
0.954
0.75
0.000
0.145
0.459
0.764
1.00
0.000
0.030
0.188
0.483
1.25
0.000
0.008
0.069
0.246
1.50
0.000
0.001
0.018
0.093
1.75
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.026
2.00
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.006
2.25
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
2.50
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
2.75
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
3.00
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

1
1.000
1.000
0.992
0.947
0.778
0.515
0.283
0.128
0.041
0.013
0.003
0.001
0.000

model runs of 1 year and less are within the range of experimental findings concerning the
development of a complex surface due to dissolutional action.
Removal of mass by hydraulic shearing force will be effected against mass in the Ccorrosion horizon due to its weakened structural strength (Parise & Lollino, 2011). The model
simulates the partial dissolution of exposed surfaces that proceeds as a weathering front of
corrosion penetrating into the surface (Martín-García, et al., 2011; Iovine, et al., 2010). When the
modelled surface is randomly dissolved it simulates the roughened surface topography as well as
the corroded patina which forms where the outer surface of the karst rock is weakened and
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partially dissolved. At the end of a one-year model run with an SRWR of 1mm/y the simulation
shows that C-horizon is penetrating nearly 2mm into the rock face and in addition to a 0.50mm
area of extremely low porosity representing the B-horizon (Table 5.1). Note that the horizons
are constantly retreating into the rock interior as dissolution drives A- and B- corrosion horizons
inward as the weathering front advances. The rock loses structural strength as the parent rock is
increasingly weathered and made increasingly porous as the corrosive patina deepens (Parise &
Lollino, 2011; Hong, 1997). The model uses the varying porosities of the C-corrosion horizon to
determine the structural strength of the rock fabric at various depths to limit the effect of
hydraulic shearing force in removing mass via mechanical weathering (Tables 5.1 & 5.3).
The rates for the removal of mass from limestone surfaces being subjected to various
degrees of hydraulic shearing force from the experimental study have been averaged together
into three flow regimes: V1- low velocity flow of 0.03-0.99 m/s, V2- medium velocity flow of
1.00 to 2.49 m/s, and V2- high velocity flow of 2.50 m/s and higher. Mass removal rates and
durations from the experimental study have been averaged together to produce values for each of
the three flow regimes (Chapter 4). The minimum total of mass to be removed from the study
area by each flow regime is: V1- 8.75mm3, V2- 10.37 mm3, and V3- 17.4 mm3. Rates of mass
removal due to hydraulic shearing force are V1- 0.000375 mm3/s, V2- 0.000910 mm3/s, and V20.005450 mm3/s. This rate of removal is limited by the decreasing porosity and increasing
strength of the rock at increasing depth from surface.
Therefore it can be seen that there are six free parameters in this model; scale, solutional
rate, duration, flow velocities and associated surface removal rates, limiting-porosity values, and
event timing. The scale is set at the maximum size of carbonate fines so that the modeling area is
2x2x5cm solid with each cell in the model equivalent to a cube-shape with a length of 0.25mm
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per side. Solutional rate (1mm/y), duration of model runs (1y), and timing (annual) were all set
as constant values for optimization and calibration runs. The targeted rates of removal were set to
a minimum value equal to experimental results and a maximum value twice experimental results.
An optimization study was then conducted to determine the best-fitted porosity value that allows
a rate of removal between the targeted minimum and maximum values for each velocity regime.
The model was then adjusted so that at all velocity regimes (V1-V3) these porosity values limit
the total removed mass by the model processes and act to limit erosive effect of hydraulic
shearing force in less than 10 minutes of model time. The following values for the model’s
simulated porosity measures for each velocity regime are the result of the optimization study
conducted to choose the best calibration points: V1- optimized limiting porosity of 0.44, V2optimized limiting porosity of 0.37, and V3- optimized limiting porosity of 0.17.
These optimized porosity values gave model returns within the desired parameters,
specifically: V1- mean of 7.84 mm3ranging from 7.26mm3 to 8.79mm3 with an RMS of
0.904mm, V2- mean of 14.57mm3 ranging from 13.87mm3 to 15.18mm3 with an RMS of
4.20mm, and V3- mean of 26.17mm3 ranging from 23.95mm3 to 28.33mm3 with an RMS of
8.77mm. The optimized porosity value used for V1 results returns depth removal values within
range of experimental values; but its use often causes an underestimation of mass removal rates.
This underestimation is justified due to the experimental study’s inability to measure erosive
rates due to hydraulic action at velocities below 0.3m/s; this low value is a better reflection of the
effects of the lowest flow velocities being modeled as opposed to overestimating the effects of
this flow regime. This allows the model to portray the lowest of the turbulent water velocity
regimes with greater verisimilitude. Higher flow regimes have optimized porosity values for V2
and V3 velocities that allow mass removal to exceed the required minimums before being self164

limiting. However, these variations in model returns at all flow velocities and model timings fit
within the range of values based upon experimental study (Chapter 4).
The model’s basic processes, more fully described in Chapter 3, uses a three-dimensional
numerical matrix to represent a modeling field that has an areal extent of 4cm2 over a simulated
continuous and homogenous limestone matrix of indeterminate depth with a 1cm-square study
area in the center. The scale of the model is such that the sides of each cubic cell are 0.25 per
mm per side or a cubic volume of 0.015625 mm3. There is a double-celled boundary enclosing
the modeling field so that the entire model is a represented by a matrix with the dimensions
84x84x100 cells, equating to 21mm x 21mm surface area extending to a depth of 24mm. The
upper boundaries represent continually recharged and aggressive water and act as constant
boundaries, while the boundaries on the other sides are variable boundaries, acting as solids or
liquids, reflecting the characteristics of adjoining cells as the model develop. The use of a
variable boundaries and the use of a buffer zone assures that the central 40x40x96 cell study area
provides values that are not affected by border conditions (Giodano & Nakanishi, 2006).

5.3. MODEL RESULTS
The model returns reported here include the records of surface roughness, simulate
measures of porosity development, and the approximate volume of rock removed using
combinations of four timing regimes (annual, semiannual, quarterly, monthly) and three flow
regimes (V1-low, V2-medium, and V3-high velocity flow). In some instances the returns from
runs with no hydraulic shearing force are given for comparison purposes.
First, the development of the simulated surface is measured by the increasing complexity
of the surface topography. This complexity is measured by using an RMS measure of surface
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height. Sample RMS values for the various runs are given in Table 5.2. The monthly timing
regime which simulates a monthly storm surge using V1 flow velocities above 0.3 m/s to .99 m/s
maintains the surface roughness year by year in a narrow range, with RMS deviating from
starting values by as little as 0.0072mm to 0.0478mm depending on the flow velocity. The
semiannual V1 run lost complexity with the RMS value dropping 0.053mm from the end of first
year to the fifth year’s end. Quarterly, and annual returns for the V1 flow regime show continual
development of the surface roughness with regression only immediately after a storm surge event
with increases in roughness over five years of 0.0278mm and 0.0681mm respectively. V2
medium flow velocity runs had a small increase in roughness over time in all timing scenarios,
although these gains were small with increases in RMS values ranging from 0.004mm using a
semiannual timing run, 0.003mm using semiannual timing, and 0.012mm using a quarterly
timing run compared to 0.127mm using an annual storm surge timing. High velocity V3 runs all
had small changes in RMS roughness values with only the annual timing RMS showing an
increase of surface complexity, while the other timing variations all reduced RMS values over
the course of a year’s model run. The model run with quarterly storm surge timing had the RMS
reduced by 0.003mm, and the quarterly and semiannual runs had RMS reduced over the five year
model run by 0.004mm.
The 5-year record of porosity measures (Table 5.3) demonstrates how various timing and
flow regimes affect rates of wall retreat as well as the development of surface corrosion over the
course of individual 5-year model runs; the values presented are from individual runs of the
Limestone Weathering Model and are meant to serve as examples of model results in relation to
surface development and apparent wall retreat rates. In the lowest V1 flow velocity with only
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single, annual storm surges there was an increase of 25% from predicted retreat rates. The other
flow regimes and timing combinations simulating mechanical weathering by hydraulic

Table 5.2. Five-year records of surface roughness and hydraulic force- Rough-RMS under various model
regimes for 5 year run- Values obtained from sample runs of 5 year duration using annual, semiannual,
quarterly, and monthly timing routines for storm surge events, and three flow velocities: V1=0.3-0.99 m/s,
V2=1.0-2.49 m/s, V2>=2.5 m/s. Surface roughness values are millimeter scale RMS values.

RMSD SURFACE ROUGHNESS VALUES FOR 5 YEARS
AS EFFECTED BY HYDRAULIC SHEERING FORCES
FLOW VELOCITY
TIMING / YEAR
V1-Low V2-Medium V3-High
Annual
1
0.374
0.358
0.368
2
0.427
0.398
0.394
3
0.442
0.406
0.383
4
0.475
0.434
0.377
5
0.442
0.485
0.364
Semiannual 1
0.331
0.336
0.317
2
0.348
0.355
0.319
3
0.380
0.365
0.317
4
0.360
0.365
0.333
5
0.326
0.340
0.325
Quarterly
1
0.288
0.303
0.261
2
0.293
0.297
0.258
3
0.318
0.291
0.254
4
0.312
0.314
0.256
5
0.313
0.307
0.258
Monthly
1
0.229
0.176
0.156
2
0.220
0.203
0.153
3
0.204
0.205
0.158
4
0.243
0.211
0.163
5
0.222
0.188
0.152
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shearing force showed higher magnitudes of difference from expected values based on the
SRWR. Under the lowest V1 flow regime semiannual, quarterly, and monthly timing runs
produced increased loss of mass volume equivalent to 45%, 50%, and 55% of the SRWR
respectively. Higher flow regimes show increased surface removal over expected SRWR in all
four timing regimes. The percentage increase in expected-SRWR using annual, semiannual,
quarterly, and monthly storm surge timing for V2-medium velocity flow are respectively 25%,
50%, 65% and 120%; and for V3-high velocity flow they are 50%, 70%, 100%, and 295%
respectively. It should be noticed that the model runs that have large percentage increases of
surface removal over the expected-SRWR have less developed corrosion horizons than other
program runs. An example of this would be a comparison of monthly timing runs for the V1
versus V2 flow regimes (next to each other in center of Table 5.3): V3-monthly run that had a
120% increase in expected SRWR compared to 55% for the low flow velocity run, but the final
depth of penetration by the combined B and C corrosion horizons for the V3 run was 0.75mm at
the end of five years while the V1-monthly timing run has a combined B and C corrosion
horizon depth of 1.5 mm.
The model was run repeatedly (n=30) and the results normalized for reporting (Table
5.4). The model computes the volume (mm3) of surface area removed by hydraulic shearing
force and dissolution; it re-expresses these values as the depth of penetration by the weathering
process and is referred to as wall retreat due to either dissolution or hydraulic shearing force.
There was only one outlier in the model returns and that was in the V1-series using annual
timing where it reported a volume of mass removal in the study area due to storm surge of 28.7
mm3 as compared to the mean of 7.9 mm3 The value was left in for normalization as
representative of the random processes of the model simulations as well as to compensate for the
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Table 5.3. Simulated porosity measure development profiles for 5 Years- Results for no hydraulic shearing force,
then annual, semiannual, quarterly, and monthly timings for the lowest flow velocity (V1);monthly timing returns
are given for higher flow velocities of medium and high flows (V2 andV3). Bold print shows depth of surface
penetration which without mechanical weathering should be at 5mm at end of 5 years with a solutional rate of wall
retreat (SRWR) of 1mm/y. V1=0.3-0.99 m/s, V2=1.0-2.49 m/s, V2>=2.5 m/s; porosity measures 0.0=

original porosity of parent rock to 1.00= total loss of rock mass.

POROSITY VALUES AFTER 5-YEARS Of DISSOLUTION AND STORM SURGE EVENTS (SRWR=1mm/y)
Depth (mm) No HSF V1-Annual V1-Semiannual V1-Quarterly V1-Monthly V2-Monthly V3-Monthly
0.0 to 4.0
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
4.25
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
4.50
0.9981
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
4.75
0.9919
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
5.00
0.9431
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
5.25
0.8206
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
5.50
0.6800
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
5.75
0.4812
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
6.00
0.3419
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
6.25
0.1944
0.4150
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
6.50
0.1150
0.2488
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
6.75
0.0625
0.1406
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
7.00
0.0300
0.0575
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
7.25
0.0138
0.0181
0.2219
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
7.50
0.0019
0.0125
0.0925
0.4113
1.00
1.00
1.00
7.75
0.0006
0.0031
0.0250
0.1875
0.2113
1.00
1.00
8.00
0.0
0.0
0.0044
0.0756
0.0556
1.00
1.00
8.25
0.0
0.0
0.0006
0.0306
0.0181
1.00
1.00
8.50
0.0
0.0
0.0006
0.0094
0.0025
1.00
1.00
8.75
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0019
0.0
1.00
1.00
9.00
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.00
1.00
9.25-10.75
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.00
1.00
11.25
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1138
1.00
11.50
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0300
1.00
11.75
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0038
1.00
12.00
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.00
12.25-14.50
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.00
14.75
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.00
15.00
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0525
15.25
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0050
15.50
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0019
15.75
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0006
16.00
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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underestimation of rates generally the case in V1 returns for surface depth removal. Model
returns are reported as percentage increases over expected SRWR. The V1 lowest velocity range
showed that removal of surface volume by hydraulic shearing force ranged from 0.078mm3 to
0.809 mm3 over expected the SRWR of 1mm3 per year, equating to the loss of depth of 0.07 mm
to 0.80 mm. These were the lowest values for surface depth with the higher flow velocities
doubling and tripling these values. The medium flow regime runs returned values over the
expected SRWR ranging from 0.143mm3 to 1.093mm3 under various timing regimes equating to
an increased wall retreat of .14mm to 1.09mm. The highest flow regime had returns over the
expected SRWR in the range of 0.193mm3 to 2.003mm3 which is equivalent to an increased
depth of rock removed by hydraulic shearing force ranging from 0.19mm to 2.00mm in a single
year.

Table 5.4. Percentage increase in SRWR due to storm surge- Values show percentage increase in the
expected solutional rate of wall retreat (SRWR) of 1mm/y over a 1 year modeling run due to hydraulic
shearing force when storm surges occur by model timing (annual, semiannual, quarterly, monthly) and
flow velocity (V1=0.3-0.99 m/s, V2=1.0-2.49 m/s, V2>=2.5 m/s).

% Increase over SRWR Due to Storm Surge
FLOW VELOCITY
Event Timing
V1-Low V2-Medium V3-High
Annual
7.8
14.3
19.6
Semiannual
21.1
21.1
69.7
Quarterly
32.8
43.6
70.9
Monthly
80.9
109.3
200.3
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5.4. DISCUSSION
The model acted as designed and returned values in agreement with the experimentallyderived values for removal of mass from a corroded limestone surface by hydraulic shearing
force. There are obvious relationships between the various velocity regimes and timing scenarios
with the results of the model’s measures of surface roughness, porosity development, and mass
removal by hydraulic shearing force.
First, the purpose of the model was to predict erosive removal rates by hydraulic shearing
force. There are certain factors that seem to affect model results: 1) The greater the frequency of
storm events the greater is the amount of removal by hydraulic shearing force. 2) The greater the
velocity of water the greater the amount of materials removed from the rock surface by fluvial
erosion. 3) Increased lag time between last rapid recharge events leads to a reduction in overall
weathering rates, but lead to a greater erosive effect for individual recharge events. This is
demonstrated by comparing the results of different timing schedules. Variations in the effects of
hydraulic action with quarterly and semiannual modeling scenarios returned the closest values,
while the monthly and annual scenarios, with totally different timings, provide the high and low
extremes which were magnitudes of difference from the other.
In relation to how the various modeling scenarios effect the development of the surface
and subsurface topographies there are two major relationships apparent. High flow velocities and
frequent timing of storm surges act to suppress or reduce surface complexity. As noted in the
results section, RMS values show little change after a year of modeling, with those changes in
the micron range. The largest changes in RMS returns and the scenarios showing the greatest
depth of development for the corrosion horizons are all lower velocity and infrequently timed
storm surge scenarios. This suppression of surface complexity can also be seen when examining
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porosity values for the higher velocity flow regimes (Table 5.3); the patina development under
extreme regimes is extremely limited with an C corrosion horizons only 0.50 to 0.75 mm in
depth after five years of development as compared to the low velocity regimes that allow patina
development after five years of 1.00mm to 2.75mm in depth. An example of this suppression is
the V3-monthly run that had a 295% increase in expected SRWR, but the final depth of
penetration by the B and C corrosion horizons was only 1mm total at the end of five years (Table
5.3). High velocity (V3) runs all acted to suppress the development of roughness with only the
annual timing rough-RMS showing an increase of surface complexity, while the other timing
variations all reduced RMS values over the course of a year’s model run. The model run with
quarterly storm surge timing had rough-RMS reduced by 0.003mm, and the quarterly and
semiannual runs had RMS reduced over the five year model run by 0.004mm. It can be seen that
the largest changes in RMS returns and the scenarios showing the greatest depth of development
for the corrosion horizons are all lower velocity and infrequently timed storm surge scenarios.
This leads to the statements that: 1) There is an inverse relationship between the frequency of
storms and the development of surface roughness and internal corrosion horizons in limestone
rock. 2) There is a similar inverse relationship between the velocity of water flow causing
erosive removal of mass by hydraulic shearing force and the development of surface complexity.
The high values reported by the model for the removal of rock volume and surface depth
due to storm surges indicates the highly significant and potentially powerful erosive force that
hydraulic shearing represents to some karst systems. However, this may lead to an erroneous
conclusion that mechanical weathering has greater effect on speleogenic processes than chemical
weathering. It has been repeatedly stated in this report that the hydraulic shearing force seems
almost entirely ineffective in removal of mass from unadulterated limestone rock. Chemical
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weathering thorough the dissolution of calcium carbonate by solutionally aggressive water
corrodes and weakens the outer surfaces of a rock thus allowing these weakened portions to be
removed by hydraulic shearing force. Once the weakened portions of the corrosive patina that
are unable to withstand the force of hydraulic shear are removed then the remainder of the rock
is unaffected by continued hydraulic shearing force. Further force can only have effect if it is
either increased in force or a period of time is allowed for the limestone surface to corrode and
weaken again. The dissolution of carbonate rocks, such as limestone, is the driving force for
karst speleogenesis; the chemical weathering of karst rocks seems to act synergistically with
mechanical weathering processes to cause an accelerated weathering of karst surfaces; without
chemical weathering then the physical weathering processes of both carbonate fine production
(Chapter 3) and hydraulic shearing force would be absent, minimal, or ineffective. Where these
forces of chemical and mechanical weathering interact there will be an accelerated development
of karst fractures and conduits.

5.5. CONCLUSION
The Limestone Weathering Model clearly demonstrates the effect that increased water
velocity can have on the physical weathering of corroded limestone surfaces. The following
study conclusions can be stated: 1) Corroded limestone surfaces are eroded by hydraulic shearing
force in water flows with velocities higher than 0.3 m/s with a minimal effect of 7.8% over the
expected-SRWR, but with other values ranging up to a maximum of 200% above the expected
SRWR depending on severity and timing, 2) the removal of surface material from a corroded
limestone surface is limited by the increasing strength of unadulterated rock that lies below the
corrosive patina, 3) mechanical weathering by hydraulic shearing force may be dependent on the
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depth and character of the corrosive patina of carbonate rock surfaces with increased porosity
and structurally-weakened rock fabric, 4) greater flow velocities cause greater hydraulic shearing
force and causes a greater removal surface mass than lower velocity flow regimes, and 5) there is
an inverse relationship between the frequency and severity of storm events with the development
of complex surface topographies. This model also supports an associated concept in karst
denudation studies relating storm event frequency to increased weathering in the tropics (Ford &
Williams, 2007); model returns showed that frequent recharge events on monthly and quarterly
timing schedules effected greater removal of surface volume due to hydraulic shearing force
even at lower water velocities than less frequent storms on semiannual or annual schedules.
Therefore, this study can report that the effects of hydraulic shearing force on limestone
surfaces has been successfully modelled and demonstrated to have possible significant effect on
expected karst wall retreat rates. Also, since the modelled karst material in this study was
limestone and it is acceptable practice to generalize findings related to limestone to other karst
materials with similar characteristics the results of this model can be applied to many fields of
investigation. It is primarily meant to be used to adapt current models of speleogenesis to portray
greater verisimilitude in their simulations of speleogenic processes even by the adoption of
minimal values from this study or these results could be applied retroactively to past modeling
studies; these applications of study results would provide for greater predictive accuracy in the
estimations of breakthrough times, speleogenic rates, and the morphological development of
karst aquifers and drainage networks. This investigation is meant to contribute to the field of
speleogenic modeling by providing minimal values that can be used in the modeling of karst
landscapes and drainage networks. In time, as more studies are done and the effects of physical
weathering on karst surfaces are better quantified, then these speleogenic models can be adapted
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repeatedly over time to be made more accurate, reliable, and precise so that in the future they can
simulate and predict the effects of the full range of chemical and physical weathering processes
occurring in karst landscapes, drainage networks, and aquifers.
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CHAPTER SIX:
STUDY RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

6.1. SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION RESULTS
6.1.1 General summary
This doctoral dissertation centered on the exploration and quantification of chemical and
mechanical erosion in relation to submerged karst surfaces. It was a two-fold investigation that
coupled laboratory experimentation with computer modeling in order to fully understand the
processes under study. This work is intended to act as a stepping-stone to facilitate the growth of
speleogenic modeling to progress towards fully simulating and understanding the weathering
processes that create the vast karst landscapes, aquifers, and drainage networks that provide
groundwater to over 20% of the world’s population (Ford & Williams, 2007). This work also
acted to partially support the Zupan-Hajna’s theories of incomplete dissolution of karst surfaces
(Zupan-Hajna, 2003, 2014). Her theory of carbonate fine production due to incomplete solution
was verified in this investigations’ dissolutional study, however no physical transport processes
or mechanical weathering was observed during these two studies. Carbonate fine production was
simulated in the investigation’s numerical model which demonstrated how random dissolution
can lead to the production of carbonate fines. The investigation also explored the physical
weathering processes of hydraulic shearing force and corrasion; then sought to model the
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weathering effects of hydraulic shearing force in order to demonstrate processes, analyze
relationships, and make predictions concerning the effect hydraulic shearing force may have on
speleogenic rates. The results and major conclusions of each study are summarized in the
following section.
6.1.2 Chapter 2 results
This chapter reported an experimental study focusing on solutionally-driven
disaggregation of karst surfaces at the microscopic and fine macroscopic scales. Two methods of
disaggregate production were discussed: 1) when calcite crystals fall out of the rock matrix as
dissolution acts to reduce their size uniformly until they are too small to be held by the rock
matrix, and 2) when random and micro-fracture guided dissolutional action removes binding
materials, thus isolating small grains and sections of the surface material from support. The study
dissolved seven different types of karst materials in laboratory conditions where the physical
disaggregation of small particles from the samples were separated and measured. Study results
report mass lost to disaggregation as a percentage of the dissolutional loss of mass to solution.
Experimental results include: Chalk: Of all the karst types tested, chalk was the most productive
of disaggregate. Chalk 42.8%; Coquina: 2.6%; Dolomite: 3.1%; Gray Limestone: 4.8%; Ocala
Limestone: 5.4%; Shell Limestone: 6.1%; Travertine: 8.6%. A summary of other study results
are: 1) disaggregates are produced when karst rocks dissolve, 2) the amount of disaggregate
produced is dependent on the type of karst rock, 3) the presence of micro-fractures, bedding
planes, fossil remains, and other discontinuities in the rock that give preferential avenues for
dissolutional action can cause aggregated pieces of the parent material to disassociate en masse,
and 4) the disaggregated material is similar to the original parent rock and contains soluble
carbonate fines. This study showed that the process of solutional disaggregation is quantifiable,
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however due to conceptual errors in the experiment the values developed in the study may not be
fully valid when applied to natural speleogenic processes.
6.1.3. Chapter 3 results
This report is on the development of a numerical computer model designed to investigate
solutionally-driven mechanisms of carbonate fine production, called the Limestone Weathering
Model. The model simulates the developing morphological characteristics of a 4cm2 limestone
surface undergoing chemical weathering. The model is a 3-dimensional, matrix-based, numerical
computer simulation. Using a scale equivalent to the size of carbonate fines, cubic cells with the
dimensions of 0.25 mm per side are arranged in modeling field. The study area for the model is
a 1cm2 section centered in the modeling field. The model is designed to fit the known values for
solutional activity and surface roughness, as well as simulate the development of corrosion
horizons expected in natural systems. The model is also designed to match the experimentallyderived values for carbonate fine production obtained in a previous dissolutional study as they
apply to limestone (Chapter 2); these values although not entirely valid for application to natural
speleogenic processes represent minimal values for carbonate fine production and the report
compares them to higher estimates of carbonate fine production found in other published
sources. The model results report the actual volume of rock mass lost to both dissolution and to
carbonate fine production. Rates of carbonate fine production ranged from 5.8% to 10.9% (year
1- 5.8%, year 2- 8.5%, year 3- 9.7%, year 4-10.3%, year 5- 10.9%). The mean value for
carbonate fine production over all model runs comes to 9.08% increase over the solutional rate of
wall retreat, which may be simplified to a single value of 9%. Model returns showing 9%-11%
increases in solutional rates due to carbonate fine production demonstrate the significant effect
this chemical weathering process may potentially have on speleogenic rates.
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6.1.4. Chapter 4 results
This brief experimental study of the effects of mechanical erosion due to fluvial forces
upon karst surfaces was successful and produced positive results. This study of water-driven
mechanical erosion of limestone surfaces simulated the effects of hydraulic shearing force and
corrasion on hydrated, partially dissolved, limestone surfaces. The purposes of this study were
met by 1) tentatively quantifying the effects of hydraulic force and corrasion in causing wall
retreat of limestone surfaces, 2) validating the use of metrological laser scanning techniques to
measure volumetric changes in rock surface values, and 3) exploring of the relationships that
exist between the processes of chemical and mechanical weathering. The study shows that
hydraulic shearing force and corrasion can have great effect on weathering a limestone surfaces
if the surfaces are first acted upon by the forces of chemical weathering. This weathering
weakens the limestone surface and allows for the mechanical forces of hydraulic shearing force
and corrasion to have full effect. Corrasion showed higher values for erosive removal of
limestone volume than hydraulic shearing force.
The rates for material removed using increasing velocity values (0.3m/s, 0.5m/s, 1.0m/s,
1.5m/s, 2.0 m/s, 2.5m/s) during flow durations of less than 6 minutes duration were : 1)
Hydraulic shearing force- 0.3µm/s, 0.5µm/s, 0.4-1.7µm/s, 2.5 µm/s, 5.5 µm/s, 2) Corrasion- 0.3
µm/s, 0.7 µm/s, 1.5 µm/s, 1.5-1.8 µm/s, 8.9 µm/s, 8.1 µm/s. Application of these tentative studyderived values to the calculations for speleogenic rates show the potential for this form of
weathering to cause significant erosive loss of surface volume from submerged karst surfaces.
However, there may be a limiting factor that prevents continual high erosive losses from
continuing throughout a rapid recharge event, which is postulated to be the strong, uncorrupted
parent rock beneath the weakened and corroded rock surface. Other conclusions include: 1)
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Hydraulic shearing force and/or corrasion can remove significant amounts of material during
rapid recharge events when compared to the annual solutional rate of wall retreat. 2) Hydraulic
shearing action and corrasion have a greater combined effect than hydraulic shearing force alone.
3) There is a direct relationship between increased water velocity and an increase in the effects of
hydraulic action.
6.1.5. Chapter 5 results
This study concerned the development of a numerical computer model designed to
investigate the effects of hydraulic shearing force on limestone surfaces. The model is a further
development of the Limestone Weathering model used to simulate the topographical
development of a limestone surface (Chapter 3) that is used to gauge the limiting factors for
hydraulic shearing force. In this adaptation of the original model, the values for hydraulic
shearing force determined in the previous study (Chapter 4) are used to gauge the removal of
mass volume from the simulated limestone surface. It is assumed in the model that the hydraulic
shearing force acts upon the weakened, corroded rind of limestone surfaces, and that the
increasing structural strength of the rock as the patina is removed acts to limit the effects of
hydraulic shearing force. Therefore the model is calibrated to allow the amount and rates of mass
removal derived from experimental study (Chapter 4), but limited by the decreasing porosity and
increasing structural strength of the simulated limestone surface. The calibrated model was used
to run 1-year predictive scenarios using various timings (annual, semiannual, quarterly, monthly)
for rapid recharge events which lead to increased water flow with velocities of 0.03 m/s and
higher. The model returns of actual mass volume lost to hydraulic shearing force for each of
three velocities of water flow (0.03m/s<, 1.0m/s<, 2.5m/s<) on each of the timing schedules is
(values given are % of annual solutional rate of wall retreat of 1mm/y): Annual-7.8,14.3,19.6,
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Semiannual 21.1,21.1,69.7, Quarterly- 32.8,43.6, 70.9, Monthly- 80.0, 109.3, 200.3. These
values can significantly affect the rate at which karst surfaces erode and widen with values
ranging from 7.8% to 200% of the annual solutional rate of wall retreat. Basic study conclusions
include: 1) Limestone surfaces are effected by hydraulic shearing force in water flows with
velocities higher than 0.3 m/s with a minimal effect of 7.8% over the expected-SRWR, but with
other values ranging up to a maximum of 200% above the expected SRWR depending on
severity and timing, 2) the removal of surface material from a corroded limestone surface is
limited by the increasing strength of unadulterated rock with low corrosive porosity, 3)
mechanical weathering by hydraulic shearing force may be dependent on the depth and character
of the underlying corrosive patina of increase porosity and structurally weakened rock fabric, and
4) greater flow velocities cause greater hydraulic shearing force and effects a greater removal
surface mass than lower velocity flow.

6.2. EVALUATING INVESTIGATION HYPOTHESES
Based upon the results of this investigation’s various studies the following determinations
and conclusions can be made based upon the study hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1 is partially supported in that the production of carbonate fines due to
incomplete solution has been measured and quantified, but due to conceptual errors in planning
the experiment these figures have questionable validity when applied to speleogenic rates.
Although it is noted in the study that future laboratory techniques can be refined to capture a
greater amount of the carbonate fine production, there was sufficient production of carbonate
fines from each sample in the laboratory tests to allow for valid normalization of the results
relating to the six types of carbonate rocks used in the study, but the use of hydrochloric acid as
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the dissolutional agent may have made the results invalid to apply to speleogenic processes.
Hypothesis 2 is partially supported in that the use of metrological laser scanning allowed
for accurate measurements of erosive losses allowing the erosive effects of hydraulic shearing
force by flowing water to be accurately measured and quantified. However, there was a loss of
precision due to variations in water velocity during sample testing and there was an insufficient
sample size for statistically valid normalization during this brief study.
Hypothesis 3 is fully supported in that the effects of physical weathering due to the
dissolution of limestone, production of carbonate fines, and erosive hydraulic shearing force by
flowing water was accurately simulated by the study’s model, the Limestone Weathering Model.
Hypothesis 4 has been partially supported in the first set of studies relating to carbonate
fine production and fully supported by the second set of studies concerning hydraulic action as a
weathering agent. The numerical models presented in this investigation have measured,
quantified, and modeled the effects of chemical and mechanical weathering, specifically
carbonate fine production and hydraulic action, on submerged limestone surfaces. Study results
indicate that these weathering processes would be significant factors (above 5% increase over
dissolutional rates in all studies / over 10%, approaching 20% combined) if used to predict the
actual wall retreat rates for karst fractures and conduits as used in speleogenic modeling.

6.3. DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Karst research in the twenty-first century should be focused on reality and the needs of
society. Karst landscapes and the resources they contain are delicate systems which have
suffered from significant anthropogenic change, but on which human systems are more highly
dependent than ever before in history. It is important that we learn to use and manage our karst
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resources sustainably. Comprehensive modeling of our karst resources is a vital step in the
pursuit of sustainable management and the meaningful remediation of global karst systems.
Hydrogeological modeling is necessary in planning, implementing, and monitoring efforts to
remediate polluted karst watersheds and aquifers. To properly simulate and understand the
processes of physical weathering in natural settings there will be a need for precise mapping of
karst drainage networks and their components requiring new 3D methods of mapping a
landscape.
This research of how mechanical erosion effects the past and continuing development of
karst systems has been conducted in order to provide a stepping stone for more advanced and
powerful speleogenic models. Laboratory investigations need to be conducted to verify the
results of these studies and to continue these studies so as to gain a greater understanding of how
physical weathering effects the development of karst landscapes and aquifers. Computer models
need to be developed demonstrating the relationships between all the forms of weathering that
have effect upon karst surfaces. Models need to be developed able to simulate the physical
processes of 1) corrasion, 2) scouring, 3) evulsion, 4) sediment movement, and 5)
microbiological activity, and 6) sediment armoring. The results of these future models of
physical weathering then need to be incorporated into the modeling of karst aquifers and
drainage networks in order to advance the field of speleogenic modeling. Biological factors that
act to armor or corrode karst surfaces may also need to be included in future speleogenic models
as data becomes available as to the distributions and specific effects that these micro-organisms
may have on karst surfaces.
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6.4. CONCLUSION
The experimental studies presented in this investigation are brief, basic studies
establishing basic relationships between some of the chemical and physical weathering processes
that may act upon subterranean karst surfaces. This meant that important factors were not fully
investigated at this time; factors that may have serious effect on the weathering processes being
investigated. This includes rock characteristics of grain size distribution, composition, density,
and porosity, as well as dissolutional factors such as active solvent, rate of reaction, and duration
of exposure to dissolutional action. The application of these results to natural karst systems
without understanding the qualifications and limitations relating to these studies could lead to
invalid conclusions. However, while not being definitive, the studies of this investigation do
provide basic data about the possible scope and effect of these weathering processes on karst
surfaces, which may serve to guide and advise future investigations concerning the weathering of
karst surfaces.
This investigation of the chemical and physical weathering of karst surfaces by 1)
solutionally-driven carbonate fine production, 2) erosion by hydraulic shearing force, and 3)
erosion by corrasion, has shown that these are active forces weathering karst surfaces. These
factors were shown in these laboratory experiments and computer simulations to have a
significant effect on speleogenic wall retreat rates; in some cases, great effect. By extension, this
means that these forms of chemical and physical weathering have significance in related
speleogenic processes including breakthrough behaviors, the continuing evolution of karst
drainage networks, and the morphology of caves. This study shows that hydraulic shearing force
and corrasion due to rapid recharge events are dynamic, variable, and sometimes extremely
powerful forces able to produce powerful changes in short spans of time. It is conceivable, given
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the results reported in this paper, that mechanical erosion is a primary process of speleogenesis in
some situations, such as floodwater caves (Palmer, 2007), rather than solutional action as has
been the accepted theory. However, this study shows that chemical weathering facilitates the
actions of mechanical weathering processes, which supports the belief that the primary drivingforce behind karst speleogenesis is the solutional processes of the CaCO3-CO2-H2O system,
which are aided by physical weathering processes. Further research is necessary to fully
understand the role of mechanical weathering processes in speleogenesis. However, this
investigation has demonstrated the potential power and scope of fluvial-based physical
weathering on the creation and development of karst drainage networks and caves.
There are many potential applications for the Limestone Weathering Model, in addition
to the new knowledge and understanding of karst processes that were gained in its development,
that have no direct application to speleogenesis or caves. The model itself can be adapted to
study the corrosion of surfaces in fields ranging from archeology to nuclear reactor design. The
insights gained by the investigation concerning the magnitude of corrasional forces may prove to
be important factor in the prediction and prevention of dam and other water retention structure
failures (Bauer, et al., 1999). The remediation of karst landscapes that have been polluted can be
greatly accelerated by the application of high velocity flows of solutionally-aggressive waters;
this would act to remove the contaminated and porous rinds from polluted surfaces leaving
cleaner parent rock behind. An understanding of solutionally-driven disaggregation can be
applied to denudation studies to further our understanding of the evolution of karst landscapes.
The Limestone Weathering Model itself is currently being modified to account for porosity and
impurities in the simulated rock mass. The model has the potential to be further developed to
simulate the processes of corrasion and evulsion on limestone surfaces, as well as the
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dissolutional and velocity scalloping of karst surfaces; and there are plans to vary the model
scale and modify it into a full physical model of karst processes.
The knowledge gained in this and other investigations has important implications for
karst studies. The mapping and measurement of karst systems of the physical weathering of
submerged karst surfaces will lead to a reformulation of speleogenic rates which will lead in turn
to new understanding of speleogenic processes and the evolution of karst landscapes. This
investigation signals a new era in the modeling of speleogenic processes with models able to
simulate with exacting verisimilitude the complex interactions of chemical and physical
weathering processes in the creation of caves, aquifers, and karst drainage networks. This
investigation has shown that fluvial-based physical erosion is a powerful and active agent of
change contributing to the creation of karst drainage networks, aquifers, and caves.
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APPENDIX: LIMESTONE WEATHERING MODEL PROGRAM

Limestone Weathering Program: Main function file and sub-function files; all functions
discussed in dissertation are active. Model is under development and not all new features
have been fully calibrated or validated; read metadata, uses MATLAB2015b language.

LIMESTONE WEATHERING MODEL PROGRAM FILES
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MAIN FUNCTION FILE: LIMESTONE_WEATHERING
function[actrat,ttlisltmss,hamss,RMS,PP,isdepth,hadepth]= LS_weathering...
(adwr,dur,tmng,kdp,force,vel)
% % LimestoneWeathering_zsplus.m - Effects of Chemical and Mechanical
Weathering
% on 3-D limestone surface.
% % Sample CALLS:
% [actrat,ttlisltmss,hamss,RMS,PP,isdepth,hadepth]=LS_weathering...
%
(adwr,dur,tmng,kdp,force,vel)
% [actrat,ttlisltmss,hamss,RMS,PP,isdepth,hadepth]= ...
%
LS_weathering(1,1,4,0,1,1.1)
% or to suppress all but terminal PP matrix:
%[actrat,ttlisltmss,hamss,RMS,PP,isdepth,hadepth]=LS_weathering...
% (1,1,4,0,1,1.1);isdepth, hadepth, ttlisltmss, hamss, RMS, PP(:,:,1)
% --------------------------------------------------%
THEORETICAL BASE
%
A. Karst, such as limestone (calcium carbonate), dissolves when
% in contact with water. Speleogenic models are for the most part based
% upon the dissolutional kinetics of the CaCO3-CO2-H20 System of calcite
% dissolution. This system of chemical weathering is well-studied and is
% used in modeling karst drainage networks and speleogenic models. These
% applications operate at a large scale that may not fully capture the
% dynamics of a limestone,or other soluble carbonate rock, surface. The
% random dissolution of a surface results in a uniform surface when viewed
% from a large scale may be uniform, but on a finer scale the surface
% irregularities due to the random nature of the dissolution, can be seen.
%
B.As calcite crystals dissolve they reduce in size, sometimes falling
% out of the rock matrix before being fully dissolved by chemical
% weathering processes.Also, as dissolution occurs the aggregated rock
% is corroded and small parts of it are disconnected / disaggregated from
% the original parent rock surface. These small disaggregates are called
% soluble residues of the parent rock and are called carbonate fines.
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Maximun diameter of carbonate fine is 354 Microns.
C. Mechanical Weathering is largely neglected in the modeling of
phreatic processes of speleogenesis (as opposed to zone development).
Most models simply assume water flow is constant, ignoring flow
variations, and this is a valid assumption for solution-based models.
However, in many locations meteorological and climatic factors cause
periods of precipitation which causes a Rapid Recharge to pressurize
karst aquifers and dramatically increase outflow from karst aquifers.
Rapid recharge events increase the Hydraulic Action (hydraulic
shearing force and corrasion) against surfaces causing erosion.
Hydraulic shearing force is force of the moving water against an object
and is limited in effect by the strength of the subsatance being eroded.
Corrasion is caused by suspended sediment striking surfaces and
walls of the conduits, and it is continuous with variable effect against
surfaces of variable strengths.
--------------------------------------------------MODEL OBJECTIVES
A. To simulate the random dissolution on a theorized
limestone surface so that roughness values, as measured by RMS, are
equivalent to those found in typical karst surfaces (i.e. limestone).
B. To model the production of carbonate fines in limestone, as seen
by the occurence of isolated cells due to simulated random dissolution
within the model calibrated to be in accordance with experimental values.
C. To simulate the effect of hydraulic action as a weathering agent
of limestone surfaces, using various intensities of hydraulic shearing
force as expressed by flow velocity. Seen by the removal of surface depth
in the modeling scenario until limited by increasing rock strength.
D. To explore relationships that may exist between the processes of
chemical and mechanical weathering (as seen in the incomplete solution of
karst materials and the erosion caused by hydraulic shear) as they relate
to soluble carbonate minerals.
--------------------------------------------------VALUE ASSIGNMENTS
Cell size is .25 mm per side with a maximum diagonal width of .354 mm
Cell volume is .015624 mm^3 with each surface's area being 0.0625 mm^2
The study area is a 10x10mm surface area (10 x10 cells)within a
a modeling field of 21x21mm(84x84 cells). There is a
20 cell buffer area around the study area leading to variable value
boundary areas 2 cells thick. Inner boundary layer is equal to average of
volumes for the matching stratum in modeling field. The outer boundary
cell is an average of the vokume of the inner boundary layer's value
and modeling field average for that stratum.
----------------OUTPUT VALUES ------------------------actrat=actrate of dissolution, actrat= discnt*su; Computed to report
actual mass lost solutionally
ttlisltmss == total isolate mass lost from surface
hamss == total mass lost to hydraulic action'
MM == model matrix
RMS ==root mean square of difference for surface at one month intervals
hadepth== change (mm) in annual widening rate due to hydraulic shearing
------------------------------------------------FUNCTIONS CALLED
Functions called by limestone weathering included
** [MM]=Activate_Voids (MM);function[MM]=Activate_Voids (MM) ID's opened
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void spaces in individual M(x,y)-sets of MM. Voids (coded as 1)are
re-ID'd as recahrgeble water (0); turns stagnant water to
solutionally-aggressive water, 1 ==> 0
** [MM]=Porous_Matrix (kdp,MM);function[MM]=Porous_Matrix (kdp,MM) uses
kdp to change the simulated porosity of a matrix from .001 to 0.30;
represents Karstification of matrix [aging]
** [SOLSURF,ssc,S]= IDSurfaces(M); Simple ID of surface used
used with z-field excerpts from MM(100,84,84).
SOLSURf gives location of surfaces available for solution.
ssc gives number of surfaces ID's (for later dissolutional choice).
S gives modified M-matrix with surface cells identified, ID ==4.
** [MM,Isltrvd,isocnt]=ID_Isolates(MM); works to identify ISOLATES after
dissolution cycle is finished.Input MM from limestone_surfaces.m
returns processed MM with isolates removed and returns value of
Isltrmvd (mass of total isolates removed)for that cycle
isocnt tracks number of model cells removed
** [hamss, MM,PORPCT]= HydraulicActionP(hamss,MM,vel,force,frcdur,kdp)
Hydraulic Action applies experimentally derived values for
surface removal in initial effect against weakened patina - adjusted
for use of pormax passed on from Porosity_Based_LS_weathering.m
Uses porbs (porosity limit base) and porincrmt (increment to decrease
the porosity limit for higher velocity HA force)
** [RMS] = RoughRMS( RMS,mon,MM )RoughRMS performs an RMS analysis of
MM surfaces in central study area to determine roughness of surfaces
overtime (per month). Call with : [ RMS ] = RoughRMS( RMS,mon,MM )
** [ PORPCT ] = Monthly_Porosity_Percentage( MM )
Determines the porosity of each level y=2 is limit, y=3 is first level
Returns a (1,100) matrix (used with Limestone_weathering.m
call with [ PORPCT ] = Monthly_Porosity_Percentage( MM )
---------------------------------------------------------------------INPUT VARIABLES
adwr=1.0; % adwr=(mm depth) Annual Dissolutional Wall Retreat rate relate
how fast chemical rates cause the removal of surface materials
leading to the rate of wall retreat or the dissolutional widening
rate. Values for the adwr in the model can range from 0.01 mm/y to
20+ mm/y. adwr set for 1mm/y for optimization / predictive runs.
dur= 1-5; Duration of modeling exercises. Model values need to range from
1 to 5 years with adwr of <=1 mm/annumdur :
duration of modeling run given in time of years. Maximum is 5
and minimum is a fraction of a year (best expressed as units of 12ths
or as equivalent decimals, multiples of .08333, such as.24999 = 3/12,
so as to signal monthly actions. (max higher w/0 kdp and higher vel)
tmng= timing
or period of recharge tmng=0 == no storm surge effect
tmng=1 == every month / 12 times annually
tmng=2 == quarter annually
tmng=3 == semi-annually
tmng=4 == annual
tmng=5 =first month test
tmng=99## == chosen month ##==01:12
Examples: JAN==9901, DEC==9912
kdp=0.0-0.50; % kdp=beginning karst porosity 0.000 t0 .500;
Set at 0/ No enhanced porosity , otherwise % scale from 0.01 to 0.50
force=0/1; force = nominal assignment force=0 for no action
force=1 for hydraulic shearing force alone
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%
(Future model)force=2 == hydraulic shear + corrasion
% vel= velocity / speed of water flow (scale from 0.03 to 2.99 m/s)
% ----------------------------------------------------%
MODEL VARIABLES
%
% --------DECLARE GLOBAL VARIABLES ------------------------------------global MMy MMx MMz SAyL SAyH SAxL SAxH SAzL SAzH SCL; % matrix dimensions
% of MM modeling area matrix and study area within model field
SCL= 0.25; % This is the dimension of one side of cubic cell=cell height mm
MMy=100;MMx=84;MMz=84; % define modeling area matrices
SAyL=3; SAyH=98;SAxL=23; SAxH=62;SAzL=23; SAzH=62; % define study area
%
---------- SET MM MATRIX SIZE (3D MODELING FIELD)---------MM=zeros(MMy,MMx,MMz); %mc==1 returns study base matrix of rock 30:100
MM(3:MMy,1:MMx,1:MMz)=0.015625; %mm^3 volume of cell = .25x.25.25 mm
%
---------------TIMINGS Definitions and Assignments ------------% Monthly calls for timings of various regimes from input code
TmgTst=5;ANNL=4;SMANNL=3;QRTL=2;MNTHL=1;JAN=9901;FEB=9902;MAR=9903;APR=9904;
MAY=9905;JUN=9906;JUL=9907;AUG=9908;SEP=9909;OCT=9910;NOV=9911;DEC=9912;
LngthY=12; % Length of 1 year in months
% Numeric assignment of the months of the year:
Jan=1;Feb=2;Mar=3;Apr=4;May=5;Jun=6;Jul=7;Aug=8;Sep=9;Oct=10;Nov=11;Dec=12;
%
------ Variable Definitions and Assignments -----% NN=MM;
% creation of NN / NN holds transitional values during
% dissolution.Restores to MM after all z-plane dissolves done
% frcdur=600;% placed in function Hydraulic_Action.m
%
% duration in sec. of hydraulic action max effect
zs=1;% zs== dissolutional actions occuring in each zplane before advancement
% zs= z-step of dissolution process which occurs in this function (not
% called). can be modified to control number of simulataneous dissolutions
% in a single z-plane processing of random dissolution. Base model has 1
% dissolution occuring in each z step model area before proceeding to next
% z matrix for dissolution-processing. If some actions are simultaneous the
% amount of isolate (carbonate fines less than 354 microns diameter) being
% produced will be reduced. Used to calibrate model to field measures of
% carbonate fine production.
discale=1; % dissolutional scale in comparison to cell size of .015625 g
%
% dissolutional scale of model run; in a 1:1 cell/su ratio,
% .015625 mm^3 (volume model cell)=1 su (one dissolution step);
% discale 2 ==> 0.015625/2=1su; 4 ==> 0.015625/4=1su; etc
% discale :(numeric value 1+) gives ration of 1 su to number of interal
% steps taken by the program to remove an equivalent amount of mass;
% 1:1 is standard but scale% can be reduced(with increase in processing
% time) to 1:2, 1:3, etc...
% tmngsig=0; % tmngsig=9999 = custom annual cycle & variable methods
%
(deleted from this model)
% kdp=0.0; % kdp=beginning karst porosity 0.000 t0 .500;
%
Set at 0/ No enhanced porosity , otherwise % scale from 0.01 to 0.50
ttlmon=dur*LngthY; % total months of model run (maximum of 60 mon==5 years)
expadwr=adwr*((SAxH-SAxL+1)/(1/SCL))*((SAzH-SAzL+1)/(1/SCL)); %expected
% discnt annual dissolutional wall retreat(mm^3)
% in study field adwr (depth * area of 10mm*1omm)=
% volume removed or 40x40x4 cells=6400 cells in study
% area removed each year
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su= (SCL*SCL*SCL)/discale; % SolutionalUnit(mm^3) solutional unit volume
% removed per dissolutional action (mm^3). It is based on
% the .25^3 model cell size.
discnt=0;
% DissolutionCount tracks how many times dissolutional action
% occurs in study area / volume lost to dissolution during annual
run
% 1 su = 0.015625 mm^3 in study area lost = 1 discnt
% actrat= discnt*su; Computed to report actual volume loss solutionally
yrrat= round(expadwr/su); %volume to be removed per year solutionally
%
by su unit in study area
monrat=round(yrrat/LngthY); % volume (su) removed per month solutionally in
s.a.
hamss=0; % mass removed by hydraulic action (shear and/or corrasion)
hadepth=0; %default value for depth of penetration due to removal of hamss
hamssadd=0; % default value when no hydrualic action occurs/ adjusts hamss
ttlisltmss=0; % mass removed as isolates removed/carbonate fine production
ttlisocnt=0; % keeps track of total model cells lost to isolation
%discnttemp=0; % Comparison value to signal when program effects exceed
% the Study Area - associated with rep
%Empty value for first run than self-sustaining
%rep=0;
%
counts times discnt value is repeated through steps
% (1200 max) and then program terminates and reports, due to
% effects being outside of study area
zscnstnt= zs; % provides a reset value for zs each processing step
RMS=zeros(1,dur*LngthY); % used to hold RMSD roughness per month
month=0; % month==0 used to set intial value of monthly Recharge events
PP=zeros(1,100,(dur*LngthY)); %Stores monthly porosity percentage matrix
% ---------------------------------------% -----------------------------------------------------------%
MODELING FIELD
display (['
']);
display('
****** Limestone Weathering Model ****** ');
display (['Annual Dissolutional Widening Rate== ',int2str(adwr),'mm']);
display (['Duration (max of 5 years)== ',int2str(dur)]);
display (['Force code: 0==none, 1=Hydraulic Shearing, 2=Corrasion; Force==
',int2str(force)]);
display (['Timing code: 4=1/y,3=2/y,2=4/y,1=12/y, 99## calls month; Timing==
',int2str(tmng)]);
display (['Scale of 1 SU mass to # computer dissolution steps: discale==
',int2str(discale)]);

% ----------- Alternate Karst Matrix for porosity ----------------------if kdp>0.0
% Activates creation/use of a porous karst matrix
[MM]=Porous_Matrix (kdp,MM);
%function[MM]=Porous_Matrix (kdp,MM)
[MM]=Activate_Voids (MM);
%function[MM]=Activate_Voids (MM)
%ID opened void spaces in KAF and re-ID as water, 1 ==> 0
perkdp=kdp*100;
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display(['alternative matrix with porosity == %',int2str(perkdp)]);
end
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------% ------- To signal hydraulic action / storm surge events first year ---sssig1=0;sssig2=0;sssig3=0;sssig4=0;sssig5=0;sssig6=0;
sssig7=0;sssig8=0;sssig9=0;sssig10=0;sssig11=0;sssig12=0;
% ----- initial dissolution avenues ---% -----------------------------------------------------------------------%
PROGRAM CYCLE BEGINS
TT= dur*LngthY;

% years duration * 12 months per year

while TT>=1;
% 12 cycles per year for total computational cycle
% --------------------MONTHLY CYCLE OF DISSOLUTION BEGINS ---------T=1; % monthly cycle begins-count based on dissolution
while T<= monrat
%-----------------------------------------------------------------%
RANDOM DISSOLUTION ROUTINE (begin)
%
ZT=3;
% Z-PLANE ISOLATION INSERT (ignore2-deep boundries)
while ZT<=MMz-2
zs=zscnstnt;
% resets zs to set value at function input
while zs >= 1 % GIVES zs authority to repeat dissolution step a given
% number of times BEFORE 1) moving to next z-plane in
% matrix and 2) getting isolates ID's and matrix set.
M=MM(1:MMy,1:MMx,ZT);

%Translate 3D MM to 2D m matrix
% Note: Modeled on 2D plane progression in
% z-plane

% -ID surfaces for Random dissolution based on surface area[SOLSURF,ssc,S]= IDSurfaces(M);
% gives solutionally available area, and S matrix
% with surface cells IDs ==4
%

---------------------------discntsig=0;

% To reset signal to record dissolution
% 1 indicates that dissolution occurred
%-----------------------------------------------------

while discntsig==0
% Random number generation between 9999 and 0
x=round(rand*ssc);
if x==0
x=1;
end
if x< ssc
a=SOLSURF(x, 1); b=SOLSURF(x, 2);
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if M(a,b)> 0 && M(a,b)< 1;
rmdr= M(a,b)- su;
if rmdr>=0
M(a,b)=M(a,b)- su;
discntsig=1;
elseif rmdr<0
M(a,b)=0;
rmdr2=M(a+1,b)+ rmdr;
discntsig=1;
%discntsig2=0;
if rmdr2>=0
M(a+1,b)=M(a+1,b)+rmdr;
elseif rmdr2<0
M(a+1,b)=0;
M(a+2,b)= M(a+2,b)+ rmdr2;
% discntsig2=1;
end
end
end
end
end
%
% ID STUDY AREA 2 cm x cm central area
if discntsig==1 % with no set depth
if ZT>=SAzL
if ZT<=SAzH
if a>=SAyL
if a<=SAyH
if b>=SAxL
if b<=SAxH
% display (['dissolve in study area',int2str(ZT)]);
discnt=discnt+1; % counts # of su units expanded
T=T+1;% contribution towards completing T<=monrat
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
zs=zs-1;
end
% zs while/end statement
% ------------------------------------------------------------% Maintain Steady-State Boundary in M coming into and leaving S
M(3:MMy,1:2)=(SCL*SCL*SCL);M(3:MMy,MMx-1:MMx)=(SCL*SCL*SCL); % kk
boundaries
M(1:2,1:MMx)=0;M(MMy-1:MMy,1:MMx)=(SCL*SCL*SCL);% jj boundaries
MM(1:MMy,1:MMx,ZT)=M;
ZT=ZT+1;
end

%Convert worked 2D-matrix back to 3D-matrix

if kdp>0.0
[MM]=Activate_Voids (MM);

% cleans MM() after all z-inserts
%function[MM]=Activate_Voids (MM)
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end
%ID opened void spaces in KAF and re-ID as water, 1 ==> 0
% --------------ID and REMOVE ISOLATES --------------------------%MM(:,:,(MMz/2)% check phase
%display (['aboveis MM(:,:,(MMz/2))priortoID_Isolates for T=',int2str(T)]);
[MM, Isltrmvd, isocnt]=ID_Isolates(MM); %call ID_Isolates
ttlisltmss= ttlisltmss + Isltrmvd; % update isolate mass volume removed
ttlisocnt=ttlisocnt+isocnt; % keep track of model timing based on ARWR
end
%
%---------------MONTHLY HYDRAULIC ACTION---------------------------------if monrat<discnt;
month=ttlmon-(TT)+1; % maintains month =0 for first month
end
mon=month;
while mon>LngthY
mon=mon-LngthY; % translates total months to yearly 12-month cycle
if mon == 1
% resets signals for each individual year
sssig1=0;sssig2=0;sssig3=0;sssig4=0;sssig5=0;sssig6=0;
sssig7=0;sssig8=0;sssig9=0;sssig10=0;sssig11=0;sssig12=0;
end
end
% BEGIN MONTHLY CALLS ---------------------------------------------------% --- Start 12 monthly calls in annual cycle for hydraulic action, RMS)--if mon==Jan % 1/12 sol. widening rate (su), MONTH 1
% ----------------Determine Roughness ---------------[ RMS ] = RoughRMS( RMS,month,MM ); %RMSD (Difference) each month
% ----------------storm surge function---------------if sssig1==0
if tmng==MNTHL || tmng==TmgTst || tmng==JAN
% timing//0==no surge effect,1 == every month / 12 times annually,
%
2 == quarter annually, 3 == semi-annually, 4 == annual,
%
5 ==first month only test,99## == chosen month ##==01:12
% ----- Call function HydraulicAction to do storm surge ---------[hamssadd,hadepth, MM]= HydraulicAction(MM,vel,force);
hamss=hamss+hamssadd;
end
% ---------------------------------------------sssig1=1;
end
% ----------------Determine Porosity ---------------[ PORPCT ] = Monthly_Porosity_Percentage( MM ); % Porosity by y (1,100)
end
if mon==Feb % 1/12 sol. widening rate (su), MONTH 2
% ----------------Determine Roughness ---------------[ RMS ] = RoughRMS( RMS,month,MM ); %RMSD (Difference) each month
% ----------------storm surge function---------------if sssig2==0
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if tmng==MNTHL
|| tmng==FEB
% timing//0==no surge effect,1 == every month / 12 times annually,
%
2 == quarter annually, 3 == semi-annually, 4 == annual,
%
5 ==first month only test,99## == chosen month ##==01:12
% ----- Call function HydraulicAction to do storm surge ---------[hamssadd,hadepth, MM]= HydraulicAction(MM,vel,force);
hamss=hamss+hamssadd;
end
%

---------------------------------------------sssig2=1;
end
% ----------------Determine Porosity ---------------[ PORPCT ] = Monthly_Porosity_Percentage( MM ); % Porosity by y (1,100)
end
if mon==Mar % 1/12 sol. widening rate (su), MONTH 3
% ----------------Determine Roughness ---------------[ RMS ] = RoughRMS( RMS,month,MM ); %RMSD (Difference) each month
% ----------------storm surge function---------------if sssig3==0
if tmng==MNTHL || tmng==QRTL || tmng==MAR
% timing//0==no surge effect,1 == every month / 12 times
annually,
%
2 == quarter annually, 3 == semi-annually, 4 == annual,
%
5 ==first month only test,99## == chosen month ##==01:12
% ----- Call function HydraulicAction to do storm surge ---------[hamssadd,hadepth, MM]= HydraulicAction(MM,vel,force);
hamss=hamss+hamssadd;
end
%

---------------------------------------------sssig3=1;
end
% ----------------Determine Porosity ---------------[ PORPCT ] = Monthly_Porosity_Percentage( MM ); % Porosity by y (1,100)
end
if mon==Apr % 1/12 sol. widening rate (su), MONTH 4
% ----------------Determine Roughness ---------------[ RMS ] = RoughRMS( RMS,month,MM ); %RMSD (Difference) each month
% ----------------storm surge function---------------if sssig4==0
if tmng==MNTHL || tmng==APR
% timing//0==no surge effect,1 == every month / 12 times annually,
%
2 == quarter annually, 3 == semi-annually, 4 == annual,
%
5 ==first month only test,99## == chosen month ##==01:12
% ----- Call function HydraulicAction to do storm surge ---------[hamssadd,hadepth, MM]= HydraulicAction(MM,vel,force);
hamss=hamss+hamssadd;
end
%

---------------------------------------------sssig4=1;
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end
% ----------------Determine Porosity ---------------[ PORPCT ] = Monthly_Porosity_Percentage( MM ); % Porosity by y (1,100)
end
if mon==May % 1/12 sol. widening rate (su), MONTH 5
% ----------------Determine Roughness ---------------[ RMS ] = RoughRMS( RMS,month,MM ); %RMSD (Difference) each month
% ----------------storm surge function---------------if sssig5==0
if tmng==MNTHL || tmng==MAY
% timing//0==no surge effect,1 == every month / 12 times annually,
%
2 == quarter annually, 3 == semi-annually, 4 == annual,
%
5 ==first month only test,99## == chosen month ##==01:12
% ----- Call function HydraulicAction to do storm surge ---------[hamssadd,hadepth, MM]= HydraulicAction(MM,vel,force);
hamss=hamss+hamssadd;
end
%

---------------------------------------------sssig5=1;
end
% ----------------Determine Porosity ---------------[ PORPCT ] = Monthly_Porosity_Percentage( MM ); % Porosity by y (1,100)
end
if mon==Jun % 1/12 sol. widening rate (su), MONTH 6
% ----------------Determine Roughness ---------------[ RMS ] = RoughRMS( RMS,month,MM ); %RMSD (Difference) each month
% ----------------storm surge function---------------if sssig6==0
if tmng==MNTHL || tmng==QRTL || tmng==SMANNL|| tmng==JUN
% timing//0==no surge effect,1 == every month / 12 times annually,
%
2 == quarter annually, 3 == semi-annually, 4 == annual,
%
5 ==first month only test,99## == chosen month ##==01:12
% ----- Call function HydraulicAction to do storm surge ---------[hamssadd,hadepth, MM]= HydraulicAction(MM,vel,force);
hamss=hamss+hamssadd;
end
%

---------------------------------------------sssig6=1;
end
% ----------------Determine Porosity ---------------[ PORPCT ] = Monthly_Porosity_Percentage( MM ); % Porosity by y (1,100)
end
if mon==Jul % 1/12 sol. widening rate (su), MONTH 7
% ----------------Determine Roughness ---------------[ RMS ] = RoughRMS( RMS,month,MM ); %RMSD (Difference) each month
% ----------------storm surge function---------------if sssig7==0
if tmng==MNTHL || tmng==JUL
% timing//0==no surge effect,1 == every month / 12 times annually,
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%
2 == quarter annually, 3 == semi-annually, 4 == annual,
%
5 ==first month only test,99## == chosen month ##==01:12
% ----- Call function HydraulicAction to do storm surge ---------[hamssadd,hadepth, MM]= HydraulicAction(MM,vel,force);
hamss=hamss+hamssadd;
end
%

---------------------------------------------sssig7=1;
end
% ----------------Determine Porosity ---------------[ PORPCT ] = Monthly_Porosity_Percentage( MM ); % Porosity by y (1,100)
end
if mon==Aug % 1/12 sol. widening rate (su), MONTH 8
% ----------------Determine Roughness ---------------[ RMS ] = RoughRMS( RMS,month,MM ); %RMSD (Difference) each month
% ----------------storm surge function---------------if sssig8==0
if tmng==MNTHL || tmng==AUG
% timing//0==no surge effect,1 == every month / 12 times annually,
%
2 == quarter annually, 3 == semi-annually, 4 == annual,
%
5 ==first month only test,99## == chosen month ##==01:12
% ----- Call function HydraulicAction to do storm surge ---------[hamssadd,hadepth, MM]= HydraulicAction(MM,vel,force);
hamss=hamss+hamssadd;
end
% ---------------------------------------------sssig8=1;
end
% ----------------Determine Porosity ---------------[ PORPCT ] = Monthly_Porosity_Percentage( MM ); % Porosity by y (1,100)
end
if mon==Sep % 1/12 sol. widening rate (su), MONTH 9
% ----------------Determine Roughness ---------------[ RMS ] = RoughRMS( RMS,month,MM ); %RMSD (Difference) each month
% ----------------storm surge function---------------if sssig9==0
if tmng==MNTHL || tmng==QRTL || tmng==SEP
% timing//0==no surge effect,1 == every month / 12 times annually,
%
2 == quarter annually, 3 == semi-annually, 4 == annual,
%
5 ==first month only test,99## == chosen month ##==01:12
% ----- Call function HydraulicAction to do storm surge ---------[hamssadd,hadepth, MM]= HydraulicAction(MM,vel,force);
hamss=hamss+hamssadd;
end
%

---------------------------------------------sssig9=1;
end
% ----------------Determine Porosity ---------------[ PORPCT ] = Monthly_Porosity_Percentage( MM ); % Porosity by y (1,100)
end
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if mon==Oct % 1/12 sol. widening rate (su), MONTH 10
% ----------------Determine Roughness ---------------[ RMS ] = RoughRMS( RMS,month,MM ); %RMSD (Difference) each month
% ----------------storm surge function---------------if sssig10==0
if tmng==MNTHL || tmng==OCT
% timing//0==no surge effect,1 == every month / 12 times annually,
%
2 == quarter annually, 3 == semi-annually, 4 == annual,
%
5 ==first month only test,99## == chosen month ##==01:12
% ----- Call function HydraulicAction to do storm surge ---------[hamssadd,hadepth, MM]= HydraulicAction(MM,vel,force);
hamss=hamss+hamssadd;
end
%

---------------------------------------------sssig10=1;
end
% ----------------Determine Porosity ---------------[ PORPCT ] = Monthly_Porosity_Percentage( MM ); % Porosity by y (1,100)
end
if mon==Nov % 1/12 sol. widening rate (su), MONTH 11
% ----------------Determine Roughness ---------------[ RMS ] = RoughRMS( RMS,month,MM ); %RMSD (Difference) each month
% ----------------storm surge function---------------if sssig11==0
if tmng==MNTHL || tmng==NOV
% timing//0==no surge effect,1 == every month / 12 times annually,
%
2 == quarter annually, 3 == semi-annually, 4 == annual,
%
5 ==first month only test,99## == chosen month ##==01:12
% ----- Call function HydraulicAction to do storm surge ---------[hamssadd,hadepth, MM]= HydraulicAction(MM,vel,force);
hamss=hamss+hamssadd;
end
%

---------------------------------------------sssig11=1;
end
% ----------------Determine Porosity ---------------[ PORPCT ] = Monthly_Porosity_Percentage( MM ); % Porosity by y (1,100)
end
if mon==Dec % 1/12 sol. widening rate (su), MONTH 12
% ----------------Determine Roughness ---------------[ RMS ] = RoughRMS( RMS,month,MM ); %RMSD (Difference) each month
% ----------------storm surge function---------------if sssig12==0
if tmng==MNTHL||tmng==QRTL ||tmng==SMANNL||tmng==ANNL||tmng==DEC
% timing//0==no surge effect,1 == every month / 12 times annually,
%
2 == quarter annually, 3 == semi-annually, 4 == annual,
%
5 ==first month only test,99## == chosen month ##==01:12
% ----- Call function HydraulicAction to do storm surge ----------
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[hamssadd,hadepth, MM]= HydraulicAction(MM,vel,force);
hamss=hamss+hamssadd;
end
---------------------------------------------end

%

end
% ------------end of hydraulic action calls from @ line 405 -------% ----------------Determine Porosity ---------------[ PORPCT ] = Monthly_Porosity_Percentage( MM ); % Porosity by y (1,100)
% ----clean up opened voids if opened during hydraulic action ----if kdp>0.0
% cleans MM() after all z-inserts
[MM]=Activate_Voids (MM);
%function[MM]=Activate_Voids (MM)
end
%ID opened void spaces in KAF and re-ID as water, 1 ==> 0
% ---------------------------------------------------------------% Store monthly porosity percentages
PP(1,1:MMy,TT)=PORPCT;
TT=TT-1; %indicates one month gone in trial duration
end
%----------------------REPORTING---------------------------------%display (['ttl discnt',int2str(discnt)]);
actrat=discnt*su;
isdepth=ttlisltmss/(SCL*SCL*(SAxH-SAxL+1)*(SAzH-SAzL+1));
% TempM=MM(2:MMyH,41,3:MMzH);pcolor (TempM);
end % end of function statement
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUBFUNCTION 1: POROUS_MATRIX
function[MM]=Porous_Matrix (kdp,MM)
% call with [MM]=Porous_Matrix (kdp,MM);
%function[MM]=Porous_Matrix (kdp,MM) uses kdp to change the
% simulated porosity of a matrix from .001 to 0.30
global MMy MMx MMz ; % matrix dimensions for
% MM modeling area matrix and study area within model field
% Karstification of matrix [aging]
ncd=kdp*(MMy-4)*(MMx-4)*(MMz-4);
% kdp*total cells - boundaries
while ncd>=1
rdmnmbsig2=0;
while rdmnmbsig2==0
% x=round(rand*ssc);
a=rand*MMy;xx=round(a);
b=rand*MMx;yy=round(b);
c=rand*MMy;zz=round(c);
if xx>2
if yy>2
if zz>2
if xx< MMy-1
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if yy< MMx-1
if zz< MMz-1
x=xx;y=yy;z=zz;
%Total random pick for porosity removal
rdmnmbsig2=1;
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
if MM(x,y,z)> 0.0 && MM(x,y,z)< 1 % If valid mass then remove
MM(x,y,z)=1;
ncd=ncd-1;
% reduce number of voids needed (ncd-value)
end
end
% MM(:,:,(MMz/2))% display test matrix
end

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SUBFUNCTION 2: MONTHLY_POROSITY_PERCENTAGE
function [ PORPCT ] = Monthly_Porosity_Percentage( MM )
%function [ PORPCT ] = Monthly_Porosity_Percentage( MM )
%
Determines the porosity of each level y=2 is limit, y=3 is first level
% Returns a (1,100) matrix (used with Limestone_weathering.m
% call with [ PORPCT ] = Monthly_Porosity_Percentage( MM )
% call with [ PORPCT ] = Monthly_Porosity_Percentage( MM )
global MMy SAxL SAxH SAzL SAzH SCL; % matrix dimensions for
% MM modeling area matrix and study area within model field
% ----- Determine porosity of matrix at each level of y of MM(y,x,z)---PORPCT=zeros(1,MMy);
POR=zeros(1,MMy);
a=1;
while a<=MMy
b=SAxL;
while b<=SAxH
z=SAzL;
while z<=SAzH
if MM(a,b,z)==1
POR(1,a)=POR(1,a)+0;
elseif MM(a,b,z)==0
POR(1,a)=POR(1,a)+0;
else
POR(1,a)=POR(1,a)+MM(a,b,z);
end
z=z+1;
end
b=b+1;
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end
a=a+1;
end
a=1;
while a<=MMy
PORPCT(1,a)= 1-(POR(1,a)/((SCL*SCL*SCL)*(SAxH-SAxL+1)*(SAzH-SAzL+1)));
a=a+1;
end
end
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUBFUNCTION 3: ACTIVATE_VOIDS
function [ MM ] = Activate_Voids( MM )
% call Activate_Voids(MM) when using porous matrix
% if kdp> 0.0 then call:
%
[MM]=Activate_Voids (MM);
% function[MM]=Activate_Voids (MM), ID's opened void spaces
% in KAF, (coded as 1)and re-ID'd as recahrgeble water (0);
% turns stagnant water to solutionally-aggressive water, 1 ==> 0
global MMy MMx MMz ;
yuk=5;
%counter to stop after all directions
%
have been checked for water connections
while yuk>=1
chngsig=1;
while chngsig==1
chngsig=0;
ooo=3;
while ooo<=MMz-2 %call MM study matrice w/o boundaries
mmm=3;
while mmm<=MMy-2
nnn=3;
while nnn<=MMx-2
if MM(mmm,nnn,ooo)==1
% 1 ID's a void space
if MM(mmm+1,nnn,ooo)==0
MM(mmm,nnn,ooo)=0; % If H2O connection 1==> 0
chngsig=1;
elseif MM(mmm-1,nnn,ooo)==0
MM(mmm,nnn,ooo)=0;
chngsig=1;
elseif MM(mmm,nnn+1,ooo)==0
MM(mmm,nnn,ooo)=0;
chngsig=1;
elseif MM(mmm,nnn-1,ooo)==0
MM(mmm,nnn,ooo)=0;
chngsig=1;
elseif MM(mmm,nnn,ooo+1)==0
MM(mmm,nnn,ooo)=0;
chngsig=1;
elseif MM(mmm,nnn,ooo-1)==0
MM(mmm,nnn,ooo)=0;
chngsig=1;
end
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end
nnn=nnn+1;
end
mmm=mmm+1;
end
ooo=ooo+1;
end
end
yuk=yuk-1;
end
end % END FUNCTION

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SUBFUNCTION 4: ROUGH_RMS
function [ RMS ] = RoughRMS( RMS,month,MM )
% function [ RMS ] = RoughRMS( RMS,mon,MM )
%RoughRMS performs an RMS analysis of MM surfaces in central study area
% to determine roughness of surfaces overtime (per month)
%
call with : [ RMS ] = RoughRMS( RMS,mon,MM )
% NNN=zeros(100,84,84);
NNN=MM;
global MMy MMx MMz SAxL SAxH SAzL SAzH SCL; % matrix dimensions for
RKV=SCL*SCL*SCL; %RockVolume in matrix cell
MXHGT=(MMy-2)*SCL; % maximum height of an x-z column in y-plane
RKHGT1=zeros(MMy,MMx);
w=1;
while w<=MMz
v=MMx;
while v>=1;
%x dimensions
u=1;
while u<=MMy ; %count down in y columns for max x in each z
if NNN(u,v,w)==0
else
RKHGT1(w,v)= u ;
u=MMy;
end
u=u+1;
end
v=v-1;
end
w=w+1;
end
%

---------------- convert to millimeters --------------minhgt= min(min(RKHGT1));
RKHGT1= RKHGT1-(minhgt+1); % sets scale to max deviation
w=1;
while w<=MMz
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v=MMx;
while v>=1;
%x dimensions
u=1;
while u<=MMy ; %count down in y columns for max x in each z
if NNN(u,v,w)==0 % if ID==0, it is water and ignored
elseif NNN(u,v,w)<=1 % ignore 1==void
if NNN(u,v,w)==RKV
% .015625 is the standard volume of uncorroded
% cell and is recorded in study matrix- once a
% cell is identified as rock the count stops
RKHGT1(w,v)= u; % sets at max y for each x,z
RKHGT1 (w,v)= MXHGT-(RKHGT1(w,v)*SCL);
%convert volume .015625 to depth .25
%24.5 mm is max height modeling field/study area
u=100;
elseif NNN(w,v)>RKV
if NNN(w,v)==1
% 1==ID of void is ignored
else
prtlhgt= (NNN(w,v)/SCL)/SCL;
%partial height due to partial dissolution
RKHGT1(w,v)= u+1 ; % move down to next whole cell
RKHGT1 (w,v)= MXHGT-((RKHGT1(w,v)*SCL)+ prtlhgt);
u=100;
end
end
end
u=u+1;
end
v=v-1;
end
w=w+1;
end
RKHGT1S=RKHGT1(SAxL:SAxH,SAzL:SAzH);
hgtsum=sum(sum(RKHGT1S));
meanhgt=hgtsum/((SAxH-SAxL+1)*(SAzH-SAzL+1));
DFFRMMN=RKHGT1S;
%RMSD in study area
a=1;
while a<=(SAxH-SAxL+1)
b=1;
while b<=(SAzH-SAzL+1)
DFFRMMN(a,b)=(RKHGT1S(a,b)- meanhgt)^2;
b=b+1;
end
a=a+1;
end
% root mean square of deviation rms
RMS(1,month)=sqrt(sum(sum(DFFRMMN))/((SAxH-SAxL+1)*(SAzH-SAzL+1)));
RMS(1,month);
End % END FUNCTION

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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SUBFUNCTION 5: ID_SURFACES
function[SOLSURF,ssc,S]= IDSurfaces(M)
%IDSurfaces in 2D matric:callwith [SOLSURF,ssc,S]= IDSurfaces(M)
% function[SOLSURF,ssc,S]= IDSurfaces(M)in limestoneweathering.m
% used with z-field excerpts from MM(100,84,84)
%
SOLSURf gives location of surfaces available for solution
%
ssc gives number of surfaces ID's
%
S gives modified M-matrix with surface cells ID ==4
global MMy MMx MMz ; % matrix dimensions for
% MM modeling area matrix and study area within model field
S=zeros(MMy,MMx,MMz);
S=M;
%Set up S matrix
SRFID=4; % SRFID==4, this identifies surface cells of matrix in contact
%
with water and follows right angle path along x-axis
SOLSURF=zeros(MMx*MMy,2); % Surfaces available for dissolution
ssc=1;
%value for SOLSURF()
kk=2;
while kk<=MMx-1
% ID all surfaces S()==9 in contact with H20
jj=2;
% excluding boundaries
while jj<=MMy-1
if S(jj,kk)> 0 && S(jj,kk)<= 1
if S(jj+1,kk)==0
S(jj,kk)=SRFID;
SOLSURF(ssc,1)=jj;SOLSURF(ssc,2)=kk;
ssc=ssc+1;
end
if S(jj-1,kk)==0
S(jj,kk)=SRFID;
SOLSURF(ssc,1)=jj;SOLSURF(ssc,2)=kk;
ssc=ssc+1;
end
if S(jj,kk+1)==0
S(jj,kk)=SRFID;
SOLSURF(ssc,1)=jj;SOLSURF(ssc,2)=kk;
ssc=ssc+1;
end
if S(jj,kk-1)==0
S(jj,kk)=SRFID;
SOLSURF(ssc,1)=jj;SOLSURF(ssc,2)=kk;
ssc=ssc+1;
end
if S(jj+1,kk+1)==0
%Diagonals do not open voids or offer
S(jj,kk)=SRFID;
% surface area for dissolution
end
% so not in SOLSURF
if S(jj-1,kk+1)==0
S(jj,kk)=SRFID;
end
if S(jj+1,kk-1)==0
S(jj,kk)=SRFID;
end
if S(jj-1,kk-1)==0
S(jj,kk)=SRFID;
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end
end
jj=jj+1;
end
kk=kk+1;
end
end %END OF FUNCTION

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SUBFUNCTION 6: ID_ISOLATES
function[MM, Isltrmvd, isocnt]=ID_Isolates(MM)
% function[MM,Isltrmvd, isocnt]=ID_Isolates(MM) works to ID ISOLATES
%
after dissolution cycle is finished
% Input MM matrix from limestone_surfaces.m//returns processed MM
%
and returns Isltrmvd (mass of total isolates removed)
% ------------------------------------------------------------% ROUTINE TO TEST PROGRAM AS NONFUNCTION
% display (['Run IDISOLATES']);
%
MM=zeros(100,84,84); %mc==1 returns study base matrix of rock 30:100
%
MM(6:100,1:84,1:84)=0.015625;
%mm^3 volume of cell = .25x.25.25 mm
%
MM(3:4,42,82)=.02; MM(4,45,:)=.02;
%
ZT=82; % Test ZT so comment-out set ZT of 3
% -- Set up Matrix S to ID Surface and Non-Surface Isolates -% Z-PLANE ISOLATION INSERT
NN=MM;
% creation of NN / NN holds transitional values during
%
% dissolution.Restores to MM after all z-plane dissolves done
stcount=22; %start count/ during surface ID the cells along surface are
% consecutively numbered to assure surface is mapped cell-by-cell correctly.
SRFID=4;% SRFID==4 , Cells with surfaces in contact with water are given a
%
nominal value of 4 by the subfunction ID-Surfaces
ISLTID=10; % ISLTID==10,Isolate Identifier, used to identify an isolate at
% each stage of the identification process until verified in alldirections
% and removed from modeling field or found to be still connected and coded
% back to original volume of rock it contained before analysis.
VDID=1; %identifies voids created by alternative karst matrix (kdp)
yminus=1;xplus=2;yplus=3;xminus=4;xyLst=5; % directions or lack thereof
global MMy MMx MMz SAyL SAyH SAxL SAxH SAzL SAzH SCL;
RKV=SCL*SCL*SCL; % Volume of completely filled cell
ZT=3;
Isltrmvd=0;
isocnt=0;
while ZT<=MMz-2
S=NN(:,:,ZT);M=S;
% ID kk-boundary points of S() in contact with H20 ==4
[SOLSURF,ssc,S]= IDSurfaces(M);
% ID All Surface Values of Non-Isolates s()==4
% Provides a S-matrix with surfaces ID'd while preserving values of
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% the original M-matrix , or MM z-matrix, for this processing step
% ------ Only S-Matrix Manipulations below to next break @ Line 247 ----% RKHGTSRF / SRFHGTcreated for each incoming matrix
RKHGTSRF=zeros(1,MMx);SRFHGT=zeros(1,MMx);
v=MMx;
while v>=1;
%x dimensions
u=MMy;
while u>=1 ; %count y columns for each x in each z
if S(u,v)>0;
RKHGTSRF(1,v)= RKHGTSRF(1,v)+1;
elseif S(u,v)==0 ;
u=1;
end
u=u-1;
end
SRFHGT(1,v)= (MMy+1)-RKHGTSRF(1,v); % gives y-term for each x
v=v-1;
end
% ---------------- SURFACE TRACKING AND ISOLATE ID ----------% CODING NOTES: This program first identifies all cells in contact with
% water (surface contact cell==4). Then it begins a trail (stcount=22)
% from x=1 to MMx with each cell numbered as it is identified as part of
% continuous surface (surfcnt=stcount+n). Then cells still encoded as 4
% then are examined for isolation from rock mass,if so, coded 10==ISLTID.
% Then all ISLTID are examined for isolation from z+1
% and z-1 directions. If not isolate value returns to original rock mass
% (MM(MMy,MMx,MMz)==.001565 mm^3),if still isolate (MM(MMy,MMx,MMz)==ISLTID
% then removes / counts isolate)
% ID Start point on M(jj,1)
kk=3; srfcnt=stcount+2;
dir=yminus; % default direction xy-plane map: 1=y-1 2=x+1 3=y+1 4=x-1
circ=0; % tracks normal progression=0-4 / need to reverse trail to
jj=SRFHGT(1,2);
%S(jj,kk)=24;
S(jj,2)=stcount+1;S(jj,1)=stcount;
% Begin ID Surface (bids)
bids=0;% bids-boundary identifications
% prevents surface ID mapping from backing out of field
while bids==0
%while circ<=4
if circ<4
if jj<2
bids=1; % bids assigned a non-zero value to exit this while loop
dir=xyLst; % value too high for directional loop and cuases exit
end
if kk>MMx-2
bids=1; % bids assigned a non-zero value to exit this while loop
dir=xyLst; % value too high for directional loop and cuases exit
end
if jj>MMy-2
bids=1; % bids assigned a non-zero value to exit this while loop
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dir=xyLst; % value too high for directional loop and cuases exit
end
if kk<2
bids=1; % bids assigned a non-zero value to exit this while loop
dir=xyLst; % value too high for directional loop and cuases exit
end
if dir==yminus
if S(jj-1,kk)==SRFID% in contact with H2O has given ID value of 4
srfcnt=srfcnt+1;
% Srfcnt ID== if continuous surface ID 21+
S(jj-1,kk)=srfcnt;
% 1 jj-1 out to surface, 2 kk+1 across
jj=jj-1;kk=kk;
% 3 jj+1 in from surface,4 kk-1 backwards
circ=0;
%
dir=yminus;
% completed move, so start again
(die==1>2>3>4>1...)
else
% 1 to 2 to 3 to 4 best rotation
circ=circ+1;
dir=xplus;
% goes to next direction (1>2>3>4>1...)
end
elseif dir==xplus
if S(jj,kk+1)==SRFID
srfcnt=srfcnt+1;
S(jj,kk+1)=srfcnt;
jj=jj;kk=kk+1;
circ=0;
dir=yminus;
% completed move, so start again
(die==1>2>3>4>1...)
else
circ=circ+1;
dir=yplus;
% goes to next direction (1>2>3>4>1...)
end
elseif dir==yplus
if S(jj+1,kk)==SRFID
srfcnt=srfcnt+1;
S(jj+1,kk)=srfcnt;
jj=jj+1;kk=kk;
circ=0;
dir=yminus;
% completed move, so start again
(die==1>2>3>4>1...)
else
circ=circ+1;
dir=xminus;
% goes to next direction (1>2>3>4>1...)
end
elseif dir==xminus
if S(jj,kk-1)==SRFID
srfcnt=srfcnt+1;
S(jj,kk-1)=srfcnt;
jj=jj;kk=kk-1;
circ=0;
dir=yminus;
% completed move, so start again
(die==1>2>3>4>1...)
else
circ=circ+1;
dir=yminus;
% goes to next direction (1>2>3>4>1...)
end
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%
%

end
%end
elseif circ==4
%backtracking decisions on surface ID trail
display (['p1']);
srfcnt
if jj<2
bids=1; % if surface ID cell-by-cell map is near boundary then
% the boundary / trail relationship has to be defined
% and its action limited in one direction
end
if kk>MMx-2
bids=1; % bids/boundary ID restricts surface mapping direction
end
pdir1=S(jj-1,kk); % provides values for backtracking decision
pdir2=S(jj,kk+1); % pdir1=y-1 pdir2=x+1 pdir3=y+1 pdir4=x-1
pdir3=S(jj+1,kk);
pdir4=S(jj,kk-1);
if pdir1
pdir1
end
if pdir2
pdir2
end
if pdir3
pdir3
end
if pdir4
pdir4
end

<= 1
= (MMx*MMy+MMz); % eliminates cell not ID as surface values
<= 1
= (MMx*MMy+MMz); % eliminates cell not ID as surface values
<= 1
= (MMx*MMy+MMz);% eliminates cells not ID as surface values

<= 1
= (MMx*MMy+MMz);% eliminates cells not ID as surface values
% ^ ssc matrix is MMx*MMy/ this exceeds
% possible value of ssc choices / srfcount
PDR=zeros(1,4);
PDR(1,1)= pdir1;
PDR(1,2)= pdir2;
PDR(1,3)= pdir3;
PDR(1,4)= pdir4;
minPDR = min(PDR);
if minPDR == pdir1 %chooses minimum tracking value to follow
srfcnt=srfcnt+1;
S(jj-1,kk)=srfcnt;
jj=jj-1;kk=kk;
circ=0;
dir=yminus;
elseif minPDR == pdir2 %chooses minimum tracking value to follow
srfcnt=srfcnt+1;
S(jj,kk+1)=srfcnt;
jj=jj;kk=kk+1;
circ=0;
dir=yminus;
elseif minPDR == pdir3 %chooses minimum tracking value to follow
srfcnt=srfcnt+1;
S(jj+1,kk)=srfcnt;
jj=jj+1;kk=kk;
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circ=0;
dir=yminus;
elseif minPDR == pdir4 %chooses minimum tracking value to follow
srfcnt=srfcnt+1;
S(jj,kk-1)=srfcnt;
jj=jj;kk=kk-1;
circ=0;
dir=yminus;
end
end
end
%end % matches to circ==4
%---------- ID Isolates in Relation to Surface--------kk=3;
% First Isolate ID vector up from surface (MMy:1,x)
TEMPJJ=zeros(1,MMx-2);
while kk<=MMx-2
jj=MMy;
while jj>=1
if S(jj,kk)==VDID % coded as void used when kdp>0.0
elseif S(jj,kk)==SRFID
% if ID as non continuous surface
elseif S(jj,kk)>=stcount
% if ID as continuous surface
TEMPJJ(1,kk)=jj;
jj=0;
end
jj=jj-1;
end
kk=kk+1;
end
kk=3;
while kk<=MMx-2
jj=TEMPJJ(1,kk);
jj=jj-1;
while jj>=3
if S(jj,kk)==0 % ID as water
else
S(jj,kk)=ISLTID; %first isolate ID=ISLTID in z-plane
end
jj=jj-1;
end
kk=kk+1;
end
kk=3;
% Second Isolate ID vector down from S(1:MMy,x)
while kk<=MMx-2
jj=3;
while jj<=MMy-2
if S(jj,kk)==0
elseif S(jj,kk)==VDID % coded as void used with kdp>0.0
elseif S(jj,kk)>=stcount
jj=MMy;
else
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S(jj,kk)=ISLTID;
%ID of isolate in z-plane
end
jj=jj+1;
end
kk=kk+1;
end
% ---------- END of S-Matrix Only Manipulation from @ Line 33 ----------% -----check phase to assure ISLTID marked right
%From kk1 to MMy direction
oopsig=1;
while oopsig==1 % shows that mistaken ID of S()cell ID fixed
oopsig=0;
% oopsig=0 shows no more errors to fix
kk=3;
while kk<=MMx-2
jj=MMy-2;
while jj>=2
if S(jj,kk)>ISLTID
S(jj,kk)=M(jj,kk); % return surface tracking values to mass
elseif S(jj,kk)==ISLTID
if S(jj-1,kk)>0
if S(jj-1,kk)==VDID;
% for use with kdp matrix ID as void
elseif S(jj-1,kk)==ISLTID
else
S(jj,kk)=M(jj,kk);
oopsig=1;
end
if S(jj+1,kk)==VDID; % for use with kdp matrix
elseif S(jj+1,kk)==ISLTID
else
S(jj,kk)=M(jj,kk);
oopsig=1;
end
if S(jj,kk-1)==VDID; %% for use with kdp matrix
elseif S(jj,kk-1)==ISLTID
else
S(jj,kk)=M(jj,kk);
oopsig=1;
end
if S(jj,kk+1)==VDID; % for use with kdp matrix
elseif S(jj,kk+1)==ISLTID
else
S(jj,kk)=M(jj,kk);
oopsig=1;
end
end
elseif S(jj,kk)==SRFID
%returns surface ID values to mass values
S(jj,kk)=M(jj,kk);
elseif S(jj,kk)<1 && S(jj,kk)>0
% S(jj,kk)= M(jj,kk);
suppressed for
% expression of discale partial dissolution
end
jj=jj-1;
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end
kk=kk+1;
end
end
%From kk(MMy) to 1 direction
oopsig=1;
kk=MMx-2;
while oopsig==1
oopsig=0;
while kk>=3
jj=MMy-2;
while jj>=3
if S(jj,kk)>ISLTID
S(jj,kk)=M(jj,kk);
elseif S(jj,kk)==ISLTID
if S(jj-1,kk)>0
if S(jj-1,kk)==VDID; % for use with kdp matrix
elseif S(jj-1,kk)==ISLTID
else
S(jj,kk)=M(jj,kk);
oopsig=1;
end
if S(jj+1,kk)==VDID; % for use with kdp matrix
elseif S(jj+1,kk)==ISLTID
else
S(jj,kk)=M(jj,kk);
oopsig=1;
end
if S(jj,kk-1)==VDID; % for use with kdp matrix
elseif S(jj,kk-1)==ISLTID
else
S(jj,kk)=M(jj,kk);
oopsig=1;
end
if S(jj,kk+1)==VDID; % for use with kdp matrix
elseif S(jj,kk+1)==ISLTID
else
S(jj,kk)=M(jj,kk);
oopsig=1;
end
end
elseif S(jj,kk) ==SRFID
%clean up surface ID to mass value
S(jj,kk)=M(jj,kk);
elseif S(jj,kk)<1 && S(jj,kk)>0 % not water or void
end
jj=jj-1;
end
kk=kk-1;
end
end
S(MMy-1:MMy,1:MMx)=NN(MMy-1:MMy,1:MMx,ZT);
S(1:MMy,MMx-1:MMx)=NN(1:MMy,MMx-1:MMx,ZT);
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%Maintain SSB

S(1:2,1:MMx)=0;S(1:MMy,1:2)=NN(1:MMy,1:2,ZT);% jj boundaries
NN(:,:,ZT)=S;
ZT=ZT+1;
end
% display (['finished z-insert x,y ID isolates']);
% NN(:,:,44)
% pause
% display (['Finish z-insert isolates=ISLTID']);
%------------------------------------------------------------------------% -----------ID ISOLATES Z+ and Z- vectors ---------% First- identify isolates from z3 to MMz direction
ozt=3;
while ozt<=MMz-2
m=3;
while m<=MMy-2
% ID x-y plane isolate
n=3;
while n<= MMx-2 % ID if it is isolated from the back z==82
if NN(m,n,ozt)==ISLTID
if NN(m,n,ozt+1)==0 || NN(m,n,ozt+1)==VDID % water or void
elseif NN(m,n,ozt+1)==ISLTID
else
NN(m,n,ozt)= MM(m,n,ozt);
end
if NN(m+1,n,ozt+1)==0 || NN(m+1,n,ozt+1)==VDID % water or void
elseif NN(m+1,n,ozt+1)==ISLTID
else
NN(m,n,ozt)= MM(m,n,ozt);
end
if NN(m-1,n,ozt+1)==0 || NN(m-1,n,ozt+1)==VDID % water or void
elseif NN(m-1,n,ozt+1)==ISLTID
else
NN(m,n,ozt)= MM(m,n,ozt);
end
if NN(m,n+1,ozt+1)==0 || NN(m,n+1,ozt+1)==VDID % water or void
elseif NN(m,n+1,ozt+1)==ISLTID
else
NN(m,n,ozt)= MM(m,n,ozt);
end
if NN(m,n-1,ozt+1)==0 || NN(m,n-1,ozt+1)==VDID % water or void
elseif NN(m,n-1,ozt+1)==ISLTID
else
NN(m,n,ozt)= MM(m,n,ozt);
end
if NN(m+1,n+1,ozt+1)==0 || NN(m+1,n+1,ozt+1)==VDID % water or void
elseif NN(m+1,n+1,ozt+1)==ISLTID
else
NN(m,n,ozt)= MM(m,n,ozt);
end
if NN(m+1,n-1,ozt+1)==0 || NN(m+1,n-1,ozt+1)==VDID % water or void
elseif NN(m+1,n-1,ozt+1)==ISLTID
else
NN(m,n,ozt)= MM(m,n,ozt);
end
if NN(m-1,n+1,ozt+1)==0 || NN(m-1,n+1,ozt+1)==VDID % water or void
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%
%
%
%

elseif NN(m-1,n+1,ozt+1)==ISLTID
else
NN(m,n,ozt)= MM(m,n,ozt);
end
if NN(m-1,n-1,ozt+1)==0 || NN(m-1,n-1,ozt+1)==VDID % water or void
elseif NN(m-1,n-1,ozt+1)==ISLTID
else
NN(m,n,ozt)= MM(m,n,ozt);
end
end
n=n+1;
end
m=m+1;
end
ozt=ozt+1;
end
display (['finished z3toz82 IS isolates']);
NN(:,:,(MMz/2))
pause
Second- identify isolates from MMz to z3 direction
ozt=MMz-2;
while ozt>=3
m=3;
while m<=MMy-2
% ID x-y plane isolate
n=3;
while n<= MMx-2 % ID if it is isolated from the back z==82
if NN(m,n,ozt)==ISLTID
if NN(m,n,ozt-1)==0
elseif NN(m,n,ozt-1)==VDID
elseif NN(m,n,ozt-1)==ISLTID
else
NN(m,n,ozt)= MM(m,n,ozt);
end
if NN(m+1,n,ozt-1)==0
elseif NN(m+1,n,ozt-1)==VDID
elseif NN(m+1,n,ozt-1)==ISLTID
else
NN(m,n,ozt)= MM(m,n,ozt);
end
if NN(m-1,n,ozt-1)==0
elseif NN(m-1,n,ozt-1)==VDID
elseif NN(m-1,n,ozt-1)==ISLTID
else
NN(m,n,ozt)= MM(m,n,ozt);
end
if NN(m,n+1,ozt-1)==0
elseif NN(m,n+1,ozt-1)==VDID
elseif NN(m,n+1,ozt-1)==ISLTID
else
NN(m,n,ozt)= MM(m,n,ozt);
end
if NN(m,n-1,ozt-1)==0
elseif NN(m,n-1,ozt-1)==VDID
elseif NN(m,n-1,ozt-1)==ISLTID
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else
NN(m,n,ozt)= MM(m,n,ozt);
end
if NN(m+1,n+1,ozt-1)==0
elseif NN(m+1,n+1,ozt-1)==VDID
elseif NN(m+1,n+1,ozt-1)==ISLTID
else
NN(m,n,ozt)= MM(m,n,ozt);
end
if NN(m+1,n-1,ozt-1)==0
elseif NN(m+1,n-1,ozt-1)==VDID
elseif NN(m+1,n-1,ozt-1)==ISLTID
else
NN(m,n,ozt)= MM(m,n,ozt);
end
if NN(m-1,n+1,ozt-1)==0
elseif NN(m-1,n+1,ozt-1)==VDID
elseif NN(m-1,n+1,ozt-1)==ISLTID
else
NN(m,n,ozt)= MM(m,n,ozt);
end
if NN(m-1,n-1,ozt-1)==0
elseif NN(m-1,n-1,ozt-1)==VDID
elseif NN(m-1,n-1,ozt-1)==ISLTID
else
NN(m,n,ozt)= MM(m,n,ozt);
end
end
% at this point all isolates have been checked from all
% directions and found to be truly isolated from matrix; they are
% removed and if in study area they are counted toward values
if NN(m,n,ozt)==ISLTID
NN(m,n,ozt)= 0;
if ozt>=SAzL
if ozt<=SAzH
if m>=SAyL
if m<=SAyH
if n>=SAxL
if n<=SAxH
% display (['dissolve in study area',int2str(ZT)]);
Isltrmvd= Isltrmvd+MM(m,n,ozt);
isocnt=isocnt+1;
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
n=n+1;
end
m=m+1;
end
ozt=ozt-1;
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end
%
display (['finished z=/z- ID IDISOLATES']);
%
% % -------------------CLEAN-UP and CONVERT NN BACK TO MM
% NN(:,:,44)
% pause

-----------

oztt=1;
while oztt<=MMz
m=1;
while m<=MMy
n=1;
while n<= MMx
if NN(m,n,oztt)>0
if NN(m,n,oztt)<1
else
NN(m,n,oztt)=MM(m,n,oztt);
end
end
n=n+1;
end
m=m+1;
end
oztt=oztt+1;
end
%
%--------------------%
% to inspect a finshed matrix
% display (['finished cleanup']);
% NN(:,:,(MMz/2))
% pause
% %---------------------MM=NN;
%convert corrected NN back to MM
end
%end statement for function file

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SUBFUNCTION 7: HYDRAULIC_ACTION
function [hamssadd,hadepth,MM]= HydraulicAction(MM,vel,force)
% function [hamss, MM,PORPCT]= HydraulicAction(hamss,MM,vel,force,frcdur)
%
Hydraulic Action applies experimentally derived values for
%
surface removal in initial effect against weakened patina
%
hamss=0;
% mass Hydraulic Action causes to be removed
% display (['originalstartfunction HA']);
% hamss
% display (['function HA_hamss1']);
% frcdur=600;
%HAunsd=0;% tracks unused mass
rmvdmss=0; % keeps track of mass removed in study area
% pormax=porbs;
% porincrmnt removed for optimization
% pormax=porbs gives limit to removal of rock matrix based on porosity
% if pormax>=kdp
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%

pormax=pormax;
elseif pormax<kdp
pormax=kdp;kdp set a 0 for optimization
end
HYDRAULIC SHEARING FORCE ONLY-------------------------- CORRASION VALUES REMOVED !!!!!!! ----------HA2Brmvd==Experimental depth removed*cellsurface*modelfield;not ss bounds
% Values for Hydraulic Shearing Force velocities are actually in
% 3 velocity groupings .3m/s-.49 & .5-.99 m/s are group 1, group 2
% 1.0-1.49 & 1.5-1.99 m/s & 2.0-2.49, group 3 is 2.5+ m/s
% Experimental values for groups 1 & 2 have been averaged together
% based on loss per second (mm)
%porbs= porosity base for each velocity regime (v1,v2,v3) has been set
%
through an optimization study whereby the porosity is set to
%
to assure that the minimum amount removed by model is equivalent
%
to the actual amounts removed in experimental study AND it will
%
continue to remove mass at the same rate until restricted by the
%
the rising strength of the corroded surface quantified roughly
%
by the decreasing porosity of the model matrix's surface levels.
%
Mass removed does not exceed rate (mm/s)*10 minutes
frcdur=600; % force duration ==10 minutes=600 seconds. This shows how long
% the removal rate continues without limits. This allows model to remove
% mass until limited by porosity values /could be made self-determining
% OPTIMIZED POROSITY VALUES FOR V0-V3 - Result of computer optimization
% study with parameters of experimental values set at a minimum value to
% equal volume removed during experimental tests yet not more than double
% this value since experimental values declined quickly over time.
porbs0= 1.0; % porosity base of erosion for velocity 0m/s-0.19m/s
porbs1=.44; %porosity base of erosion for velocity1 0.3m/s-0.99m/s
porbs2=.37; %porosity base of erosion for velocity2 1m/s-2.49m/s
porbs3=.17; %porosity base of erosion for velocity3 2.5+m/s
% RATES OF REMOVAL FOR V0-V3: Rates are millimeters per second mm/s
% Experimentally derived rates from hydraulic Action Study
RR1=.000375; % Removal rate for V1 vel>=.3 && vel < 1.00
RR2=.00091 ; % Removal rate for V2 vel>=1.00 && vel < 2.50
RR3=.00545 ; % removal rate for V3 vel>=2.50 && vel < 3.00
% NOTES ON RATE VALUES USED IN STUDY:
% group V0:
%no target, zero expectation
% group V1: target hamss> 35.1/4 mm^3 & hamss<70.2/4 mm^3:8.75-17.5
% target HA2Brmvd== .08775mm /234 s ==.000375 mm/s== 70.2 mm^3
%group V2: target hamss>41.5/4 mm^3 & hamss<83.0/4 mm^3:10.37-20.75
% target HA2Brmvd==.00091/120 s ==.00091 mm/s == 87.36 mm^3
%group V3: target hamss>69.25/4 mm^3 & hamss<139.5/4 mm^3:17.4 -34.8
% target HA2Brmvd== .1745 mm / 32 s ==.00545 mm/s==139.52 mm^3
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------% Other program variables:
V1L=0.3;V2L=1.0;V3L=2.5;V3H=3.0; % Velocity parameters
% HA2Brmvd=0: This shows the total amount of mass that can be removed if
% the rate of removal is not limited by lessening porosity/an analog to
% the increasing strength of the rock surface/ability to resist force
global MMy MMx MMz SAyL SAyH SAxL SAxH SAzL SAzH SCL; % matrix dimensions for
% MM modeling area matrix and study area within model field
%prog.note: force=forceT;force is matlab function so its use is regulated.
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if force==0
HA2Brmvd=0;
pormax=0;
elseif force==1
if vel < V1L
HA2Brmvd=0;
pormax=porbs0;
% group V1:
elseif vel>= V1L && vel < V2L
HA2Brmvd= RR1*(SCL*SCL)*((MMx-4)*(MMz-4))*frcdur;
pormax=porbs1;
%group V2:
elseif vel>= V2L && vel < V3L
HA2Brmvd= RR2*(SCL*SCL)*((MMx-4)*(MMz-4))*frcdur;
pormax=porbs2;
%group V3:
elseif vel>= V3L && vel < V3H
HA2Brmvd= RR3*(SCL*SCL)*((MMx-4)*(MMz-4))*frcdur;
pormax=porbs3;
end
end
% ----- Determine porosity of matrix at each level of y of MM(y,x,z)---%
pormax
[ PORPCT ] = Monthly_Porosity_Percentage( MM );
% --- Examination for Removal of HA2Brmvd-value from matrix surface ----if vel<=0
hamssadd=0;
elseif vel>0
hamssadd=0;
harmdr=HA2Brmvd;
%

%renames volume of mass to be removed to
% hydraulic action remainder
while harmdr > 0
%START REMOVAL LOOP
-----------ID AND ANALYZE TOPMOST LAYER --------RKHGTSS=zeros(MMx,MMz);
w=1;
while w<=MMz
v=MMx;
while v>=1;
%x dimensions
u=MMy;
while u>=1 ; %count y columns for each x in each z
if MM(u,v,w)>0 % to determine max height (y) of each x,z
RKHGTSS(w,v)= RKHGTSS(w,v)+1;
elseif MM(u,v,w)==0 ;
u=1;
end
u=u-1;
end
v=v-1;
end
w=w+1;
end
RKHGTSSMA=RKHGTSS(3:MMx-2,3:MMz-2);
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tbrmvd=(MMy+1)-max(max(RKHGTSSMA)); %top most level of continuous
rock
QQQ=MM;
zzz=3;
tbrmvdcntr=0;
satbrmvdcntr=0;

% Use/manipulate copy QQQ of MM matrix to find
%
mass in chosen-y in its x,z cells
% To-be-removed-counter tallies number of
% cells in topmost level
%To-be-removed-counter tallies number of
% cells in topmost level of study area

while zzz<=MMz-2
aaa=3;
while aaa<=MMy-2
bbb=3;
while bbb<=MMx-2
if QQQ(aaa,bbb,zzz)==1
QQQ(aaa,bbb,zzz)=0; %This removes void values
end
bbb=bbb+1;
end
aaa=aaa+1;
end
zzz=zzz+1;
end
mss=sum(sum(QQQ(tbrmvd,3:MMx-2,3:MMz-2))); % mass available in top
level
%

%
%
%

----------- BEGIN REMOVAL BY LAYER ------------------------if mss >= harmdr
zz=3;
while zz<=MMz-2
xx=3;
while xx<=MMx-2
if QQQ(tbrmvd,xx,zz)>0 %
tbrmvdcntr=tbrmvdcntr+1;
if zz>=SAzL
if zz<=SAzH
if tbrmvd<=SAyH
if tbrmvd>=SAyL
if xx>=SAxL
if xx<=SAxH
satbrmvdcntr=satbrmvdcntr+1;
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
xx=xx+1;
end
zz=zz+1;
end
portta=PORPCT(1,tbrmvd-1)
porttb=PORPCT(1,tbrmvd+1)
porttc=PORPCT(1,tbrmvd)
zz=3;
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while zz<=MMz-2
xx=3;
while xx<=MMx-2
if PORPCT(1,tbrmvd)<=pormax
%
elseif PORPCT(1,tbrmvd)>pormax
if zz>=SAzL
if zz<=SAzH
if tbrmvd<=SAyH
if tbrmvd>=SAyL
if xx>=SAxL
if xx<=SAxH
rmvdmss=rmvdmss+(abs(harmdr)/tbrmvdcntr);
end
end
end
end
end
end
MM(tbrmvd,xx,zz)=MM(tbrmvd,xx,zz)(abs(harmdr)/tbrmvdcntr);
end
xx=xx+1;
end
zz=zz+1;
end
harmdr=0;
elseif mss < harmdr
if PORPCT(1,tbrmvd)>pormax
harmdr= harmdr-mss;
MSQ=QQQ(tbrmvd,SAxL:SAxH,SAzL:SAzH);
rmvdmss=sum(sum(MSQ));
MM(tbrmvd,:,:)=0;
elseif PORPCT(1,tbrmvd)<=pormax
HAunsd=(abs(harmdr)/tbrmvdcntr)*satbrmvdcntr;
harmdr=0;
end
end
end % end of while mass remains to be removed
hamssadd= rmvdmss;
end % end of vel>0 statement
hadepth=rmvdmss/(SCL*SCL*(SAxH-SAxL+1)*(SAzH-SAzL+1));
%
hadepth
end % end of function statement

---------------------------------------------------------END LIMESTONE_WEATHERING_MODEL.
end (223p.)_________
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